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General Prefatory ^ote

Although the Qur'an is essentially a religious

oook, there are many obiter dict^ searing on things
of this •nearer life", and ethical implications come

perhaps first in the things of this nearer life.1
Short of a lexicon which records all ethical terms

and phrases, this study fulfils partly such a pro¬

jected lexicon. It is, however, interested in more

than merely defining or clarifying certain terms and

expressions, as these in themselves are not the aim

of scientific research, the aim is to reach concepts,

in the present case, ethical ones.

There are various ways of looking at qur anic

ethics. In this study they are looxed upon in the

simple way of negative and positive ethics, or, in

the language of the Muslim jurists, r.awahjjL and awaciir

respectively. such a symmetrical approach to a sup¬

posed system or code of ethics is the most primitive

^Cf, Q. 103, 21.; 2, 172 etc.; also, Schacht, Origins.
244f.; Giss, tructure of religious Thought in Islam.
The Muslim 1'orld. July 1948, especially pp,186f.
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and can be traced back, to the earliest ethical system,

which is preserved in the British Huseum in the ISem-

phite drama,1 Hence the present study is composed
of two lists: the first is concerned with whet the

Qur'an considers as vicious. The second list consists

of the qur'anic virtues almost directly opposing the

vices discussed in the first list. Both lists repre¬

sent, however, the principal vices and the virtues.

The representation is justified, in most cases studied

oelow, by the great number of passages involved. The

vices, so runs the Qur'anic argument, are Jahilite;

while the virtues are purely qur*anic. Any compara¬

tive study, and this is outside the scope of this study,

would show that the qyr'&nic ethics are selective re¬

garding the pre-Qur'anic Arabian ethics,2 Thus, e.g.

some virtues are praised by both the Quran and the

1~"
Cf. J.H, Breasted, The Dawn of Conscience. 29ff.;

BX>i" £2£SJ22» Encyclopedia Italima. The
ethical part of the ten commandment a (cf, f&xodus, 20,
2-17) is also put in the form of thou shalt not and
thou shalt. again the same dichotomy of the good and
the bad,

2
Cf. EI (2), art. AKhlak (R. Walaer and H.a.R. Gibb).
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X
pre-Qur'anic Arabs, the so-called ma&aria al-afthiag.

Other categories of ethical concepts can be discerned,

though all are, in a way, derivable from the positive

and negative notions mentioned aoove.

The method used in this study is besed mainly on

discussing relevant passages clustering around a cer¬

tain root, in moat cases more than one root is needed,
> _

because synonyms abound in the Qur an. Thus essen¬

tially my approach is textual and closely related to

the letter. An alternative approach could be: one

thin&s first of ethical concepts (e.g. good;, responsi¬

bility, obligation} and then attempts to find out

whether this or that Qur anie passage could be brought

forward to support the argument. This latter approach,
p

used by Dr, Dr&z in his thesis la "orale diy Goran1"« is

liable to encroachments of foreign influences in the

same way as nappened to the commentators of the Qur'an
3.

amongst Moslems.

^Al-Ar.hani. XVI, 93 (Cairo, no date),

^Published in Cairo, 1954.
3 .Gf. Goldziher, Die Richtun^en.
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My linguistic approach must not be confused with
the so-called Linguistic Philosophy. Two points of

comparison with this letter might help in showing the
nature of the problem ana therefore the method which

should be followed in this work;. Firstly, the Lin¬

guistic Philosophers handle problems finished from

the standpoint of other philosophers. The present

study starts from what ought be called "embryonic

problems". secondly, the use of dictionaries, which

is so essential to the Linguistic Philosophers, cannot

be of much help in the case of the Qur an, at least at

present, because the Qur' an is, ma-nly, its own dic¬

tionary.

as modern studies on the Qur an are still in a

very elementary stege, the results, even the method,

of this study are bound to be conditional and depen¬

dent on fresh discoveries in other fields of Quranic

studies. Thus the problem of chronology is far from

being fixed. Roldeke's work"*" on the sublet, which

is followed in this study and has usually been accep¬

ted among scholars during a whole century, has been

help of Schwally vol. I).

1
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challenged recently by Bell in his translation of the
Our an. Another important point is the boundaries

between the subjects discussed in the Qur an# Thus

legal, political, ethical and other social aspects,

as well as religious ones, mix with one another#

Hence a fair appreciation of the role of any of these

subjects is dependant on a better presentation of the

role of the others. That is why it is difficult to

presume that the implication of a passage is ethical

when a political or a religious implication might be

the case. A third problem is the lack felt today of

authentic pre-Islamic literature. Much of the liter¬

ature contemporary to the Qur an is also lost to us.

Thus, while considering the qur'an today as self-

explanatory might be a methodic necessity, the scene

will be greatly changed when more authentic literature

of earlier times can be discovered.

To be fair to Islamac studies on the Qur an, one

can say that there is really much good in them if only

that *good" could be systematically studied and presen¬

ted to us in modern terms.
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In the west, during the last century, there are

many valuable writings on the Qur'an; most of which
are interested in foreign — mainly Jewish or Chris¬

tian - influences. There is still much to be said

on the true positive contribution of the Qur an."*"
Very closely related to this is the Arabian bach-

ground of the Qur' an, since any Jewish or Christian

influences are not originally Arabian. What is pub-
? -

lished on Qur anic ethics in modern times, apart from

the work of Dr. Braz mentioned aoove, is hardly worth

mentioning. In the Encyclopedia of Islam (in both

editions) there are few articles on Qur'anic ethics,

the legal and the theological elements being dealt

with much more than the ethical. In this connection

a German thesis by O.J. Evens (Die Idee uer Ounde im

goran. 1939) must be mentioned. This thesis coll¬

ects twenty roots in the Qur an which bear on the

idea of sin. Apart from mentioning that the Qur an

looks at the notion of sin from a treble standpoint

(pp.4Iff), namely sins committed against God, other

y—
Of. Gibb, The Muslim .aria. (Muhanm&d and the Quran),
119, Ap, 1948. ~
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human beings or against one*s own self, :vans hardly
tackles anything else."*"

Miscellaneous Points

All quotations from the Qur'an ere adopted from

Belize Translation. Bellas wording is accepted by

the present writer except 'when I have transliterated

the text. in ins case ox ~.ain points of difference

between myself and Bell, I have commented briefly on

what might be considered as an alternative transla¬

tion.

The first sixteen chapters of this work begin

with an introductory section which mentions usually

the main roots or words around which the discussion
V .

will be carried. The meaning of the words and a

general comment are given in this section also. The

relevant passages are then discussed in chronological

order, and arranged in most cases in four periods,

three Meccan and the fourth Medinan (according to the

1After finishing the writing of my thesis, I came re¬
cently to xnow about an unpublished thesis on studies
in the ethical Doctrine of the our'an. by M.D, Bahbar
(submitted to Cambridge University in 1953).
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arrangement of Nolcleite-Schwally). The tie four periods
could oe further subdivided, as has been done by Caet-

ani (Annali Dell* Islam. I, pp.lSbff). It has seen

found in some cases that a whole period does not say

much about the subject under discussion, and in such
1 • • •• - •

. •;
, .

cases a fusion of two periods is more suitable. Each

chapter ends with a conclusion, while in Chapter XVII

concluding remarks on the whole work will be provided.

The order of the eonjugational forms of Arabic verbs

(Form I and so on) is adopted from Lane whose numerical

order is now universally accepted in the west. Each

root is mentioned at least once in its primitive form

(sc. its consonantal letters), but often the mention

of the root is not sufficient from the standpoint of

the meaning. That is why in the majority of cases

Form I (third person singular masculine past tense)

is mentioned beside the root, or other conjugational

forms are given as well, in order to clarify the point

under discussion. Commentaries other than the Kaaachaf

of ?amakhshari have rarely been used; the special in¬

terest in the Kashshaf is its great concentration on

linguistic approach to the Qur 'an. Rarely any bio¬

graphical note on the life of the Prophet will be
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discussed in this study in spite of hiy indebtedness
• ■'

_ « ... . , .

to most Western studies in the last hundred years or

so on the subject.

Regarding the terminology, I need mention a few

words. Perhaps I may be permitted to invent the

English words Jehilite (•&) and J sialism, terms which

correspond to jahili ana jshill.yah respectively. By

the term «3ahilite I mean "all ethics dismissed by the

Our'an as related to Arabian times of .,-&ganism and go'^S

explicitly against the positive ethical teachings of

the Qur an*. Hence uahilists may be understood as

"an ethical berbsrisia". The introductory chapter to

this study will deal with the development of these

terms.

In referring to the chronological order, I men¬

tion either period or stage. "Period" has the speci¬

fic sense given to it by Noldeke-Schwally, as stated

above. "Stage*' is used in a general sense to mean

less than a period, or more than a period, according

to the associations of the term. I also use "verse"

and "passage". By the first I unaerstand the techni¬

cal sense as shown in the Official Egyptian Edition
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of the Qur'an, or Flugol's edition, The numerical

order of these two editions is not the same. Bell

follows the order given by Flugel, and I have followed

Bell automatically,regarding the numerical order of

the verses, since I quote from him. The difference

between the two numerical orders comes from splitting

the one verse in the Egyptian edition into two in

that of ilugel*s, or combining two verses in the for¬

mer into one in the latter. These differences con

be easily traced. By a Qur'anic "passage" I mean

simply the general sense, hence a passage may be less

than a verse or a number of verses. Lastly, the re¬

ferences in the footnotes are often given in a con¬

tracted. form, the bibliography at the end of the

work will give all the details regarding these refer¬

ences.
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CHAFf-SR I

banilisia

The root .ihl is not the only one which can help

in indicating the outstanding negative aspects of

Quranic ethics. Many other roots could satisfy

the limited purpose of this study as much as the root

jhl. A start, however, must be made somewhere. Be¬

sides, Jahilism (and Jahilites) al-.iahlliyeh is the

best word among Muslim authors, and in the West too,

which refers to the life and institutions of the pre-

Qur'anic Araos, ana the qur 'an itself is partly res¬

ponsible for that.

The root jhl is mentioned twenty-four times, and

well shared setween the last tnree periods of the
? - 1

qur an. These three periods, as will be seen in

this study, portray the greatest interest the Qur "an
can show in moral ideas, while the first (Meccan)

period is extremely interested in religion. Hence,

for purposes of this study, no harm is done if we do

not find any mention of the root jhl in the first period,

XCf. N-S I, 74,



It will be seen in this chapter that the six

derivatives of the root Jig used in the Qpr en are

not all used in a technical sense. In the majority

of cases the neutral or the primitive sense oi the

root is implied.

As to the meaning of the root jhl. two principal

senses seem to have attracted the scholars, in the

original sources as well as in the West, One sense

is "ignorance* and in the words of F;eghibi, "the

mind's voidness of Knowledge". Tab&rl and some

other commentators insist on this sense almost to the

exclusion of the second sense which will be mentioned

later. In twenty out of twenty-four coses in which

a derivative from the root .ihl is mentioned, Bell
o

uses "ignorance" or "ignorant", Iiorovitz , too, -

takes the same line. But ignorance and mind's void¬

ness of Knowledge do not seem to interest people ,

mainly illiterate.

l"
hufradat. see under root Jig. This explanation of
Raghib is similar to what is meant by'ignorancA' in
English. Of. J. Murray (ed.) A Mew Eng. Diet. .rt

2Koranische Untersuchun. en. 61f.; also cf. Ahrenx
Chrlstlljchea. 381,



In this connection one might refer to Abu-Jahl
*

3L
who seems to hare had Abu 1 Hakem as his real name (*&')

until the other name came into existence. The root

htoa2 indicates '♦wisdom". What underlies "wisdom"

nere is not a Socratic but essentially a practical
3

sense. It implies arbitration and the like. This

leads to the second sense of the root .ihjl. namely to

oe or to become rude, uncontrollable, saflh , or in

ore word "bsxoarian" according to the famous studies

of Goldziher."*

The reconciliation of both views shows a typical

Qur'anic way of handling the available Arabic words

and expressions. Thus it is highly probable that the

first sense identified apparently, in the eyes of the

1 *
Cf. e.g. T., Annales..III. p,lJ15.

2 Driver and Briggs,
?£• mamLexicon oi the Old Testament.

^Gn hakam and the root cf. e.g. Lane, ad, loc.
4 ,

Cf, Z*, II, 983f, etc,; cf. Lane art, safah: "incon¬
stancy, lightness, hastiness",
fuhamm. otud. I, 219ff., see with this {p.4) in the
same Vol. I,

Prof.Arberry accepts this standpoint of Golaziher and finds
it unfortunate that the term ,j ah i I i ya should be often trans¬
lated "Age of Ignorance", Ihe Seven Odes.pp.251ff. . London.1957



qur'an with paganism and ignoring the Revelation, is
only an afterthought on the part of the Qur an;
while the second sense is the real primitive meaning.

This is tantamount to saying that the Qur an, in

introducing some new ideas to the Arabs, had to en¬

large or modify some of the former expressions.

The critic needs then; to find out the border-line

between the primitive and the secondary meaning, or

the development of technical terms for which the new

ideas of the Qur an are responsible.

Ibn Mam-ur1, in commenting on .nihil!., ah. says

that: "it is the state of pre-Islamic Araos, namely

ignoring - he uses al-.iahl - God, praised be He, and

His messenger, the laws of religion, boasting of

genealogies, pride, despotism ta.iabbur and the like*.

It may be added that the ethical traits just mentioned

do not underlie the word jahiliyah for someone who

lived before the Qur' an. Nevertheless, this latter

had its own ethical traits underlying the same word.
> -

A pre-Qur anic Arab could never understand the first

- religious - part in Ion Manzur's definition.

,&<*« Iftg.
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Por the purpose of the present study, such ethical

implications as the ones just mentioned by Ibn Manzur

are concentrated on, while any other implication, re¬

ligious or otherwise, will not have any great share

in the discussion,
_

i ; "" " ™ -fc. ,

The root ,jhl is twice mentioned in the second

period, twelve times in the third period, and tenA
times in Medina,

Ste%g
« ?

Para, 1, 25,64,

The servants of the Merciful are those who
walk humbly upon the earth, and when the
.lahilun address them, say: "Peace*.

In such an early passage jahilun seems to contrast

with the "servants of the Merciful", hence the tech¬

nical sense of the word jahilun is hardly absent in

the passage unless its chronology is contested,^

1According to H-3 I,
2
According to Sell the verse*s chronology is late
Meecan or early Medinan,



But it is possible that other passages, lost for us

now\ pared the way for the use of ;iahllun in a

technical sense in the passage under consideration.

The meaning underlying .'iahilun seems to be derived,

conversely, from the two characteristics of the "ser¬

vants", namely that they are humble and react peace¬

fully. Hence the Jahilites are supposed to be zaen

of pride and war. It is possible, however, that

the passage originally meant to comment mainly on

the behaviour of the "servants" (the virtuous), and

jahilup not a so-called Jahilite is meant, but any¬

one who is not as perfect as these "servants of the

Merciful".

Para. 2. 27,56.

Here Lot uses the word tajhalun, applying it to

his people, because they "come to men in lust instead

of women". In the preceding verse (27,55) Lot has

condemned this as "indecency". Thus a Jahilite is

an indecent - homosexual - person. In the present

case, as in pera. 1, the root jhl may not yet have

^Cf. the Kedinan passage (2,100):
lor whatsoever verse we cancel or cause,..to
forget we bring a better or the like...



been used in a technical sense, but from what will be

said in Chapter II and Chapter IV on i^ride and in¬

decency, one is able to attribute some Jahilism - in
its later Qur^anic technical sense - to the word

ta.ihalun here.

Para. 3. 11,31*

In this verse, and those which precede or follow

it, an ideological argument is supposed to take place

between Noah and the nobles of his people who ask him

to "drive away those who have believed", because,

according to verse 29, they are "the basest". In

the controversial argument the same word tadhalun, as

in para. 2, is applied to the nobles - by Noah.

TtfcNrlr understands the word to mean: "to be ignor-

ant of one's own duties". "amakhohari*s interpre¬

tation of the word is his preferred and often used word

tasfahun (of the same root as safih mentioned in the

introductory note above). The nobles in this case

are, among other things, very proud and class-conscious

cf. para, 1.

"Stll, p.18.

2XI. pp.9Q3f.
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Para* 4. 11,43*

Koah, again, prays now for his unbelieving son;
but God admonishes him not to be one of the Jahilln.

The verse reads:

He said: *0 Noah, he is not of thy household;
verily it innahu is a deed not upright, so do
not ask Me what thou hast no knowledge of; I
admonish thee not to be one of the Jahilin.

Bell, in a footnote commenting on the verse, remarks

that "it" mentioned in the verse, "probably refers to

Noah's prayer..*but Moslems.,.interpret the phrase as

referring to the son*.. " This remark of Bell is

justified when one remembers a variant of the verse

where, instead of "do not ask Me", one finds "asking

Me"1, in which case the prayer of Noah is more than

probably meant. But what Bell believes as probable

in his remark has been already thought of in the same

way in the traditional commentaries; thus both
2 3Tabort ' and fcemakhshari find it natural as well as

implied in the traditional interpretation that either

"Witty, Materials. 47.

2Vol. XII, p.31.

^Vol, I, 615.
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the son or the prayer is to be considered as *not

upright

Beside this point of understanding the actual

wording of the passage, one may observe tnat the
word "knowledge* mentioned in the pas~age may im¬

ply, by way of contrast, a lack of knowledge or

simply ignorance in those who are called janilln.
While this is not impossible, it is more probable

that by jihilln is meant the ones who do not be¬

have in an upright way. Also loving a son for no

other reason but for his sonship, though he is not

thfupright*or a believer, is sometning condemned re-
> - 1

peatedly in the Qur an.

From ell that has been said it seems that under¬

lying the root Jhl in the passage under discussion

are both the original sense of the root and the newly

introduced shade of meaning added by the Qur'an.
In other words, the word ".iahilin* is swollen to

such an extent as to indicate the following meanings:

disbelief, acting against uprightness ana ignoring the

godly Knowledge.

1 —
Cf, chapter lii, below.
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The original sense partly twisted, again to suit
the Qur anic outlook, is seen in flcausing Noah of be¬
having unwisely and pleading for hie son just because
of the blood-relationship.

Para. 5. 12,33.

He said: "My lord, 1 prefer the prison to that
to which they invite ae; if Thou dost not avert
their guile from me, I shall play the youth with
them, and become one of the .iahilin.

-

Here, as in para. 2, a jahil is an easy prey for /

a condemned sexual temptation - in the present case,

the other sex is named.

Fara, 6. 12,89.

He said: "Do you know what ye did with Joseph
and his brother, when ye were Jahilun.w

Although the word "know* is mentioned, it is used in

a neutral sense arid cannot be contrasted with the sense

of .iahilun: since from the details of the story of

Joseph as given in surah JLXI, one may gather that the

wickedness of his brothers consisted of Jealousy,

attempting to murder a orother, telling lies, etc.

All these traits are simply of ethical implication

ana have much to do with the primitive sense of the
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root jhl. Thus a Jahilite according to this verse

is morally condemned for various reasons none of
1

which has anything to do with ignorance.

Para. 7. 28,55.

"hen they hear vain talk they turn from it and
say: "We have our torks and ye have yours;
peace he with youl We want nothing to do with
th® jahixlg. -

A Jahilite according to this passage involves himself

in "vain talk*, a trait related further in the passage
(

to the opposite of peace. By denying the peace

23&8B to a Jahilite, the Qur'an seems not only to pre¬

pare the way for coining Islam through it for religious

purposes, hut also it is indicating by such a denial

that the Jahilites in their ways of life exe far from

being peaceful, even when they are involved in "vain

talk*.

To explain better what is meant by "vain talk"

in the Qur'an, one may refer to other parallel pass¬

ages. Thus the (virtuous) believers (in 19,63) do

not hear vain talk (in Paradise), they have instead

"Hhough according to a Socrates or a Spinoza, ignor¬
ance is so general as to cover both moral ana cog¬
nitive implications. But the Qur'an surely does
not take such a broad view aoout the root jh£.
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peace. In (23,3) the believers in this world turn

froia vain talk, later, in Medina, the vain talk is

associated with oaths and contrasted to "what the

hearts have amassed" (sc. intentions) (2,225).

Al'l these instances may indicate the ignorance

or lack of will, or both, as lying behind the vain

talk. i'rom this, and the lack of pence in a Jahilite,

one may easily contrast kirn w»tt» c. nrllgt as has been

done by Goldziher.1
Para. 8. 59,b4,

Gay: "Other than Cod shall I serve, do ye
urge me, 0 ye jahilun?"

Here, as in para. 4, both senses of the root jhl

may be involved. A Jahilite, according to the pre¬

sent passage, is either ignorant (sc. of the true God)

or intolerant of another's faith.

Para. 9. 7,134.

Now Jahilism is more clearly related to paganism

and idolatfrjf. The word tajhalun is applied to a

people asking for an idol to be worshipped,

"...0 Moses, make for ue a god as thoy have
gods..,"

Of. Ifl&aHU Stud.. 219ff.



Later, in the Medinan period, we shall see that the

term .i ahill yah denotes, among other things, paganism.

Para. 10. 7,190.

Take (the line of) disregarding (or "pay no
attention to insults •"')» urge to good conduct
and turn from the tahilln.

Here Zamakhshari1 finds .iah! as opposed to hilm (self-

control), She same view has been adopted by Goldaiher.

Besides there is Justification in Zaaakhaharl * s con¬

cluding remark on the pas-age when ho declares: "This

verse is one of tne best examples in the Qur^an in deal¬

ing with ethical ideas.'» The passage clearly suoers,

however, that by denying "good conduct* to the dahilites,

Jahilism is made a resort of bad conduct.

It may be added that the "urging to good conduct*

mentioned above is a call to change the old ethical

Views, and the Qur'an seems to pledge itself to bring

about such a change.

^ol. I, 49b.
2
Cf. para. 7 above. According to Lane*s Lexicon hilm
Mi "clemency, forbeerar.ee, r,o,;«option".
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Para. 11. 46,22

Be said: "Knowledge is with God; I deliver
to you the message with which I have been sent,
but I see you to be a people tulhalun. Uf.
paras. 4, 8 and 9,

The shade of meaning underlying the root jhl here

has a theological value: sod's knowledge contrasts

with the spiritual ignorance of trie pagans, an ignorance

which has, quite obviously, nothing to do with illiteracy.
Psra. 12, 6,55.

If their turning away is a great thing to thee,
then if thou art able to seek a hole in the
earth or a ladder to the heaven, so as to bring
them a sign. •• so oe not thou one of tne .iahilin.

Here, what might look like a superstitious attitude

on the part of the Jahilites is aroused by tne divine

claims as to the origin of the Qur anic message. But

this argument cannot conceal the fact that Janilism in

this passage is identified with superstition. Be¬

sides, the root jhl now, as in a few cases above, is

really involved with religious implications rather

than ethical.

Para. 15. 6,54.

iio* for the first time the infinitive .-jahaleh is

used. It seems as if the instances of the root

previously used are a sufficient justification for
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using an infinitive form. The main point in the

passage reads:

... whoever of you does evil in riaaals-h. then
afterwards repents and does right...

Two alternative interpretations can be given to

this jah&iah: either it moans, coruuitting fault

through negligence; or it indicates simply Jahilism.

The first interpretation seems aiore likely, in which

case the primitive sense of the word is alone re¬

tained. Nevertheless, as the contrast between evil

and right is explicitly mentioned in the passage, and

as the root jhl has so far several times been used

hinting at one or another aspect of pre-Qur anic

Arabian ethics, then an embryonic form of Jahilism in

its technical sense may be underlying jah&lah hate•

Para. 14. 6,11.

The same Jahilite superstitious attitude as in

para. 12 is continued now:

Even if we had sent down the angels to them...
but most of them aftjhalun.

fThe Medinan Period. Para.15. 16,12c1
The passage is repetitive in its wording; cf.

para. 13.

X0n the chronology of the passage, cf. W-S, 147,
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J-'tiTG. 16 • 2,62*

Here, Moses, when asked by hi& people whether he
Is mocking them, replies, "God preserve me iron being

among the ^ahjliln*. thin special meaning is mentioned
only here* It is, however, related to the shade of

neening mentioned in para* 7.
3 "era. 17. 2,274.

...The good which ye contribute is for the poor

...the .leiiil think them rich because of their
Sfelf-re'iti-GTftt tafaiiuf; but one .any recognise
them by their mark; they ask not importunately
of the people.••

It combs first that according to this passage a sahi-

lite lacks inuel.igence. But .jpnii here has

hardly any technical sense, and the word does not

seem to imply more then the primitive neutral sense#

The self-restSaint mentioned in the verse as an ethi¬

cal quality seems to imply the same quality of hilat.

and both are opposed to Jehilism,

Pf-ra. 18, 3,148.

Now another infinitive iom is used, namely the

famous word Jahiliyah. The passage readsi

...a part of you were concerned about themselves,
thinking about God ahat is not true - the thoughts
of Jahili-yah. ..



"Peganisa»% chosen by bell, is the best English uord

ior .iahiilj uh u»»a in this translation tho religious

system is mainly meant. hut beside this ma^or re¬

ligious implication, one may point to the egoiuia

pressed on the people who are ii&ened to the Johi-

lltes. Also, Jahiliam is accused o< hesitant

(suspicious) thoughts, which do not seem to nave any

truth behind then* According to Taoari1 and Zamakh-
2

snarl the hypocrites are meant in this passage.

This new shade of meaning is typically Medinan, and

appears in Medina for the first time, Thus in spite

of its religious use, jahill-veh stands clearly for

describing some of the ethical traits. Later uses

of the same form will show more ethical implications.

Para. 19. 4,21.

The passage is repetitive in its wording, cf.

paras. 13 and 15.

Pars. 20. 33,33.

The women of the Prophet are warned not to,

"swagger aoout in the manner of the former .lahlliyr-h*.

Vol. IV, 86.

2Vol. I, 242.
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The elective "former" shows that .l&hillyrh is al¬

most defined and restricted once and for ell to the

Arabian pre-Quranic pa&aniera, Besides, kahilicm

is accused of loose aorels; of. paras. 2 and 5.

Para. 21* 33,72*

Verily fe oiiered the trust to the heavens and
the earth and the mountains, but they refused
to bear it ,..man bore it; verily he has be¬
come affected with wrongdoing aiul jahulatt

Jahul is cn adjective lihe jrfril. although with an

intensive signification, as the later grammarinns
» ^

said. Both form3 occur once each in the Qur an.

As to the meaning of the whole passage, it is
1 2

difficult to decide. Tabarl and Zamakhsharl*" ex¬

plain the word trust as if it were the obedience

which man shows to Cod* Pell finds this obedience

"rather forced". It seema, on the other hand, diffi¬

cult not to find in this trust some form of respons¬

ibility entrusted to mar., though by wrongdoing (and

<3ahilism) he falls shcrt of achieving his responsibility.

The nature,perhaps, 0f this responsibility or trust

Hoi* XZII, 34.

Hoi* II, 1147.
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amanah la not impossible to identifj with the whole

of the Qur'anic message, in ooth its religious and
ethical aspects.

(The word wrongdoing in the passes® translates

aalum. a derivative of the root aim whioh will oe

the subject oi Chapter VII on transgression.)

Para* 22. 48,26.

This verse, which is considered to have oeen

delivered just atwer Huaaiblyah truce\ descrioee

the agitated state of some of the Prophet*s followers

as being a "fierceness'* like "the fierceness of the

.o'hill./c-'h". This fierceness is contracted further

in the verse with the rallnah (sc. calmness, but here

a state of self-control and'"''5r ;1 r r:"eie meant}, besides,

the Jahilite fierceness is contrasted with piety.

All theso uircuffls dances show that jhuxiij sh now

stands for several ethical aspects in the life of the

pre-Qur'anic Arabs, and the word Jahilisn can imply

both paganism as a religious system and the moral life

as embodied in various institutions and ideals.

t *
Z. II, 1379 claims that it is delivered at the time
of the truces cf.x-s, 215ft
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Para. 23, 49,6,

0 ye who have believed, if a reprobate come to
you with a report, be clear (about it), lest ye
commit a .lehklah against a people, and find your¬
selves regretting what ye have done,

2or Bell "stupidity* translates .lanslah here, and

salaii in 7,64f. The meaning of tiphcl ah is almost

defined in the text of the verse ebcvo, with which

can be read the verse discussed in para, 13; In both

cases the sord means: committing fault through neg¬

ligence, This sense is almost the primitive sense

of the root jh^ and can be put into the one word of
Bell without much risk.

Para, 24, 5,55,

In the verse (5,54) the Prophet is to judge be¬

tween those who ask him for judgment, by what God has

revealed to him; he is vsarned further against follow¬

ing their "lusts* in his judgment. The next verse

reads:

To they then desire the (node of) judgment of
the Jihixl .'ph...

Hence a Jahilite act of justice is based on lusts, or

partiality, if "lusts" could be so unuerstood. The

two verses, however, confront and contrast the divine



justice with the human one; or, to translate the
same thing into other words, the Janilit© justice
and the Qur'anie one.

goncluaion

The purpose of thin introductory chapter is to
examine the contents of any suitable root so that a

working list of so-called vices and virtues can be

provided. The root .Ihl has achieved this limited

purpose, though in an absolute sense there cannot

be any such key-position for the root ,1hl or any

other root.

At least three out of twenty-four cases of the

root phjL are repetitions; this characteristic will
be met in the majority of roots in the ^ux'an. Zn

a few cases the root ihl has soon uea in a religious

sense so that there is nothing ethical to discuss.

This second characteristic will ba .met almost always

in this study. But, despite these two limitations,

more than half the cases have shown in this chapter

pure ethical implications, and will help as a general

guide in the following seven chapters of the first

pert of this study.
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The development of derivation from the root

jhl and the use of the derivatives show some
characteristics:

The tsenty-four instances of the root ihl are

delivered in a tine—span of about i'iiteen years,

since they begin to appear in the second period

(cf, K-n, TO), and their distribution is scattered

over nearly:three quarters o3 the Qur'eric text.
The vcrbr-1 fori* y.'-.lheluh or t?jraiun occurs fire

times in Mecca and never appears in Medina, The

pluzvl fern: jhbtli ;• or .j^hiila occurs eight times in

Mecca, but only once in Medina, The infinitive

jahalah occurs once in Mecca, and three times in

Medina, All other three fenas are Medinar*: bne tro

adjectives jrbJl end lTfchCuI. occurring once each, and

the infinitive occurring four times.

Thus, if the chronology is to be believed, one finds

that the tfedinen period is greatly different from the

Meccan period in expression, even ahen one single root

is considered. Of course, such discarding of Meccan

expressions is not to b© expected in all other cases

in Medina; nevertheless, even to a smaller extent,
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the Meuinan expressions are aifierent arom ths UeoGBXi,

As to the meaning, the development it> uoapor, since

the sane expressions may be used with different mean¬

ings, The root ;ihl cannot he typical of all other

eases, however.

Lastly, ens nay conclude or. the root Ihl that it

®ho<s more fertility and variety in Mecca, while the

Iteuinan period shows more stability, This goes in

line with the oeli-mnown tneory, namely that of Meecan

enthusiasm and the hodintn cool calculations,A

1Cf, e.g. Bufel-Schasder, Las 'Lbcan ituaenmode. 35Sff:
also, Caeiard,*!. llo; aauTiiteaL^g^a*V;*i>ai /.

-V WXv<fK^W .01181,tal society Trana-

ac tions, 1936, vol f yu f 24.
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CHAPTER II

Mas1

In paras. 1 and 3 the Quran has shown its dis-
a greement with such traditional notions of pride and

class-consciousness. The commentators look upon

2
pride as the greatest of all sins. This charac¬

teristic seems to have been well-known among iJedouins,

as they have been from time immemorial an "intensely
3 4 >•

proud* people . Thus the Qur an is showing the
5

virtue of the town-awellers, , by attaching the

Bedouin pride. In a sense, then, the Qur an is

accelerating the natural death of Bedouinism.

Pride, in Christianity, is *the first of the seven
capital sins", cf. The Oxford Diet, of the Chris¬
tian Church. London, 1937, art. Pride.

2
One may refer to T. and Z. in several places; cf.
also, Evans, p.43, who finds that in the category
of sins committed by men against other men pride is
the worst of all.
i *

Bell, Introduction to the gur'an., 4.
4
Delia Vida, Arab Heritage . Paris (ed.), 49,

5
See ch. X, infra, on humility, a virtue very much
praised by settled Ufl, though some US. influence
may not be absent.
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In the following discussion the root £b£ will

provide most of the examples, hut some other roots
will he partly studied as well*

The root kbr seems to have a primitive meaning

which it still retains; thus: saburs means, he
1 —

or it became great in siae • The Qur'an itself

preserves tnis sense in its purity, but in many
2

cases the sense is, he or it became proud • Al¬

though in English the word '•proud* may he taken in

a good sense, it is usually taken in a bad sense,

such as: "disposed to taice an attitude of super¬

iority to and contempt for others ... haughty •.

Lane, in commenting on the root kbr. finds this same

—\ ^ ^ to»

5
apply some derivatives of the root Kbr to God, in

iSee Lane, art. kabura.
2
The same development seems natural in other lan¬
guages, e.g. the English words, "great", and
"greatness *.

\Tew English Dictionary, art. Proud.
4
Cf. also fr'ufradat. art, kabura.

5
'■ egalosine. lit. greatness, it means "majesty* in
the T'ii*. when ep; lieu to Gou, ^ee a oreok- :.'nuioh
Lexicon of the N.T.. ad. loc. /

Arndt and Gingrich!



which case the meaning isJ Majesty and the like,

but it is mostly pejorative when applied to other

beings,
'

*■ '•

The First Period

In the case of the root jhl, it was found that
it did not occur in such an early stage. But now,

the (Form X) istakbara is mentioned at le&3t once,
• * i

Para, 25. 74, 25,

Then he drew back and looked great.

The passage is applied to an opponent who did not

want, apparently, to listen to the new message.

Thus a sympathiser with this opponent might find no

elthical wrongdoing in his act. But from later de

velopments of the root kbr it will be seen that the

amoral religious indifference underlying the word

istakoara here is made to embrace purely ethical

traits related entirely to human actions,

A reference to other roots show* the notion of

pride in better ethical contexts.

Para, 26. 92,8*
But as for him who is niggardly, and prides
himself in wealth ista^hna.

^The chronology of this verse is somewhat doubtful,
cf, N-S (pp,93f,); to Bell the verse is "fairly
early", N-S, however, find that the 3urah 92 as
whole is early too.



Lane finds that ista^hna means, "he became free

from want,*, or satisfied with it, or him*. The

concomitant word ffnig^a*dlyw justifies Bell's ver-
2

sion. The same word is explained by Zamskhahari
in this way, "he prides himself in the desires of

the world** Thus the word isteghna does seem to

hare, in addition to its primitive sense, a Our'anic
shade of meaning, namely the sense of greatness and

pride which is felt as a result of having wealth.

A minor additional evidence in this connection is

that both jsta&hna and istakbara. in the previous

paragraph, are of the same conjugational structure

(so* Torm X)*

Para. 27. 93,9-10.

So as for the orphan be not (thou) overbearing^
And as for the beggar, scold not.

■

In these two verses the notion of pride is shown

through the alleged Meccan treatment of two cate¬

gories in the society, i.e. the orphans and the

l" " ■ - ■
Cf. Lane, art. ghaniya.

2Cf. Vol. II, 1613.
3
See also 89,18.
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beggars. To be overbearing to an orphan, however,
is not so much a matter of pride as a lack of love

and kindness; although part of the attitude is, at
♦ t ;i» ... „

least, some sort of pride. The same thing applies
- ' 1 • • I

, . *

to the scolding of a beggar.

Para. 23. 68,13.

An opponent is here described as, "Gross, but

yet highly-esteemed1". If the passage Is correctly

rendered, its effect is to undermine the respect paid

undeservedly to certain people. The nature of pride

here stems from looking after high estimation in the

eyes of others without justification, since the people

so doing are "gross*.

Para. 29.

The root t&hy (or tghw) seems to imply pride.

Bell gives the following different renderings of the
•. •: ,4 .

seme root:

atghg, ...they.,, transgressed 53,53
S •••he has become presumptuous 79,17
ta&hln ...the proud transgressors 78,22
ttwjnun ...proud transgressing... 51,53 (also, 52,32).

1
The word zanina "highly esteemed" is understood differ¬
ently in Mufradat. art. zanama.
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The original sources share with Bell this understand¬

ing of the root tghy1. The fusion of transgression

with pride is a process which is not abnormal in the

C^r'anic text. Similar cases will be met again and

again in this study,

t

The Second Period

The root hbr.

Para. 30. 37,34,

In this verse the sinners are 3&id to adopt a

proud attitude when ashed to believe in Monotheism.

Also, the people of Hoah, because they do not respond

to him, are "self-conceited" (71,6). Phuraoh and his

nobility "thought themselves great and were a high

people" (23,46), because they find the followers of

Moses are nothing but "slaves" (23,49),

Para. 31, 25,23.

Those who do not hope to meet Ms say: "iShy
have not the angels been sent down to us..,?"
Verily they have a conceit of themselves
istahbaru. and have behaved with insolence
great.

MilB and Lane, art. ta^ha.
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Thus the refusal of the opponents to accept the re¬

ligious call is reflected in their asking for angels
to be sent down to them. But this refusal is re¬

lated further by the Qur*an to a feeling of conceit

(or pride), to behaving in an Insolent way. The

root kbr does not provide any other instances in this

second period. Other passages, in this period, of

various roots may help to add to the argument on

pride:

Para. 32. 34,23-6.

In these verses the people of a former prophet

disagree with him, and they seem to be jealous of

his position; besides, they consider him.

One single human being from amongst us shall w
follow.,.he is a liar insolent aahlr.

The word ashlr does not occur anywhere else in the

Qur'an (twice in two consecutive verses). Although

according to Bell and Lane^, the word is considered

as a. synonym of mustakbir. one has to think twice

when confronted with such odd occurrences. The

1 -
See art, ashera.
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context of the passage resembles that of others g±ven

above, and as the intransigeant disobedience or in¬
difference grows on the part of the people, the pro¬

phet's adjectives grow in number as well* In the

case of the passage Just given, it is the prophet's

turn to incur the adjective "insolent" from his

people. Apart from the controversial implications

of this situation, one may say that insolence (pride)
is considered as an ethical trait which heeps its

bed sense even when used in such a controversy. The

adjective "liar* is often heard in the ^ur'an, and

will appear several times in this study, in a. religious sense.

Para. 33.

The rootflw (to be high, or to be haughty and

proud) is used (#4,18 and 30), once in a command not

to be "high against God* and once attributed to Pharaoh

who is described as "high", and "extravagant".

Such negative qualities are to be contrasted with a

virtue attributed to Abraham's son, who is described

as, "mild tempered* halim (37,99 of the second period).

Para. 34,

The root tghy. referred to before in the first

period, occurs now at least three times: (20,25 and
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45-7).

Go to Jtfiaraoh, he has become arrogant.
And speak to him gently, mryhnp he will take
heed or fear. They said: "Our Lord, we
are afraid th§t he may break out upon us, or
become arrogant."

Thus the trait of arrogance (or pride) is coupled

with an aggressive behaviour and contrasted to

"gentle", persuasive argumentation.

Para, 35, 36,1.

...those who have disbelieved are in pride
e i zzoh end s jhism,

Zamokhshari^ explainsf i ;:2.ah thus, "too proud to

surrender". The concomitant "schism", however,

shows that this pride is based on disunity; hence

it might be bound to disintegrate of itself.

Para, 36.

The root'lw (to be proud) seems to recur again

in connection with the miracles of Moses to Pharaoh

and his people:

27,14 They gainsaid them, though they themselves
were convinced of them, out of wrong-doing
and pride; see what was tne latter end of
txiose who wrought corruption.

Hoi. II, 1223.
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Though in para. 31 the signs are denied to the proud
Meocan opponents, now, on the contrary, their counter¬

parts are permitted the miracles. Apart from this,

pride is attached again with the added force of wrong¬

doing and corruption, oesiaes the wavering attitude

towards the aureoles.

From all these examplet» the notion of pride is

more and more fused with ethical implications and con¬

comitants, as follows:

Contempt for slaves para. 30
Asking for deccent of angels para, 31
Belying para. 32
Extravagance pare. 33
Aggressive attitude para. 34
Schism para, 35
iro rig-doing and corruption para. 36

This whole range of meanings accompanying the notion

of pride and identified with it in one way or another,

establishes pride in the second period as one of the

greatest faults in the ethical life of the Jahilites.

The Third Period

Hom the root kby occurs in about forty cases,

only a quarter of which is helpful and relevant to

the present discussion, and most consist of repetitions,

or impli primitive senses of the root kbr. or are
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employed in purely religious contexts,

Pure, 37, 41,14.

,..They thought themselves great in the earth
without justification, and said; *#ho is
greater than we in power?.,.

Here "great* translates istakbariL and "greater"

aahadd. The sense is strongly related to pride.

But the special shade of meaning in the present case

is the pompous feeling in oneself, and th® false

priority which one may bestow upon one's own self

to the detriment of other people in society. Thus

the implication of pride is not so much ethico-religious,

as Is the case in the second period, but primarily

social and political. This does not mesa that the

new nuance suppresses the older one. Thus, for ex¬

ample, one finds in 16,51 the contrast of pride to

obedience in which, perhaps, both the individual

and the social factor are fused. Again, in 14,24,

those isho claim greatness {the proud nobility?) are

contrasted with the weak and tne oppressed; cf. fur

ther 34,30-2; 40,50-1,



Para. 36. 10,79,

, •,H&et thou com© to us in order to turn us away
from what we found our fathers practising, and
tno greatness igbriya* in the land :ccy oolong to
you.,,

This verse continues the impression gained in the pre-

vious paragraph, namely the relationship of pride

(greatness) to political rule. If the passage be

Medinan, as is believed by Bell, then its political

context can be easily understood. But the passage

shows more than that. It shows how the opponents

fear that their rule may be overthrown; and this i®

more related to the yeccan situation, since at Medina

the Prophet will be invited from the very beginning

to rule. The other part of the argument, namely the

clinging to the practices of their fathers, is more

Kecc&n than Medinan, as will be shorn in the following

chapter.

The passage under discussion, like para. 32, attri¬

butes the pride (in this case ktbriya/) to the (vir¬
tuous) prophet. Thus, as one can never conjecture

that a Jahilife, according to the Qur an, would consider

the notion of pride in a bed sense, the only way to

understand pride here is simply to identify it with
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politicel power and leadership. It is possible, how¬

ever, that the passage, being apparently kecoan - lor

in Mecca one may opine that it was the Ueccans who were

clinging desperately to their power and rule - is sim¬

ply ridiculing the .'eccans' attitude. In other words,

as the Qur'an wants us to oelisve thrt a prophet would

not look alter greatness a© a political power or as a

feeling of pride, the opponents are unjustified in

their belle f that the prophet wants "greatness in the

land*.

Para. 39.

"Assumption of greatness* is coupled with *plot-

ting of evil" (35,41). The passage seems typical of

the last few years in Mecca when the Moslems were
?

undergoing their worst hardships, and the plotting

of evil, even if it never actually happened, was at

least a possibility inside this or the other camp.

Thus the passage continues the building up of the

notion of pride in its new direction, linking it with

all the main political events. In 7,46 pride is

coupled with the amase ing of wealth. Thus one

observes that the notion of pride has had in the third
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period one significant orientation, namely the poli¬
tical one. In this, various shades of meaning have

appeared, hut the variation between them is not very
great. Such an obvious stability of meaning leads

on to,the cold attitude towards the notion of pride

later in Medina,

The Medinar? period
! ' '

We have now very few reminiscenoes of the notion

of pride. Indeed, instead of the complaint heard in

Mecca about pride, the Medinans show their character¬

istic defects, such as hypocrisy, which will be stud¬

ied in Chapter VIII, Also, the Medirmns ere con¬

tinuously asked to obey more and more. One may say

that the Merchants of Mecca are more in touch with

the Bedouin traditions! pride end self-glorification

than the nor© docile peasants of Medina,

Para, 40. 2,81.

The Jews t-u*« addressed:

..•Whenever then a messenger comes to you with
what ye yourselves do not like, do ye act proudly
1stakbortuo and brand some as liars, while some
ye kill?

The same root kby is used in two other significant

instances, once applied to the hypocrites, and once in
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SH opposite sousq to the Christians, as follows?

53,5. Hare, tho hypocrites are said to look
away lro-s the aiwesengd*, "trying to look great11*.

3,85 ...thou wilt find those of thesa who &ro
nearest in love to those who have be¬
lieved to be those who...count not them¬
selves great.

While in the first two instances the same Meccan

aria (i.e. the taint of pride) is carried against the

new Medinan opponents, in the third instance the oppo¬

site of pride (humility) is applied to an obviously

virtuous category of people.

Conclusion

Thus pride seems to have flourished in Mecca far

more than in Medina, and to have been related to ethico-

religious traits in the first half of the Meccan stage

(i.e. the first two periods), while in the third

period it is related to social, mainly political, life.

The few statistical facts given below show how

the various nuances are bound to grow or fade accord¬

ing to their relative frequency.



The root kbr.

The Period The huatoer ox" The ethical Impfication
73?JO3

'The roox. t«:<ay referred to above oniv in the first two
>

perious occurs {see hvans, Die Idee der ^ninciB im Koran.

20) fourteen times in the first period, ten in the sec¬

ond, four in the third, and only twice in the Medinan

period. The statistics of the two roots Just given

justifies the reference, in the first two pfiriods, to

some roots other than kbr. Also, in the case of both

roots, the decline in use is tremendous in Medina, so

that the notion of price has almost uoen dismissed, or,

in other v;ords, it has seen replaced by a focussing of

attention on other notions.

The First One

The Second Sight

Tiie Third Forty-two
The MeditUNB seven

Religious
About two are ethical,
the rest are neutral
or religious.
Some ten sre ethical.

done three tre ethical.
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CHAPTflH XII

Fr.theyhcod and Ponship

It is not the natural bonus aue to fathers and

sons willed ure attached by the but, as will

be shown presently, the blind foliosing (the con¬

servatism'?) of fathers, and the trioal attitude to¬

wards sons. Hence, the words "fathers" and "sons"

ere used sometimes in a neutral »ense, i.e. simply

to refer to fathers and sons, while in other pass¬

ages the same words convey either a sad sense, as

has iuet been mentioned, or a good sense (a moral

virtue) as *111 be shown in Chapter II.

In the following two sections the blood-

relationship in its tribal (and perhaps national)
sense is discussed.1 In tnis, again, the Qur an

seems to adopt the standpoint of town-dwellers; and

tribalism - as identified with conservatism and pre¬

ference for sons - is therefore denounced.

^The N»T. preaches a doctrine which transcends the
family; cf, St. fcark (13,12):
how the brother shall betray the brotht to death,
and the lather the son; and children shall rise
against parents...
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(a) Fatherhood

Para. 41.

In the first period we see the following rather
neutral passage which states:

80,34ff ...e men shall flee from his brother
irom his mother and his father.••
JBach men ot them that day will hare
business to occupy him.

It is possible that in this passage the way ie partly

paved for the leter arguments against clinging to

fathers, and the fear cf any innovation just because

of such an attitude.

The heconu Period

Para. 42. 57,67. They found their fathers erring
68. And in their footsteps they stream

©long.

The whole of trie second VtiJa in this passage i«iay be

expressed by the one modem word "oonoervatlsraThe

parallelism may not be very exact, though an appeal at

least is made to think afroeh sine, accept innovation
1

courageously. The passage, also, may swan that one

j y

Moslems, despite the qur'anic explicit pleading to the
contrary, iiave iaj.-i.en oack, in various ways, on the
the Jahilite notion of conservatism, or traditionalism
and the blind following of the fathers; see e.g. Watt,
M/#ee., 135*.
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Ejust needs beware the erring fathers or the way whore-

in they err.

iura. 4i»

The t-asaage 26,72ff, speeds of the idols:

„,.ro thoy hear you,..Or profit you or hwmt
They said: ^Nay, we have found our fathers
doing thus..."

(Also 21,53ff; 2?,31ff.)
Now the "irrationality" in doing a pagan is aggra¬

vated, according to this passage, by following the

fathers* example.

Para, 44,

In 19,4~>ff. Abraham addresses his pngan father,

saying:

...thore has coae to me knowledge saich has not
come to thee; so follow me...
Art thou averse to my gods, 0 Abraham? If
thou dost not refrain I ©hell surely stone thee...
He Oc AbrahaaO daidj "Peace be upon thee! 1
shall ask pardon for thee,.,

fatherhood in its Jahilite sense is reversed now,

it is a father who has to follow his son, because the

latter has "knowledge*. It is religious knowledge,

hence it might not have mush ethical significance, but

the result may be to shatter the Jahilit© notion of

fatherhood. This is further shattered by the con¬

comitant information given in the passage above about
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tho eggreoeivences of the "ignorant* father and the
niidrtcsu and peaoefulness of the "inspired" son.

Para, 45, 43,22.

thus $e never before thee cunt e wamer to any
town, but the affluent of it said: *Ve found
our father3 following a common religion jai
and ue on their footsteps do follow close."

This passage shows that those wno insist on following

the fathers are simply the "affluent", thus conser¬

vatism is conjoined with the preserving of the vested

interests of the affluent, With this is to so read

the following verse (43,26):

Nay, I (jee. God) have given these and their
fathers enjoyoent of life until there has
coaie to thorn the truth,,.

Para. 46, 23,85.

«,'© and our fawhers have oeen promised this
aforetime; this is nothing but old world
tales.

Since the denial of Resurrection does not seem to be

baaed on rational premisses nor on seer© coincidence,

it is sheer conservatism again in its pejorative sense.
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The fhxxd leriod

Peru. 4?. 45.24,

abo. -«iion Our ligrw ax-© recited tc them as
vi&enoc®, their only argument is: "Pro¬
duce our fathers, if ye apeak the truth."

Basing the truth of ar./thirig on the reproduction
oi fathers la not a rational argument, though it is

not leas rational then what is claimed in the rsigns*

themselves, The opponents may be asking for their

fathers only for tu© sake of guidance arid as an author¬

ity.

Para. 46, 11,111.

So bo not xn cucxtation on account of what these
people serve; they servo only as their fathers
served before them,,, IOf. also, 31,20; 34,42.)

The denouncement of idols, nere, is coupled with an

ironical treatiaent of tee "fathersH# Xnus to de¬

nounce idolatry aeane denouncing tm Jahilite notion

ox fatherhood, and rice verse. Also, consolation and

confidence are given to the Prophet, a concomitant

which implies that the opponent® and their i&tners

are wrong arid are apt to oe overture an. The Jahi-

lites, on the contrary, are described in the Qur'an
as lacking in confidence, as will oe shown in Chap¬

ter VIII,
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Para. 49. 7#27.

fhfin they commit en indecency, they say: "We
found our fathers uoing ti ls... u

that 18 called ^indecency" hero would not oe .^tcaed

so by the Jahilibeo, In the next ©imptar the main

aspects of indecency in the eyes of the ^ur'an will
be discussed. Sow it needs only to be observed that

the following of che fatners is further denounced by

Its conjunction with eoB&itting indecency. It may

be observed that the passage is ironieel, however.

Peru. 50, 7,oS.
. .

...will ye dispute with me about i:.%ses (sc.
idols) which you and your fathers haw named,
for which God has sent down no authority?.,.

(cf. also 55,22 and 12,40.)

There is no authority tor idols, and therefore thero

should oc none for the fathers as well. Both idol¬

atry and fatherhood - in its bad sense - are denounced

as devices which, according to the passage, are mere

•nastes". This argument is similar to the argument of

the opponents when they denounce this or that as, set

of the Qur farde message as, "nothing but old world

tales"; cf. para. 46.
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Pare. 51.

In 7,172 the dinners on the Judgment Bey are made
to ©fc.y{

• ••It was qui fathers aforetime who associated
ashraka,,•wilt Thou then destroy us for what
who workers of vanity (al-muttilug) did?

Hero an idolater is simply identified with someone

who corrupts or works vanity. Ida first trait is re¬

ligious while the othor is strictly ethical, and it

seems that the one is mads dependent on the other.

Besides, the passage makes the sinners renounce their

fathers, end this reinforces the attack on the Jahilite

cult of the fathers,

%'he kedinan Period

Para. 52.

As tue authority of the nascent society increases

rapidly, there will not be much need to refer to

fatherhood in its former sense, home passages, how¬

ever feint and repetitive, snow tne continuity of the

notion oi fatherhood in its .veoinan colour j e • g •

2,165 ...tney say: MNay, we follow what we
iound our fathers doing* - even thou«htheir xathere were utterly #ithout under¬
standing... (Cf. also 5,103.)
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58,22 One does not find a people who believe.,
in friendly relations with any who ob¬
struct Cod...even though they were their
fathers, or their sons... (Cf. 9,25-4.)

(b) Sonahin *monctst Jahilltea

Para. 55.

Tn very early passers {74,12ff) the greed for

wealth io identified with that for mora sons, and both

are denounced as Jahilit© traits. In 68,15f. sonship

in its bad sense is coupled with pride and greed. In

70,11 the sinner on the Judgement hay would wish to

ransom himself with his sons; but he is unable, of

course, to do so. In this passage an aspect of In¬

dividualism is preached, in smich a ran is judged accor¬

ding to hi© merits and demerits. But on the other hand

the vanity of the Bedouin pride in sons is an aspect

of desert collectivism. Thus the Msocan opponents are

able to agree with the pur'an on the first as. ect, though

not on the second. This oxtmple amy imply that the

town-dwellers of Mecca, could not get rid of many Bedouin

traits, but the <£ur*an could.



The Second Period

Para* 54*

Hoc £i new phase of Juiiilito sonuhip is revealed
in that the Jahilite prefers sons to daughters*1
The context of ouch passage® is religious and related
to pug&n Meccan ^occte&was, hut the ethical and social

aspects are not completely absent in it. lor example:

37,143. Consult them then: "has thy lord
daughters end they sens'/4

134. What is wrong with you? Row ye judgeI
4u,i2. Or hath He taxon*..daughters, and honoured

you »ith sons? (A3.o 17,42 etc*5
t r

Pera. 35. 71,20*

.. • they have opposed iae, and followed. him whose ,

wealth and tvlad only increase him in loss.

In all previous passages paon<i" translated oanin. and

•dau^L'-srs" sanat. Mow walad is believed by Bell to

- mean "children*, though the context seems rather to

t-au "sons*' only* ci* prt* 53, as cue gooage is

^sieved . to be of the second period, then it is

natural for the Heeean opposition to appear, together

with such ^chilito traits as are mentioned in the

r*
G.&, "Bradley in Ms book, lectures on the Book of Job.
P*30, consenting on the fact that Job has seven sons
but throe daughter©, soyc; %.,in all earlier stages
of the history of our race, sons are prized far above
their sisters*.
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pas~age, namely, love of wealth and pride in sons.

These traits and that of opposition constitute loss

in the eyes of the Qur'an.
Para. 56. 71,28.

...they will lead astray Thy servants, and
their every birth will be a scamp unoeliev-
in& la .>{ lidu ilia fa.1irsn kafiarati.

29. 0, my Lord...increase not the wrong-doers
except in ruin.

Here, again, as in the previous paragraph, both sons

end daughters might be understood under the verb

yalidu. But as all nouns and pronouns in the pass¬

age are masculine, and because the sense of the con¬

text requires mention of blameworthy characteristics

of Jahilites, sons only, to the exclusion of daugh¬

ters, are meant. The word "ruin* mentioned in the

second verse corresponds to the "loss" of the pre¬

vious paragraph. Thus the passage expands the

comment on the Jahiiite notion of sonship, saying:

once the fathers are leading the others astray, then

their sons are apt to do the same thing.

Para. 57. 18,44.

health and sons are the adornment of the nearer
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life, but the things which remain, the works
of righteousness, are,•.better*•.

Here a mild contrast is made between sons and wealth,

on the one hand, and the works of righteousness on

the other. If this passage could be related with

the previous ones above on the notion of sonship, then
t

,, . . ... ... ......

it adds the following shade of meaning: not sons as

such, but pride in sons or preferring them to daugh¬

ters, together with other related aspects, are what

is condemned by the Qur'an.1
The Third Period

Para. 58,

Now we are confronted with an unbelieving (Jahi-

lite) son, while Ms father belongs to the community

of the believers. It is the story of Noah and Ms

prayer to God to rescue Ms son:

11,47* ,. .0 my Lord, my son is one of my house¬
hold. ..Thou art the worthiest to judge..,

48, He said: *0 Noah* he is not of thy house¬
hold, verily It* is a deed not upright...

XCf. Paret, Mohammed. 37.

2Cf. para, 4.
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It seems as if Noah is behaving in a Jshilite

manner when he clings to his son because he is jg.

member of the housenold. Nevertheless, Noah is

reminded that he should not cling to a Jahilite

sonship, and apparently he accepts the reminder
and gives way to uprightness*

Para. 59. 31,52.

...a father walid will not make satisfaction
ycuhni for his child walad. nor a child be
making satisfaction for his father at all.

Here walid-walad can be understood either as father-

son or parent-child. Bell seems to compromise with

both. It seems more natural to accept the alterna¬

tive father-son, since the preceding and the suc¬

ceeding verses are involved in a controversial argu¬

ment against the Jahilites, and discounting the Jahi-

lite significance of fathers and sons is an impor¬

tant factor in such an argument. In contrast to

Jahilite tribal notions, this passage specifies the

responsibility of the individual in regard to himself.

Para. 60. 34,34.
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54,36.

Neither your possessions nor your children are
the thing which will bring you into close prox¬
imity to Us, but only who has believed, and done
uprightly...

The punishment mentioned in the passage is that which

is due to happen on the Judgement Day. But it is

very clear that the Jahilite, according to the pass¬

age, thinks himself too strong on account of Ms child¬

ren (sons) and possessions to be punished even when he

is not upright.

Coming now to the end of the Mecean stage one

feels sure that the notion of sonship has established

itself in Mecca, but this establishment will soon give

way in Medina, just as in the case of the Jahilite

notion of fatherhood.

The fcedinan Period

Now, as will be shown in Chapter XI, there is

more room to speak of parental and filial bonds.

The following instances show the decline of the notion

of sonship in its bad sense
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Para. 61. 64,15.

Your wealth and children awlad are indeed a trial. •«

(Cf. also 8,28.)

There is more than a mere reminiscence of the '"eccan

argument, though the notion of fltnah (trial, tempta¬

tion; cf. Chapter VIII, on vices of intellect) is

essentially Medinan, and comes perhaps in the forefront

in the argument of the passage just given.

Para. 62.

In some later passages, children (sons?) are not

to divert one from the remembrance of God (63,9), nor

to be considered as dearer than Him (9,24).

Para. 63. 5 5

Let not therefore either their wealth or their
children awlad excite thy admiration; God in¬
tends simply to punish them thereby...

(Also, 9,70 and 86.)

The passage is similar in its contention to Meccan pass¬

ages, even the idea of punishment equals the meanings

underlying the words "loss" and "ruin" mentioned in

paras. 55—6. The passage is most likely carried now



against the Hypocrites1 (the Jews may be specially
meant}•

Para* 64. 5,21.

• ••"We are the 30ns ami beloved of God"; say:
"Why then does He punish you for your sins?
Nay ye are human beings (part) of those whom
He hath created; He forgiveth whom H© pleas-
eth.••

Her© "sons" is only metaphorically use#* and in it¬

self is not relevant to the present discussion. But

in the second pert of the passage after "say", the

responsibility of each individual is once more men¬

tioned; cf. para, 59. This latter notion contrasts,

of course, with the Jahilite notion of sonship which

implies a sort of primitive collectivism.

Conclusion

Some aspects of Jahilisa have been studied in

this chapter; they are closely related to Bedouin

life. Though the K>eccan opponents were town-

dwellers, they seem to have preserved some pride in

l"
Cf. Chapter VIII, infra: see also the comment on
the verse in Bell's .'he .Vsn, (in the introduc¬
tory note to surah IXH
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Bedouin conservatism, or respect for what their

fathers and ancestors had bequeathed# Besides,

the significance of sons for the Bedouins, in their
feuds and fightings, seems also to have been known

amongst the Meccano#

It is possible to assume that part of what the

Qur'an mentions in regard to Bedouin life was accep¬

ted by the Meccan opponents, though for reasons of

prestige or politics or lack of insight, they seem,

in their arguments with tho Prophet, to have plead¬

ed for complete attachment to the fathers and sons.

That is one reason for the decline, in Medina, of

the Jahilite notions of fatherhood and sonship, since
1 v •

Medina - in a large part of it - invited the Prophet

from the beginning to rule and preside over them.

In other words, as the Meecan stage of the Qur'an
does not seem to have changed the family life of

the Meccans very much, because only a minority were

converted to the new religion, ths qur^an finds in

Mecca sufficient reason to attack the Jahilite ethics

concerning fathers and sons. In Medina, the

rapidity of conversion to Islam, the fighting between
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the two camps and what they provided, in a number

of cases, in turning fathers against sons, and other

ideological and practical factors, are the cause for

the Qur anic lack of interest in Kedin© in attacking

the Jahilite notions of fatherhood and aonahip.

Lastly, the Qpr an is silent aoout the Jahilite

attitude towards mothers. This attitude could be

deduced, at least to some extent, from the manner in

which the Jahilite differentiates between his sons

and daughters, ..referring male to female children.

Thus the Qur an, by showing the Jahilite disregard to¬

wards certain categories of women, is .reparing the

way for more equality between the sexes.
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CliAFTER IV

Inuepency

This chapter is concerned with what the c^ur an

declares to be immoral, in matters of sex, among the

Jahilites.1 Some of the ton roots studied in the

present discussion, though often mentioned through¬

out all the periods of the Qur' an, do not seem

originally to have had any relationship to signifi¬

cations like indecency, lust, and the like. Others,

though they seom originally to b© related to various

aspects of indecency, are rarely mentioned or occur

in some periods of the Qur an rather than others.

Though not exclusively related to indecency, the

following ten roots provide the best passages con¬

cerned with the theme of the present chapter.

Sh, h. w (or ah. h. y) ; the original or

primitive sense of this root, which is still re¬

tained in the qur'an in the Meccan strge, is, "to

desire, to have an appetite for food or drinks"

^sensuality in general is condemned in the teachings
of the N.T, (John, 8,11); aee.l | Greek-Snftlish V -melt,
lexicon of the N.I.. art. porneia. which indicates
"unchastity*• arid "every xind of unlawful sexual
intercourse*.
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(cf. ar-Reghib, Pane and Liaan). The seconusry -

apparently Qur anlc — sense of the root is to have

lust for an object of sex which is illegal, or to

have an unlawful desire (for sex or other objects).

Bell in ten cases translates the root shhw tc mean

"desire", and in three to mean "lust". Indeed, in

more than three places the root shhr is related to

the second meaning, as will be seen presently.

Para, 65,

In the first period (77,42; 52,22; 56,21) the

root shhw simply conveys the original sense ("to have

en appetite lor food", applied to inhabitants of Para¬

dise),

Para. 66,

Ihe Second Period

Now the secondary sense maices its appearance in

the following general way:

19,60 ...who have corrupted the Prayer, and
Soliowed their o*n at;si res s;iann«ftt:
so...they shall meet perversion.

Thus desire is branded for the first time.

Hence, to follow one*s own desires is conjoined with

corruption and perversion. Both these concomitants
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are, in spite of the religious context in which they
are used, at least partly connected with this new

shade of meaning of desire.

Para, 67.

The original sense of the root ahhw recurs again,

though in a .sore general way than in para, 65, as

follows:

45,71 ... there is what the soul de3ires taautahi

(also, 21,102),

Para, 68, 27,56.

Do ye come to men in lust shahwatan instead of
women,.,.

Thus ahhw develops in a more specific sense than in

para, 66 to mean sodomy. fith this one reaches the

final development in the Quranic use of words de¬

rived from the root ahhw. In the next two periods

the development, if any, will be slight.

Para, 69,

The Third Period

16,59 And they appointed for God daughters,,,
and they have what they desire! (&«• sons}.

As the Jahilite preference for sons is condemned (cf.

Chapter III, section (b)), then "desire" in this pass¬

age implies a longing for a wrong object. Thus the
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object of desire, and not desire itself, is what is
condemned; cf, para, 66,

In 34,53 the sinners, "are shut off from what

they desire (oe. Paradise}"• Her© the original
sense of the root shhw is used, and hence no novelty.

In 7,7B also th© same sense as in para, 68 is re¬

peated.

Para, 70,

The lledinan Period

3,12 f/ade attractive to the people is the love
of desireshuob ash-snahawet, wives and
children banin and hoarded hoards of gold
♦..such are the goods of this present life,
but with God is the best place of resort.

Although what is understood here by "desires" is not,

perhaps, to be ta&en in any other than & neutral sense,

it is, to some extent, contrasted with "the best place

of resort"; hence the secondary meaning of the root

ahhw is partially expressed here.

Para. 71. 4,32.

...those who follow lusts shahaw&t desire
yurldun that ye should fall mightily away.

Here ghehawat stands as a general word for sin (or

crime). In such a generalization one mey read all
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the shades of moaning, hinting at traits which have

already been given in this chapter.

(In this connection one may refer to the root

hwy as an important one for providing similar ^ass-
ages to those given above. It seems that hay in

its original sense is almost aynonysoue with shhw
in its original sense, but the Qur'anle usage of
the former relates it to the vices of the intellect;

cf. Chapter VIII.)

} h sh. This root occurs twenty-four times;

in twenty-three of them Bell understands it as "in¬

decency " and once as "unseemliness". The root fhj&

is used, without exception, in an unpraiseworthy con¬

text. This characteristic may contribute to the

fact that the meaning ic not changed or modified by

the Qur'anic usage. According to ar-Raghib^ JM*
stands for "wnat is excessively dirty in words or

2
deeds*. Lane finds that *tuhsh is a sort of jahl

and contr. of hilm*. In many cases in the ^ur an,

as will bo presently snown, the sense of fuhsh

"^Ibid., s.v,

2Ibid.# s.v.
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approaches the Er>glish word "lust"
Para. 72,

The Second Period

53.33 Those who avoid heinous crises and in¬
decencies unless by inadvertence..•

This is, perhaps, the first passage in which fawahish

is mentioned. The official Egyptian edition of the

Our'en mentions that this verse is the only Medinan

one in the whole of the surah. According to Eell it
2

is Medinan too. According to N-S it occurs in a

surah of the first period, but this verse with a few

others is considered to be revealed "somewhat later"

than the rest of the surah. The passage, however,

may be ranged with the two following verses of the

latest surahs in the second period:
3

17.34 Avoid fornication , verily it has become
an indecency and is bad as a way.

27,55 ...Do ye commit indecency Qua, sodGray}
with your eyes open.

Thus the very general sense in which fawa.hi.sh is used

in the first instance, which seems also e pre-'^ur anic

—

0*. ft.S.X)., art., lust: "...Chiefly and now exclus¬
ively implying intense moral reprobation: Libidinous
desire...",

2Ibid., 103.
3
Fornication was not a crime amongst the Jahilitea;
Gf» art* Zfnal 31 (1), (Schacht)•
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usage, Is specified in the latter two instances to
mean fornication and sodomy respectively. The

qux'en may be responsible for this specification.

Some of the instances of the root fhsh in the next

periods will be understood in this sense.

Para. 73.

The Third Period

The root ihsh occurs now about nine times. In

one case it approaches the idea of nig* ardlines3t as

pleaded by commentators of the Our an, though the

general primitive sense may be more natural,

16,92 ,,,0od coramsndeth justice and Kindness, and
giving to kindred, and forbiddeth indecency
fahsha/ anu disreputable conauct and greed.,,

Again the general sense may be understood in (12,24)

where fahsha' is coupled with evil, but the specific

sense, as given in the previous paragraph is more

likely.

She was fascinated with him, and he was fascinated
with her; had it not been that he saw a proof of
his lord - ; thus (it was) in order that We might
turn away from him evil and indecency,,.

The general sense is observable in most of the

other instances in this period, thus:
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In (7,27) the fahsha' is relntad (by the Jahi-
11tea, perhaps, in an ironic sensej to traditional¬
ism and fatherhood. In (7,31) it is relateo to

guilt and unjustified greed; of, 16,92,
Para. 74.

The Hedirmn Period
,1 Mil- , - - mrnmmm m. .-»»*

The root fftjgfc scours now twelve times; most of
them are repetitive. Some examples may suffice.

La 13,129) fshi shah is coupled with committin*;
a wrong against one's self. In (4,26) & fjhishah

is a specified illegal act (sc. to marry & fatner'e

wife after him). In (4,30) a fahlshah mean# adul¬

tery for which "punishment* is mentioned, though

exercising patience is recomnsnded. In (66,1) to
, the right

commit inhishah by a woman gives her hue sand/' to has¬

ten her divorce though the ' idciah has not yet been

completed. Ci. 33,30; 24,18,

Thus the root in Mecca or in Medina shows

two meanings. One general (primitive) which can be

identified with any illegal or unacceptable act or

*<uieh simply points to sin (or crime) generally; end

the other specific which is identified with certain

aspects of sexual ethics (e.g, fornication, adultery.
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slander) which seem to be introduced by the Qur an,
i : "

Other roots

Pare. 75,
anl .

The first period does not use ot the relevant

roots studied in this chapter in a content connected

with indecency specifically. Thus, an in the case

of the two roots studied above, the following ex¬

amples all begin with the second period.

da&hiyy in (19,20 and 29), meaning "liar.lot*,

occurs in a context where it is understood that the

term implies social indignation as much as immoral!tyA,
In (54,37) rawada (to solicit), though it might

be understood in e general sense, still hsars on im-

Bioi'al love temptation as the package is connected with

Lot and his people's interest in homosexuality, which

is denounced by the qur^an; cf. para, C8. (3f. fur¬

ther the same verb rawsdE in 12,23 end 30 etc. of the

third Peii od.)

In (21,74) khawa\h might mean 'foul deeds* in

general, but soaomy is mainly understood as under¬

lying the wore.

X"
Gf. footnote / .. pern, 72.

( v)
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Thus, though infrequently, the second period men¬

tions the immorality of a few aspects of sex which

will b3 described later in some detail.

Para, 76,

The Third i'or.'.od

lv, t;-e r? vb re avia (to solicit) recurs seven

times in surah XII, Except in 12,61, where a neutral

sense is meant, it is always connected with love temp¬

tation between the two sexes. This, in addition to

what has beer. mentioned in pera, 75, makes the act

of soliciting - in oe.ee® where sodomy end adultery or

fornication arc implied - prohibited in the eyes of

the qur'an.
The root hhyn (to betray} occurs twice, bearing

on treachery in matters of sex; cf, 12,52, In 40,20

e derivative from khyn is used a third time in a con¬

text where the sons© is doubtful and not specially

connected with sex.

Para. 77.

The leciinpn Period

The word bigha' (prostitution) from the root jggijy
occurs only once, and its context hints at a known

institution amongst Ja/iilites.
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24.33 ...compel not your maids to prostitution...
in order that ye mey seek the chance gain
of this present life...

ffhablth la used in (24,26) meaning "unchaste",

and the passage seemo to inflict a social punishment

in addition to the moral and religious punishment of

unehestity, as follows;

Bc4 women al-kheblthat to cad men, and had men
to bed women, good~women to good men...

Thus the passage prevents the marriage of anyone who

dfires break the ethics of sex brought by the Qur'an.
Indeed, one half of surah XXIV (w. 2-33 and vv. 37-59)

seals with what is accepted and what is rejected in

sex moralsf But many of these passages will be dealt

with in Chapter XII.

In a middle L'edinan passage (4,29) the slave-girls

sxe warned ©gainst receiving paramours muttakhichat

ftkhdan, and this is coupled with the committing of

debauchery musaflhat. In a late Kedinan passage

(5,7) both ethioal traits of "choosing paramours"

and"committing debauchery'1 ere denied to men in

general (sc. the Moslems).

l.E.g., v.4. Those who cast (imputations) upon
women under ward and do not then bring forward
four witnesses scourge... they are the reprobate.
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The root khyn recurs in Medina, too; but in none

oi the thirteen times in which it is found is there

any ethical connotation in regard to sex. It has
usually a political or a religious implication.

Conclusion

There is hardly any need to prove the laxity con¬

cerning sex in pre-Qur'anic times, especially amongst
the Bedouins,3' The poets of the desert, with their

idealization of love, drought about the loose morals
2

founci in the settled societies of Arabia* Desire

leads easily to adultery and fornication, sodomy,

soliciting and seduction, and the aeexing of paramours.

As the Qur'an attacks these aspects as purely Jahilite,

it attacks the unjustified slander and the baseless

casting of imputations. Thus the our'an attacks what

might be called the Jahilite double standard of morality,

i.e. preaching and/or glorifying chastity and behaving

otherwise, or even preaching otherwise. Indeed, many

c-xi;.. ies can oe proviced where ti.e .. erne (^re-o-rale)

1 7
Cf. R. Snuth, K£nohip, 143; also R. Levy. Sociology
of Islam. I, 168. ** "

2
On the influence of the Bedouins on town dwellers,
see von Grunebaum, Islam. 31; Delia Vide, Arab
Heritage (ed. F&rfia), 48ff.
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poet glorifies both chastity and unchastity according

to whether he is describing his wife or his last be¬

loved, Chastity will be studied in Chapter XII when

the Qur'anic view on this present chapter will be

easier to understand.
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CHAFIBR V

Greed and I\Ul .ardlinesg

This chapter will indicate the Qur'anic attacks

against Jahilite love of wealth, and the desire to en¬

large one's possessions oeyond reasonable limits.

•With tnis the our'rn ct-.eck© two other traits which

seem corollaries to the first: (a) the lavish expen¬

diture of nioney and other possession, which is general

amongst Bedouins; and (b) tue opposite vice of avarice

or niggardliness,^ especially evident in a mercantile
> ^

society like that of Mecca at the time the Qur an be¬

gan its work.

from all this it does not follow that the Qur an

preaches asceticism, in regard to wealth and property,

or does not consider wealth a good thing to be enjoyed
2and appreciated. Lack of bare necessities - such as

food - is not a virtue, though it might be a form of

punishment (e.g. 7,127 of the third period reads:

&'e took hold of the House of Pharaoh with famine
years, and lack of fruits, if mayhap they might
be mindful).

^The word philaTKuria in the N.T. seems to indicate
"love of money end avarice" at the some time, as well
as other vices, too; cf. A Creek-Er^lish Lexicon, ad.loc.

2Cf.Q.,i7,6.
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or a testing of the truthfulness of the virtuous who
have to learn that patience and endurance are numoered

among the cardinal virtues (cf. the early Medinan pass¬

age which reeds;
i , . . , t .

2,130 We shall surely try you with some experience
of fear and hunger and defect of property.#,
so give (thou) good tidings to those who
patiently endure.)

Most of the quotations in this chapter are those

in which the word mal (wealth, goods, properties...

cf. Lane,art, occurs. But many other passages

can serve the purpose of the discussion; e.g. the

root bkhl (to be niggardly) and root odhr (in its

lorm II seems to mean, to squander), or expressions

like, to keep the hand chained to the neck . or to

spread it wide open (17,31).
Para. 78.

The First Period

The main arguments appear in their basic lines

as early as the first period. The word aaal occurs a

dozen times. Other words arid expressions bearing on
{ •• . •, • •

"''Such hints in the Qur'an are, perhaps, responsible
for later ascetic trends in Islam; cf. Watt, Al-
Ghazali. 13-4.
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the subject will be interesting too*

In 174,12-5) God declares that He "appointed an
extensive wealth" lor men, and "made everything smooth"

for him. But man (v.15) l>ngs for yatma' more.
Rence in such an early passage it can be seen that

the Quran does not consider the mere gaining and the

actual owning of wealth to be wrong; the vice creeps

in when there is an avaricious attitude towards wealth.

It will be seen from what follows how this line domin¬

ates the whole Qur'anic outlook towards wealth (and

poverty).

Para. 79. 111,2.

His wealth and what he has piled up have not
profited him.

Cf. also 92,11; 69,28.

How to pile up kasab^ wealth equals yatma* (to
desire or long for more wealth) met in the previous

paragraph. In ooth cases the notion of greed is con¬

sidered as unpraiseworthy and unprofitable in the long

run. It is also contrasted with salvation, if the

phrase "have not profited him" can be read so.

^The root ksb originally means, to obtain, to effect
profits and the like; see P. Boneschi, Kc-saba Bt
Iktasaba. Hivista cie^li Jturil Orientall. vol. XIX,
pp. 17ff., Roma, 1955.
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P&ra, 80# 104,1-3#

Woe to every rnnligner, scoffer,
Who gathers wealth ana countstover, 1
Thinking that hi© wealth aull perpetuate him!
The ironical wording of the second verse above

cannot be missed. Again, the notion of greed comes

in the forefront, conjoined with such moral traits as

being "meligner* and "scoffer*; and the passage hints at
the existence of the other world, by way of contrast#

Para# 81, 90,6.

He says; *1 have wasted wealth untold*.

Here is, perhaps, a repetition of a Jahilite saying

concerning a show of generosity, and the like. Though

cherity, as shown in Chapter XIII, is commendable, the

wasting of wealth, or having pride in such a display,

are not virtuous. Such a wasting coincides with what

is considered as the dearest thing to a Jahilite*s

heart, namely "fight, wine, gambling and love*'.2
Para. 82 68,13f.

Gross, but yet highly esteemed.
Because he has wealth and children bmxn.

^Cf. 3t, Luke (6,24f): But woe unto you that are
rich...etc.

2
Cf. Dozy, i: aniih Islam. 14; Golciziher, lull. .Jtudien
X, 2#
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Thus one should not be highly esteemed, because

ox" wealth and children, when he is ;-,roas C'utull).
This latter word is found only once in the 4U3E"

ana hence its real meaning, might be doubtful, though

the previous verse (12) could explain more, as ioliows:

A hincerer of the good, evil-disposed and guilty.

Para. 83, 89,20f.

Ye devour the inheritance indiscriminately,
And ye love wealth ardently,

A new aspect of greed comes forward here, namely

enriching oneself on account of what might look like

entrusted inheritance (especially, perhaps, that of

the orphans - a line of argument which will oe met

with repeatedly in the Qur'en).

Para. 84. 69,28f.

My wealth has not profited me,
My authority sultaniyah has gone from me.

Although a^hna (profited) in para. 79 had, appar¬

ently a religious implication (sc. salvation in the

other world), the same woru now is obviously related

to worldly authority, a state of affairs which ex¬

plains quite plainly the (Jahilite) Meccan opposition.
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Parc. 85.

The derivative notion of niggardliness is treated

equally in several passages in this early period. In
the previous paragraphs niggardliness has been implied
in such passages as that quoted in para, 80: the

following quotations show it more explicitly.

92,8 and 10.
But as for him who is niggardly bakhila. and
prides himself in wealth.
We shall assist him to difficulty.

The boasting of a Jahilite in para. 81 of lavishly

expending one's own wealth, is more to ee appreciated

against a Bedouin background with the idealisation

made of it by the poets. The opposite of such boast-
i <

ing is the avarice, which is more often mentioned, and

easily understood against a mercantile type of society

like that of Mecca. Thus, while a Bedouin would con¬

sider the spending of his wealth e cause for fame and

reputation (cf. para. 81), a merchant from Mecca, on

the contrary, might find his real feme and authority

in adding to his wealth, or, at least, leaving it un¬

touched through avarice (cf, paras. 80 and 64).

Other examples ere;

53,33 CA !»ocean is meant]) Gives lit&le and is mean.

70,18 And gathers and hoards.
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A bold step towards generalisation is readied in

(70,i9ff):

Verily men was created avid (of gain)
hen evil afxect© dim, apt to grieve,
iShen good be fells him, grudging many/a,
doming now to the end of the first period, one

that
has the feeling, this period, though known for its

purely religious idea©, proves amply its interest in
a

suchA worldly topic as that of the present discussion.

The variation of words and expressions connected with

notions of greed and avarice and other derivative as¬

pects is a proof of the importance given to them.

Para, 86,

The lecond Period

Some additional shades of meaning may be found

in the following few examples;

71,20 p.,they have opposed me, and have followed
him wnose wealth and children only increase
him in loss,

23,57f. Do they think that the wealth and children
with which We enlarge them...are among the
good things? Kay...

In these passages wealth - with the concomitant,

children — is only a shorn through which a warning is

delivered, and a punishment is, apparently, expected.
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Para. 87.

In the story of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba

(17,15-45) the same qur'anic dichotomy recurs again,

namely that of the acts of a virtuous prophet and
those of his evil opponents (Jahilites). This

~tory may be briefly given as follows:

On learning that the queen and her people pride

themselves in their wealth and revere the sun, Solomon

sends them a letter asking them not to act proudly.

The ^ueen, instead of showing her people's

^strength and fierce warlike spirit", uses bribery

in the form of a gift. But Solomon refuses the

gift, and says (v.36):

...Will ye add riches to me, though what God
hath given me is setter than what He hath
fciven you? Hay, it is ye who in your gift
do rejoice.

From this exemple it is evident that the legend

of the queen of Sheba may be aptly applied to the

Arabian situation. Thus the Jahilite characteristic

of the Queen of Sheba cannot be overlooked, name¬

ly Pride in wealth and physical -strength. When

she is asked not to act prouuly, she thinks of sending

a gift, while the main demand of Solomon hes been in
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effeot neglected. It is not impossible that, in
accordance with the tradition, the qureysh really

wanted to silence the Prophet by a gift of money

and to set aside his message. The Prophet*s ans¬

wer to the Quraysh would be no different, then, from
that of Solomon (v.36). This satisfaction in

godly qualities and rewards rather than in wealth
is observable in other passages, e.g. {18,37f,):

...If thou thinicest me inferior to thee in
wealth and. children,
Possibly my Lord will give se something oetter...

Cf. also 16,44.

Para. 88.

On the notion of niggardliness the qur'an gives

some new formulations in the second period too, as

follows;

23,67. who when they contribute are neither
extravagant nor stingy, but between
the two he is right.

In para. 81 the lavish expenditure of money was

denounced as a Jahilite trait; stinginess has been

^"The Aristotelian "mean" is a good comparison in this
context, in .spite of the many differences oetween
the qur'an and the Aristotelian ethics; of. V,
Grunebaum, ttad. Islam. 233, See further ch. XIII
on charity, infra.
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denouneed several times. Thus it is natural, when

speaking about the ideal man -as the text above pre¬
sumes - to find the direct opposite expressed - by

way of negating the J&hilite traits.

In another passage the notion of avarice is so

widely generalized that the whole of mankind seems

to be implied.
you who had in

17,102, ...If it were/your power the treasuries
of the mercy of «y Lord, you would in
that case keep a firm grip for fear of
expense; man is parsimonious.

One cannot, however, stress the generalization

of this passage, since it is the wrong-doers who are
0

meant, as v.101 shows. Besides, taan*e parsimony

here is more a glorification of God*s generosity end

mercy than a factual 4bdgement on man generally.

Such encroachments between the ethics of God and man

are inevitable, and they lead to various interpretations

according to whether tney are too much or too little

stressed.

Para. 89. /^LiMiiwiiiir'
form amwal

The word mal - mostly in the plural/' - occurs now

eight times only, a fact which may indicate some lack

of interest in devoting much a,: ace to the notion of

greed. The content of the few quotations given below
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doe3 not show real arid direct interest in greed and

avarice, and it is more a repetition of earlier
arguments than a n«« argument,

30,33. What ye give for usury that it may in¬
crease amongst th© wealth of the people
will gain no increase with God.,,

This is the first time that usury is connected

with greed as another Jahilite trait. There is a

possibility, as pleaded by Vatt,4, that the passage
- 2

is 'ledinan. Also, the expression aa:*al .. n~:

(the wealth of the people) occurs in three other
3

passages, all of which are redinsn. But the pass¬

age, according to N-S is of tne third period. Be¬

sides, one may always plead that as Mecca was a

mercantile clty-^tate, usury is one of the most

apparent targets,^
Para. 9C. 11,31.

...I ask you not for wealth in return for it;
no one is responsible for my reward but only
God.,,

T
/Med.. 296ff.

2 <*•
Paret# Crensen. p.25, n,23.

5Q.2,184; 4,159; 9,34.
4
Many other words which are used in a technical sense
in Medina for the first time, did occur in Mecca
either in a neutral - primitive - sense, or in an
embryonic sense justifying the Medimn technical use:
usury riba and charity aakat are, perhaps, of this
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Here, as in para. $7, the spiritual mission of
& messenger is transformed into financial terms, or,
in the eye* of the our'an, into sakilite onea. The

tradition T.antiona that the Qurayan tempted the Pro-

phst with wealth in order to deviate from his icess-

&ge; the passage above is either responsible for

the thoughts which arose afterwards with the develop¬

ment of Qur'anic exegetics, or it is in itself a re¬

cord of what really happened. Once more, however,

wealth is looked upon in a derogatory way. The con¬

trast of the material reward with that of the spiritual

is explicitly given in the passage.

Para. 91. 11,69

...does thy Prayer contend thee that we should
forsake what our fathers served, or doing what
we will with our property?

Here the selfish usage of one's own property is

iinxed with the pagan sunnah . xt appears that the

asking for charity, as for example in pax*e. 89, has

evolved such a selfish expression on the part of the

Jahilites, who taxe their love of pex'&onc 1 props rty
as a right which must not be challenged.
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There are many other passages bearing on wealth
as a trait; e.g. (10,86) in which wealth seems to
encourage the (Jaliilite) nobility to arr from the

way of Cod; and (34,36) which contracta uprightness
with pride in possessions and sons.

Para. 32.

One more evidence showing the lash of interest,

in the third period, in arguments on greed and other

related tr&it3, is that the notion of niggardliness

(bukhl and other synonymous oppressions as those men¬

tioned in the fiist two periods above) is not explici¬

tly mentioned. Such faint hints as the following

may give some remote evidence to the contrary:

41,31. ...woe to the Polytheists, who do not
give the 7axat..,

The latter part of the passage is judged by Bell

a® a Medinan revision; oesides, even if it were

Meccan, as judged by b-S, it does not bear directly

on niggardliness,

Para. 93.

The Kedinan Period

Now a revival is clearly observable .after the
long brea* of the third period. The contrast bet¬

ween the two aspects of toal is ©harper than ever,
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though more prominence is given to gjtt as lJS0d for
eh-rity thou to the other side, as will be seen in
Chapter XIII*

Z,248, In this passage the Jews axe ranged
as a class 0f Jahilites. They contest the king¬

ship of a person over theia,

,. .seeing sse are more entitled to the king¬
ship than he, end no abundance of wealth has
been given him,,.

As in para, 34 wea?i.th and authority are con¬

joined, according to the Qur'an, in the Jahilite

mind, The Qur'imie reaction to this is given fur¬

ther In the sane verse, "God,.*heth increased him

£sc, the king} amply in knowledge end stature". In

para* 31 uprightness was contrasted with wealth, now

"knowledge and stature*, i.e, the mental and physical

integrations u- statan fil'ilrai wsl jit-mi*

Para, 94* 64,15,

Your wealth and children are indeed a trial,,,

Cf. also 8,28 where wealth is described es a tempta¬

tion.

Such vices which ere concomitants cf wealth, .Ve?

"trial" and. "temptation"* typioal^.y ecir•."*!, no
will be shown ir> Chapter VIII,
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Pore. 25, 57,19£.

. ,,tlAs present Xtio is pley and sport ana show,
self-glorification amongst you, end vying in
wealth and children...this present life is only
enjoyment of delusion.

The ascetic flavour of this pas-age is very strong.

Also, though wealth and children (sons?) are specially

mentioned from Jahilism, the whole of human life is

considered. This is doubtless to prevent too much
y

concentration on the spiritual side. If, however, one

takes the whole passage as simply a call for less con¬

centration on greed and children (sons?) and other

traits which correspond to certain moral weaknesses,

then much confusion would be discarded.

Para. 9&« 4,13.

•.♦do not oonai&e your property among you in
vanity,.,

If gambling"4* is vhat is meant here, then it is

another concrete Jahilite trait conjoined with greed.

In the very last ourah (5,22) gambling is explicitly

prohibited. Such a late judgement on some national

sports (cxxysiri »«y hint at the manor significance of

^Seo Bell's footnote on this verse; also 2., I, 285.
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th© object prohibited, The gain {ana loss) from

gambling resembles* howtfir, the g in (and loss) re¬

sulting iron the institution of usury, which is

equally prohibited; of# para# G9#

iars# 97*

Several packagea, concerned with greed, repeat

similar sneuea of meanings a3 the Meccan ones. ior

example, (4,2) repeats the Judgement against consum¬

ing the inheritance of the orphans, and describes the

Jahiliie trait involved as "a great crime».

Thar© is a earning in (9,Mf) against consuming

the Health of others unjustifiably; alr.o the amass¬

ing of gold and silver is specially mentioned as a

vicious trait. in (9,55 and 86) the wealth of the

rich people is described ©s a punishment for them in

this life,

fox'a, 96,

As the iiotion of greed recurs, now, so also does

the notion of avarice. The root bkhl only occurs

about eight times. Other roots bearing on avarice

also occur, a few examples may suffice.
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64,16. ...these ho <or® protected from niggard¬
liness of soul are the ones who prosper.

Here the trait Is spoken of not in connection

with a Jahilite, but with a Moslem. The phrase

shuhha nafsihl (one's own niggatdline&s) seeas to

bear on human nature in general, i.e. the phrase

seems to imply ni£jiardliness £er se • This
reading is identifiable with (17,102} para. 66.

Para. 99. 47,29.

If He asks you for them (so- amwall and im¬
portunes you, yc become nig^urdly and it
brings out your ill-will.

40 ...some are niggardly; but any who are
niggardly, are only niggardly to themselves;
God is the Rich...

Cf. also 2,175,

Thus if (64,16) para. 9S ia read with the pre¬

sent passage, one would find that being generous

never mean* to get rid of all that one may possess

(if 47,29 means that one has to contribute a port,only,

of what one hoe).

Lastly the contagiousness of avarice is recorded.

27,23 ...God ioveth not any crafty boaster -
24 Guch as are niggardly and urge niggard¬

liness upon the people...
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Gor,clu..lon

Although in the Qtr'an poverty is net declared,
to be & virtue, yet love of wealth, greed, and

niggardliness are denounced explicitly. As the
> —

argument is usually concerned with wealth, the- Qur an
i i» • »■

seems tc imply that it is not a vice to have a reason¬

able amount of money and property. In other words,

as will be shewn in Chapter illI, whet one gains by

honest effort without harming another is, in the

eyes of the Qur'an, legitimates, aj;id Uiere ~~ notiling

to prevent ore's wealth Iroia growing, especially when

one pays the elms. But in view of the general egali-

tarien outlook - though rather faintly exposed - one

would use the term "reasonable* oust raeniioncd to be

the Qur 'anic limit to the wealth or.e mey have; any¬

thing fcoyor.fi thet seems to »e deplorable. Also, as

more passages are concerned with attaching avarice

rather than the lavish expenditure of money - and

wealth - one would eay tour. the ^ur^an in this con¬

nection is more concerned with tne settled Meccan

life tnsn with the nomadic Bedouin life. Also a

middle way between the settled and the Bedouin

societies soerca to be indicated: since to work and
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BieJce profits (kacnbg) are encouraged, and the wasting
of what one has is deplored.. Or. the other hand* the

levelling dorm of excessive riches, and the living of
»

the life of the average person are very Bedouin traits

which are strange to the U&ocen opponents* All this

is further explained in Chapter XIII, on charity.
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hatreu ana hostility'*'

The state of Jahilito tribalisa, whether among

the Bedouins or the town dwellers, involves, among
> '' ; '' '

other things, continuous hostile activities between

groups or individuals* The incessant state of war

and of individual killing© is one of the m.~isi feat¬

ures of JoMliam according to the Qurcn end to what

is known from other avallabis sources audi as poetry#

A few roots will no * be discussed# Most impor¬

tant among them Is the root'dw (or *'±j) , on ifeitfc the

following not© eowaa helpful,
'
aw has nine conjugations! forms (front the first

to the tenth except she ninth"). Four of these forms

are used in the Qur'an; and perhaps all of thorn are

In the N.S.I)#, "Hatred* concerns a "person and his
emotion or feeling of hate"; "Hostilityon the
other hand, means, among other things, "Lea tile ac¬
tion exercised by one ooanuBity, state or power
against another; eap, such ac involves Bar." hile
the Arabic roots, auy. uhny. xrh Itranslate al¬
most exactly the English vord "hatred", some forms
arid of liit. I'.o'/u translate "netred", vhdle
others of the same root translate "hostility".

2
Lane misses the seventh fora in'vxM: of. hozy.
Sucuifcaumt. art.<^.
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teid.HcT ir the pro-our ante times. Such un-

usual richness is rasponBible for tr.c dlfiicultios

in understartling the v rious forms of this root in

the tur* till*A

One of the difiioultiec about this root is that

the same ooajugational form may have different mean*

ings, while, on the other hand, two or more forms *ay

indicate almost the asms meaning; a characteristic

which is observable in other roots of similar conjug¬

ations! elasticity,

Ar-F.aghib in hi- kuiracat defines e.l- fadw as "the

passing of or the deviation from the limits, and the

negation or usviewer* from homogeneity rl-* ■: t~
- - •*" 3tabawuz ya aunesat al- xiti em''. Such r? definition

the origin.-.2 Xerisora, e.g. Lisrn. art.' dw.
2"fill.-.: "ill, fox o>: pic., *r\r.z • t .' . in (a,ICS) as
"in response", adding to it in a footnote the follow¬
ing explanation: lit., •running", pmbafely 'in a
race or competition with you",Both the translation
in the text end that inathe footnote may not be
justifiable, since it is,.matter of "reviling; God
without knowledge", her.ee "transgression" or Teruaity*
isould be more correct. The same word*adw Bell trans¬
lates in mother passage "enmity* (10, bw),
Ci., ixVt.* ;iw.
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though helpful cannot show all the shades of mean¬

ing underlying the various derivatives from the
root^dw. ista ' da. for example, means "he do: ;an-

ded vengeance or avengeraent *. It also neons "he

asked for help* (Lane). Another example (liean)
is the old phrase qe.wa 'Ida. which seems to mean:

being strange and/or distant from each other, being

in a state of hatred, and, lastly, being in a state

of actual hostility and war. This phrase, which

seems very Jahilite in its implications, could have

been developed along the following lines: because

one is distant from another they are strangers,once

one is a stranger all rights are forfeited except

the rights of hatred and friction.

All this, briefly stated, may lead to the study

of hatred and hostility on both personal and communal

levels in the our an.

Para. 100

T.ft? forst period ,.
The root'dw recurs aeout a hundred times in the

Qur'an, but it is difficult to find it in more than

three places in this stage.
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68,12. A hinacrer of the good, evil-disposed
mu'tadi end guilty.

Cf. also 83,12.1
70,31. But whoever allows his desires to go

beyond that - they are the transgressors
al-' adun.

Though in the first two instance© a very general
(and religious) sense may be underlying the word

mu'tadi. the third instance related to transgression

in matrimonial bonds use3 'adun in a sore specific and

ethical sense. But even in this latter case, the

root lM is connected to the "passing of limits* only;

a sense which may be the primitive one of the root'dw.

though the root neither in this case nor in the two

previous cases gives any clue to other shades of mean¬

ing, i.e. those of hatred end hostility which will be

developed later.

Para. 101.

Other examples of other roots may be mentioned.

108,3. It is he who hateth thee sheni' who is
the docked one.

of
93, 3. Thy Lord hath not taken leaveAthee, nor

despised thee gala.

The whole of surah 83 is considered by Moslems as
very late Meccan or early Medinen; cf. N-S, 105.
Anyhow, if not whole surahs, single verses can be
singled out as belonging to this or that period, if
there is Justification, even against the obvious
Juugeiaent of the Moslems.
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Both verses are intimations to the Prophet; in

the ISroM no ethical implication can be ee,sily found,

since the notion of hatred is not between human

beings. In the case, the Prophet1 s opponents

seem to have called him abtar (the docked) because

he did not have any son. The epithet abtar may be

no more than a factual statement. By reversing the

statement against the opponents, one cannot say easily

whether any real hatred has been involved.

The root krh. does not occur in this first period

at all, but occurs forty-one times in the following

periods.

Thus one may say that the first period does not

seem to refer explicitly to the notions of hatred and

hostility, despite the frequent repetition of them in

the other three periods.

Para. 102.

The Second Period

The recurrence of*dw amounts to some eighteen

times. Although the meaning of '_dw in most of these

cases is "enmity" or "hostility", it bears mainly on

a very general situation as the context is related in

the majority of cases to biblical materials about £drmer
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prophets. A few instances will suffice.

Speaking of the Pali, Cod addresses mankind,

(20,1211):

...enemies one to the other; and if there
come to you from Me guidance
Then wiioso folioweth My guidance...shall
not become miserable.

The religious context here is very strong, since

if one does not accept the religious guidance, one

is living in a state of enmity towards other people.

The only clue to an ethical significance of the pass¬

age is the relating of enmity to misery.

Para. 103. 43,67.

Close friends will on that day be hostile, one
to the other; except those who show piety.

Here the lahilite amity between friends is con¬

trasted to the new notion of piety. According to

this passage, enmity is spoken of as an established

notion in the new message of the Quran, when ideo¬

logical bases are endangered; though, as will be

shown in Chapter XIV, love and brotherhood cure given

some precedence over rival notions.
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Para. 104. 17,55.

Say to my (aic J servants (thrt) they shall
speak that which is best; verily Satan stirs
up strife amongst them; Satan has become to
man an enemy manifest.

Verbal - and harsh - argumentation is denounced

here, and described as a reason for strife van..e.f;hu

and enmity. Though the passage refers to any argu¬

mentation, one could safely gather from it that argu¬

mentations concerning the old tradition and the new

message pure what is meant. Also as the whole Kscean

stage is devoted to persuasion only, the passage under

discussion confirms such an attitude,1
Para. 105.

Other than the root 'J2. one may refer to the root

k£&» which seems to occur now in three places.

45,78, 3?e brought you the Truth but most of you
ere to the Truth averse. Cf. also 23,72.

The spirit of persueslon is not abandoned even in
Medina, despite all the physical olashes between the
two camps; cf. the following lete feedinan verse (9,6):

If one of the polytheists asks thy protection,
grant him protection until he hear the word of
Cod, then see that he reaches a place of security;
Ba'manahu ; that is oecause they are a people
who have no knowledge.
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As "truth" here hints et the entire message,

with whatever religious and ethical meanings might
be implied in that, then to be averse to such a

truth one cannot grasp an ethical sense in a speci¬

fic way. In the last parage in which krh is men¬

tioned a more ethical understanding is available as

follows:

17,40, The evil of all that has become...dis¬
tasteful.

In the verses (23-39) Just preceding this pass¬

age, among other things, a brief list of Jahilite

ethical traits is mentioned.

Para. 106.

The Third Period

as this period marks en interval in which the

Moslem eemp was weak and in a very dangerous position,

notions of hatred and hostility do not come in the

foreground; they are described indirectly by speak¬

ing of olden times and biblical prophets. The root

recurs some twenty times, but very few of these

cases mey add anytiling to the discussion. some

reierence will be made to a few passages in relation

with other roots.
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41, .34. Good end evii are not on the same foot¬
ing; r®p«l (the,evil) with what is
tetter# and lo# he between whom and thee
there is enmity will b© as if he were a
warm friend.

The attractive force of love is here preached

as more successful than the counterpart notion of

hatred. Such a peaceful outlook is typically

Lleccan (cf. para, 104 of the second period). This

leniency# very characteristic of the Prophet's deal¬

ings# cannot be missed throughout the Qur an, except
\

where the essentials of religion are concerned.

Para# 3p7. 7# 53.

Gall upon your lord in hunility..,Ke loveth not
the ill-disposed (or "those who provoke hostility").

The spirit of peacefulness (nuroility) is again,

as in the previous paragraph# contrasted with a spirit

of hostility. Though the quality of humility is direc¬

ted towards God# its ethical significance is obvious

(cf. Chapters II and X), since its contrast "ill-

disposition" or "provocation of hostility" are purely

of this world and related entirely to Jahilit© ways of

fighting and frictions which were continuously carried

on.
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Para, 108.

In (7,126) a Biblical prophet adureases his

people, saying:

It may be that your lord *111 destroy your enemy...
that He may see how ye will act.

Apart from what consolation such a passage may

involve, it denounces, again, enmity and hostility, and

indicates that the repulsion of enmity is but a reward

of this world bestowed only upon the virtuous (i.e. the

believers). In the concluding part of the verse one

may read that enmity is a just punishment to a Jahilite

way of life; hence it is likely to appear again if

one does not act properly; i.e. if one behaves as a

Jahilite does.

Para. 109.

In verse (11,30) Noah speaks to his people about

his message saying:

•..shell we cause you to adhere to it, though
ye be to it averse?

In a similar scene to this, the believers and their

opponents in Mecca are referred to in the following
verse:

40,14. So call upon Cod, directing to Him the
religion, even though the unbelievers
dislike (it).
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In both thes© passages the root krh is used,

It is translated in the first instance as "avers®"

and in the second instance as "dislike". Thus th®

hatred, or rather the hostility, of the two camps

is expressed in th© most general way, without bear-

ing on any special aspect of life but on the re¬

ligious outlook generally. The same line of argu¬

ment is found in many other passages of this period,

e.g. 40,10,

,,,God's hatred meat is greater then your
hatred to yourselves,,.

Here by God's hatred His punishment is meant, as

the preceding and the following verses (of, 4Q,3ff)

clearly show. Apart from the religious significance,

one finds that the traditional feuds and hostilities

are contrasted here with God's punishment which is

meant to replace these old hostilities by e new ideo¬

logical bond of love end unity, as will be shown in

Chapter XIV,

Para, 110,

The ?/edin?n Period

At this stage physical fighting and a continuous
war of wits are waged incessantly, end so one expects

a greater intensification of notions of hatred and
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hosiility. But, on the other hand, the real build¬

ing of a society on a big scale, is a typically
Meuinen phenomenon; that is, the ideological bonus

of brotherhood come into wide-scale effect in Medina.
But though the general scene is more intensified in
Medina thr«n in Mecca, the understanding that hatred

ana enmity - in quranic terms - are J&hilite traits

is the same whether it is Mecca or Medina.

The root *dw now recurs fift^-five times, i.e.

some fifteen times more than in the whole Mecean

stage. Other roots which have been used in Mecca

are used as well. Though Jahilite institutions

and ideas are still uescribed as hated things, the

hypocrites and/or Jews are treated for the first time

as objects of hatred - in Mecca we knew the poly-

theists (or simply, the sinners) as the category of

men against whom the Qur'anic hatred is directed.

Thus the following passage accuses the Jews, saying:

2,58. ...Humiliation and poverty were stamped
upon them...because they had seen dis¬
believing in the signs of Cod, and slay¬
ing the prophets unjustly; that was for
the opposition and enmity they had been
showing.
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This passage can be read alternatively as

follows: the Jewish enmity and opposition, re¬

sulting in disbelief and killing, lead to humilia¬
tion and poverty. The passage ana others of simi¬

lar content or meaning (e.g. 5,108), though closely

related to biblical materials, seem hardly to be

foreign to~l the actual events, as the following
Medinan verse shows:

8,50. (Recall) when those who have disbelieved
were plotting against thee, to bring thee
to a stand, or kill thee, or expel thee;
they were plotting,,.

Thus the moral of enmity, apart from its re¬

ligious significance, is closely related to what

might be called the disunity of the Jahilites, re¬

lated in the case of the Jews to their political

disobedience to the Prophet in Medina.

Para. 111. 2,173f.

•••retaliation in the matter of the slain is
prescribed for you,.,if anyone is forgiven
any tiling by his brother, let him follow (it)
with what is reputable, and pay with kindness,
...if anyone provokes hostility after that -
for him is a painful punishment.

As thxs passage is related, to judging between
the followers of the Qur' an themselves, and not
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between them and the opponents, its bearing on the

present subject may not be very great® But the
relation of this piece of Qur'anic criminology to
the following view on the conduct of war (between
hostile camps) is undeniable.

2,186. light...those who fight you, but do not
provoke hostility.

189. Fight them until there is no persecution
...then if they refrain, let there be no
enmity, except against the wrong-doers.

190. ...if any make an attack upon you, make
a like attack upon them...

There is much resemblance between this passage

and the previous one in which we referred to retalia¬

tion. In both cases a punishment should be Inflicted,

but this punishment should not be too severe. In

both, the principle in mind is to correct a wrong,

and not to inflict evil. In the first passage for¬

giveness is preached; that is, lightening the punish¬

ment is a virtue. In the second case, a hostile

camp is to be fought only when it provokes hostility;

otherwise it must be neither attacked nor hated.

Such peaceful and just - or even mild- dealings

are found in early l£edinen passages; though even in

the later and so-called aggressive passages the
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principle of just dealing is essentially pre¬
served*

Para, 112, 58,10,

,,,do not converse of guilt and enmity
and opposition,,,but converse of vir¬
tuous conduct and piety,,,

Here the notion of enmity fcer se is considered,

as in para, 104, The virtuous are not to carry on

Jahilite habits of reviving old feuds and the like,

a subject on which a large part of Jahilite poetry

is written.

Para. 113, 60,If.

...do not take My enemy and your enemy as
friends..,Ye secretly show them love...
If they come upon you they will be enemies
to you and will stretch both hands and
tongues against you for evil...

The passage seems to defend the carrying of

information which might be used against the safety

of the community, While mere conversing on the

subject of enmity is contrasted with "virtuous con¬

duct", as in para,112, the Qur an now states that

the Jahiiites show enmity physically and verbally, -

^Also 3,114,..they will not fail you in disloyalty;
they like what ye are distressed at; hatred has
appeared on their lips, but that which their hearts
conceal is greater,••
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this is apparently whet underlies the expression
"stretching of hands and tongues". Lastly, des¬
pite the e^_ressive tone of the passage, it seems

to preach equality in matters of enmity when a

hostile camp is concerned; cf. para. 111.

Fara. 114. 60,7.

It is possible...that there shall be love
between you and those of them with whom ye
have been at enmity...

The reconciling tone of this passage towards

the enemies of yesterday shows the difference, per¬

haps, between the Qur'anio and Jahilite enmity ;

the first confined to an ideology", while the
2 ' •

second is personal (or tribal}•

Cf. 60,4: There *as a good example for you in
Abraham and those with him when they said to
their people: *we are quit of you and of what
ye serve,.,between us and you enmity and hatred
for ever until ye believe in God olona.,,
Also cf. 9,115.

2
Cf. the following two verses bearing, on the
Jahilite and the Qur anic attitude in apprec¬
iating hatred or enmity:
9,4. ,..those of the polytheists with whom

ye heve made a covenant...fulfil their
covenant...

9,10. In respect of a believer they will not
nffs?s»r ^'reeMr,t; they

Tiie ^one-sicedness is obvious however; the
Qur an speaks for itself and for its opponents
as well.
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Of the other roots hearing on the present

theme, one may cite the following examples;
Para, 115# 5,3 .

...let not the hatred shan 'an of apeople...
incite you to provoke hostility ta tadu;
assist each other to virtuous conduct and
piety, and do not assist ejgch other to
guilt and ensuty ' udwan...
this passage clearly indicates the difference

oetween hatred as an individual-psychological atti¬

tude and (provocation of) hostility as a politico —

social one. In various parts of this chapter the

Qur'an has shown how, in the Jahilite unnd, the two

attitudes are associated together, while the Quran

seems to differentiate between thea. The result of

this differentiation is to condemn hatred ®3 such.

Hatred in verbal expression is condemned also;

cf. paras, 104 and 112, As to the actual fighting

resulting from hatred, the Quran seems to justify

it only in self-defence; cf. para. 111. In

^Also see 5,11. ...he furnishers of justice..,
and let not the hatred^of a people incite you
not to act fairly.,, shan'an.
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adcition the Quran justifies such hostilities when

iceologic&l aspects are involved; cf. paras. 103
and 113,

Para, 116,

In a number of verses, in the last surah of the

Qur'&n, the Jews are mentioned in connection with the
notions of hatred and hostility. In all these pass¬

ages there is nothing which is not in line with what

has been attributed to the J&hilites in earlier

passages, A few examples may suffice:

5,16, Here the Jews are declared to have "hard

hearts", an expression which might mean that they ex¬

cel in hatred. In the same verse they are spoken of

as being continuekly treacherous,

5,67, Though the Jews are not mentioned here,

they are most lixely implied, as follows:

lasny of them does one see vying in guilt and
enmity, and in their consuming of whet is
prohibited {probably usury),,.

That the Jews are meant here appears clearly from

the following verse (5,69) in which the Jews seem to

take pride in their wealth - a very Jahilite trait.
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The Jews say: "Surely the hand of God is
fettered?.hey, both His hands are wide
open, He giveth liberally...

In (5,82) the Jews are cursed oeoause of their
rebellion and hostilities ya' tadun; further they are

accused of "not restraining each other from disreput¬

able conduct which they practised".

These examples show, among other things, the re¬

lationship between a certain number of qualities which

are Judged by the Qur^an to be vices. This relation¬

ship between enmity and other Jahilite vices has been

shown before against Jahiiites in Mecca. Now, in

Medina, other categories of people, e.g. hypocrites,

doubters, Jews or the people of the Book in general,

are judged by the same standard.

Conclusion

Although strict classification is not to be

sought in the Quran, in the case of hatred and hos¬

tility the two notions seem to be understood in the

following way in the Qur'an:
(a) as individual and social;
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(b) as personal (-tribal) and ideological;
(c) as denoting hidden attitudes and as an

expression both in word and. deed;

(d) as between two camps or doctrines and
as between the followers of the same
doctrine.

The few examples from the Quran discussed in

this chapter do not Bliow all these different

classifications equally well, but this might still

apply even if all the relevant Qur anic passages

were discussed. Nevertheless, the classifications

just mentioned are sufficient to form some view of

the -*ur 'anie meaning.

The Qur^an rarely refers to individuals who are

hated - the odd case of Abu Lahab (surah QXI) and

his wife is an exception. Of course such expres-

ions as sinners or criminals and the like refer to

an entire society, or a class of a society. In the

biblical materials in the Qur'an there are certain

individuals, e.g. the Pharaoh (of Moses), who are

described as sinners; but nevertheless such indi¬

viduals are considered as representative of a cer¬

tain class at the time the Qur an was written.
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This leads to the second aspect. The qur anic

notion of hatred is based on a doctrine, i.e. on an

ideological basis; hence, any personal or tribal
hatred is discarded by the qur an as a J&hilite atti¬

tude; of. paras. 103 arid 103,

The two latter aspects may be treated together.

Any sort of hatred - intended or expressed, verbal or

physical - is considered as a vice when exercised by

the followers of the Quran. This is further ex¬

plained by the fact that followers of other doctrines,

especially the Jahilites, live in a state of hos¬

tility with each other. But when coming to the

question of how a follower of the qur'an should treat

another of a different doctrine, we cannot grasp a

definite trend, according to different periods or

contexts. On the whole, hatred as a feeling or an

intention may be considered as a vice in an absolute

sense throughout the qur'an. Also, hatred ex¬

pressed verbally between a Moslem and a non-Moslem

seems to be discarded as a vice. But in both these

aspects, a critic may say that the qur'an only in¬

tends to win the opponent. As to hatred expressed
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physically on a large scale against opponents of other

doctrines, one finds several aspects involved. In
the Heccan stage, persuasion and not fighting is al¬

ways preached. I'ven if a Moslem is fought, the

Qur anic Attitude is to wait for the last judgement,

and usually Cod*s punishment is meant. In Medina,
., i

t

one finds besides the Meccan persuasive tone the ad¬

vice to fight beck when provoked. The sheer agress

ive declaration of hostility is hardly regarded as a

virtue except in the beginning of the very late

Medinan surah (XX), where the Jahilites are mentioned

to be fought until they believe in God,

Various other aspects of the problem of this

chapter will be treated in the following chapter, on

transgression, as well as in Chapters XIV and XV,
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ChAFIBR VIX

Transgression

Apart frozr the first chapter, all other chapters
studied above have been concerned Kith specific notions:

pride, indecency and so on, Tranegrcesicn, however,

is general in two ways. Firstly, the roots which in¬

dicate it, such as slta. may imply anything related to

sin in its religious sense, or to crime in its moral

sense, and lastly, to anything disreputable in the

eyes cf the society or illegal. Secondly, the gener¬

ality of transgression oecomes apparent when one
are

realises that there/at least some twenty roots, occur-

ing altogether one thousand and one hundred times,^
all of* which express transgression in one way or an¬

other.

This chapter is a continuation of the previous

chapter for more than one reason. The root rliy. on

which the present chapter is based seeias to mean

originally the same thing ••'jg* This letter loot

iSv&na, Die Idee dor Sunao. 7-39.

^ufradat. articles'dw and aim.
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has been studied in the previous chapter mainly when

related to the notions of hatred and hostility, but

its primitive sense (transgression) was not absent
in some of the cases at least. The notion of trans*"

gression corers, according to th8 &otil
hatred and enmity, though it covers explicitly or

implicitly several other specific Jshilite traits,

if not &li of them.

The root occurs about two hundred and eighty-

nine3" times, and it is more frequent then eny other

of the roots indicating the stiae meaning;. For this

reason the present discussion is devoted to it alone.

Para. 117.

Tho First Period

Rarely, in this first period, may the signifi¬

cance of words and expressions be clarified. In the

case of the root sin all ite uses in this early stage

^"Evens, ibid, 7-11, according to the author aim occurs
lour times in the first period, sixty-four times in
the second period, one hundred and twenty-nine times
in the third period and ninety-one times in Medina,
The root vim occurs, indeed, about three hundred and
fifteen times, but in some twenty-five cases the
root means darkness or beiaa: in darkness.
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aeera of & more religious than ethical character,

thus;

53,33 •••the people ci Noeh,••did wrong and
transgressed.

51,59 For those wiio have done wrong is a
portion Qiellfl l*^e the portion of
their fellows,..

52,47 For those who have aone wrong is &
punishment,.,

In all these instances the root alp (trans-
«

lated: to do wrong) is too much involved in a

religious context to be of any ethical signifi¬

cance, In the only remaining instance of aim

in this period, in the parable of the blighted

garden (68,17-33), a wrong-doer zalia is a person

who is not charitable to the poor (v,24), and he

is presumptuous (v,31).

Para. 118.

The second Period

From now on zulm (wrong-doing) is identified

either with specific Jahiiite traits or with

transgression in general, especially in the sense

of injustice. Thus (37,113) re.idsi

• ••some who do welij., end some who wrong them¬
selves manifestly,

^Cf, the following very early passage (99,7f.):Whoever has done a particle*a weight of good,shell see it; And whoever has done a particle's
weight of evil, shell it.
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Para. 113. 26,228.

And vindicate (sc. the righteous} themselves
after they have been wronged; those who have
done wrong will one day know what...they will
experience.

The limited significance of the passage cannot

be missed, i.e..what one doe- (good or bad) is re¬

lated to one's own person, Bui in such an early

instance the good and the bad ere not yet easily

identifiable. Cf* also 20,HOf.

In this same passage the two characteristics of

transgression (or wrong-doing) sesia to be established,

neaoly the injustice of both bearing end inflicting

transgression. This corresponds to the Pur'eric

conception of the bilaterality of justice (es will

be shown in Chapter XV) which can be seen in the

following fcedinan passape:

2,228 .«.they have the esur.e right as is exer¬
cised over them...

Para. 120. 17,35.

IX) not kill the person qn-neisa whoa Cog hath
made inviolable except with juetifloation;
if anyone is killed wrongfully, ,® give to his
next-of-kin h&Z$.y authority, but let him not
be extravagant in killing.»,
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This passage confirms in e :"orfJ concrete way

what has been said in the previous paragraph* Be¬

sides, it brings the domains of ethics and law to¬

gether in the matter of the legislation mentioned
in it. The passage preaches just punisnment in the

sense of inflicting an equal injustice (piaxishment)
on the person who did the wrong. Here the indi¬

vidualism and the spirit of a settled society are as

great as in para. 118. Although the passage doe3

not mention explicitly that the killer will be execu¬

ted, that may be understood from the following pass¬

age, early third period, (16,127):

If ye take vengeance, take it only in the meas¬
ure that vengeance was taken from you...

See also 2,17iff.# early keoinan.

Or thas hedinan passage (4,122):

...Whoever does evil will be requited for it...

Tara, 121.

The punishment Inflicted 011 a transgressor is not

always ©quel to the wrong he hee done, often it is less;

since repentance on the part of the transgressor and

pardon on the pert of the wronged ore usually preached,

e.g. (27,11):
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after evil have substituted good,,,

Cf, also 19,£>0f.

Para, 122,

Lastly, sultt (transgression) is conjoined to

several Jahilite traits, e.g. in (27,14) it is con¬

joined with pride; ir. (19,60f,) with following de¬

sires.

Para, 123.

The Xhird Period

Mow we have a few more shades of weaning in re¬

gard to the notion, of transgression (cr wrong-doing).

As the root ai*a is aeentioned eons© hundred and thirty

times in this period, it is doubtful whether the

following few instances represent the main aspects

of interest.

In (11,33) the prophet scene to answer his

opponents about their ©lass-concciouonces regarding

the sveeknesa (or poverty) of his followers, thus;

•••but I do net say to those whom your eyes
contemn that God will not give thecs good,,,
in that case X should, be among the wrong¬
doers,

Cf, also 6,32.
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A1though it is the story of Noah which is dis¬
cussed here (cf. 11,27-505* the tfecean atmosphere is

very obvious. Thus, eccar ding to (v.29), the no¬

bility argue with the Prophet refusing Mm because,

among other thirds, hie followers ore among "the

beseet* and herce they hove no "superiority". In

the following verses many JaMlite well-known traits

will be shown. Thus the Prophet dissociates himself

from his opponents because he thinks them wrong-doer*

r.r.iiroin: and the transgressicn of the opponents he®

a number of ethical as well as religious traits.

Para. 124. 11,119.

Thy Lord was not one to destroy the towns
wrongfully bl.pllmn. their people aelng up¬
right livers.

Cf. also 28,59 and 6,131.

Hero, besides the religious context, en ethical

sense seems to underlie the passage, namely thefc if

one is not living a good or upright roK-iih life then

destruction awaits one. This sons© is mor© clearly

expressed in the following passage:

12,23 ••.the wrong-doera will not prosper.
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Para. 125.

Transgression is related tr> oppression (42,40)
and persecution (10,85). Those latter two aspects
are unuerstancabl® no* that the Prophet is tearing

Ms worst moments of oppression in the latest j&axa

in iteoca. out oath oppression and persecution are,

on the other hend, derivative notions from the *ahi-

sits traits oi hatred and hostility studied in the

previous chapter; hence their relationship to trans¬

gression.

Para. 126.

Lastly, one iuay re*or to the notion of wronging

one's own self in the special following content:

55,29 ...«ott© o* them wrong inemselvoa, com© of
them act in moderation, and some of them
tu*e precedence in good works.••

Once again the responaioiixiy o:i the individual

aseue to coiuina itself; ©*. para. 116.

Ftru. 127.

Afo.

The notion oi transgression now tikes a new

momentum as new legislations grow rapidly, in addi¬

tion to all other political, military, and social

events, which ail need fresh formulation of what is
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meant by won^*1doinfr ord

42,28ff, The recompense of an evil deed is an
evil like it, so If anyone pardons and
saek.ee peace, it rests with God to re¬
gard him; verily He lcveth not those
who 0.0 wrorif*
But surely if any vindicate therise Ives
after wroiv. done these, then gainst such
there is no way (to punish),
There is a Ray only against svcb as do
wrong to the people, and set oppress¬
ively In the land without justification;
tor such is a punishment painful.x

In three verses of this passage ' wrong"* always

translates the root zlm. In the first verse the in¬

dividual - in the singular - is exemplified; but

in the next two verses the group is meant. Besides,

it is doubtful whether the individuals and groups

spoken of in the whole passage ere meant to be those

who are of the same society (or community) or these

of contrasted societies. The boundaries, in this

passage, between what pertains to this world and what

;ertaine to the next world are not clear-cut. Lastly,

there is some doubt as to the chronology of at least

part of the passage,* If the whole passage could be

*Jurah (42), according to »J-3, is late Stooan, though
(w. 38-39) aee» to them to be Medlnan, 13.158),
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taken together it says that wrong or transgression
\S intolerable and must be puni-thed. The doubt
arises, however, as regards the agent who inflicts
the punishnent on the transgressor. Aoocr&ing to

(v.3d) -the wronged Is restricted from being such an

agent by preaching pardon and peaeo to him; other¬
wise the individual is entitled to vindicate himself

if he so wishes. In the case of a group, especially

whan it deals with another group of a different ideol¬

ogy, to vindicate oneself seems to be considered more

as a virtu® than it is in the case of an individual;

i.e. the individual is soaowhat discouraged. from vin¬

dicating himself (v.38) while the group is encouraged

to do so. But the encouragement in the latter oasa

is qualified, in the sense that an extraaie punishment

is undesirable; and (v.40) seems to consider such a

punishnsent ao "unjustifiable'*. The whole passage

©asms to treat trie individual and collective crises

and the leude resulting from them. The Quran in

this passage seems to UJr.e the authority, in dealing

with the crimes, from the horde of the individuals

cad puts it into the nonets of a government (or Cod

and His Last Judgement),



Pare, .<.28. 2,103.

light theia until there is no persecution#♦•
then if they refrain, let there be no enmity,
except against the »roi«g-docrs &a-&ali»l.y.
Until nov; - and throughout the whole deeoau

ftage - the infliction of purl eluaont has seen in the

hands of God, and in uoet uusn^ punishment has teen

explicitly stated to be carried out on the L«ov hey#

But now the idea is introduced of eveu^ewont by the

wiiole society against the wroag-dQors, or ruther the

persecutors, who are apparently the pagan Xeocans#

HI only fighting but also c-mfvy^udshn :»xe permiss¬

ible if they are used against the wrong-dccro#

Pia-a. 123.

in the natter of the new regulations n&de by

the qur an concerning divorce, the husburd is asked

to "retain his wife reputably* or "sehu her away with

kindness% otherwise he is Hrans&xessing against the

liifilts* (2,222)# Again (2,231) compulsion used by

husbands against their wives (in the matter of uivorce)
ic an aspect of transgression, as follows:
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,,,retain them reputably, ,.&> not retain the»_
by compulsion that ye may transgress lita tadu.
if one does that, he has injured uulums himself.»

Para, 130,

Kon-contribution to the poor, and some aspects

of profiteering such as usury, are understandably

feAOGto the m-orgs; e.j, (2,155) unl (2,270); the con¬

sumption of the orphans* heritage is another v.ron®

(4,11); tee also (4,34 and 4,153f.}.

lore, 131,

The utterance of evil speech is declared se un¬

desirable except if one has been sronged {4,14-7),

Earlier in the secorl period evil speech hat been de¬

clared en a cause of strife (17,55), This is more

elaborated in a lete lledinen pssaage (49,11) ar»

folioas;

• ••let not one group »eke moeh of another, who
are possibly better than they,,,do net scoff
at each other, or revile each other with rtck-
n&atta; reprobate conduct Is a bad nam©.,,
the6© who £.3 not repent - they are the wrong¬
doers.

Para, 132.

Other transgressions, committed in the community

of the believers, as is often the case in Medina, are



declared ac wrong-dolnge, e.g. (D» 23) which declares
a friendship with ftthere and brothers who are pagans
at wronc-doin&; (5,45) demands repentance after

committing srong-doirig; (5*106) considers the
falsification of .? teettraony as yrcng-dcing*

Conclusion

The antagonism of the Cur'an *o opposite ethical

tiawS is expressed cither by referring these vicss

to .specific athi.ee! qualities (as has bean, done in

Chapters II-VI above),or referring then to notions

of a general nature (as has bean done Sr. Chapter I

abovef arid Is also ettesyted in the present chapter)#
The notion of ~ulrr in the our en Indicates in¬

justice whan it is related to judicial situations,

but it means what is bad nrsd wrong in a general sense

whether (Judicial) Judgements rro ocnoerned, or

simply %ny other act. Also, the root am. as is

the case with the root ,1hl. refers Inevitably to what
ie raiigimtsly wrong or bad. But aa the root aim

appears some three hundred tines, it siious, more

than Cfu-. the strictly ethical contextr unuerlying

its various uses.
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One may fina, roughly spe&King, tne following

stratification of men resulting from tne etnico-

eligious notion of transgression in tne tiur'an:
(a) In Oecca the believers en cloc stand

a,ainst tne transgressing polytheists, or

Jahilites.

In Medina, ve still meet tae division of

men into believers and J&hilites, uut trie

terms are more qualified nov as follows,

(fc) (iteprobate) Moslems as against (true ana

virtuous) Moslems, aria

(c) noslems as against all otrier communities,

in which the Jahilite polytheists are

conjoined with Jews (ano perhaps Ourist-

ians, too).

If ie stratification is fur trier justified by what

h|s been said in the previous chapter on hostility
■ i
uhd hatred .

I
■

Per. Chapters VIII, XI v ana XV, infra.
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CHAPTSR VXXI

Vices of Intellect

"Ignorance* is, according to what has been said
in Chapter I above, one of the meanings underlying

"Jhl"-passages. But as the Qur'an in its argumen¬

tation against the Jahilites does not refer to the

mere fact of not knowing certain things on the part

of the opponents, in referring to "ignorance" the

Qur'an is obviously indicating certain vices of

intellect in the Jahilite ethical code or outlook.

The vices studied in Chapters II-VII above are

related to various domains of individual and social

Jahilite ethics, and all constitute in the eyes of

the qur'an an 'ideological attack against the oppon¬

ents. In the present chapter, however, the Qur anic

handling of the pure intellectual weakness of the

Jahilites will be more .properly studied.

This chapter is divided into the following three

sections;

(a) Certain aspects of "ann"-passages.

(b) Doubt and hypocrisy.

(c) Temptation,
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These three sections, however, do not show more

than part of the Jahilite vices of intellect;1 never¬

theless, they show quite cleafly the main outlines.
The Quran in treating these vices is locking, con¬

tinuously, towards gaining more followers, and disarm¬

ing the opponents.

(a) Certain aspects of "am"-passageg

The root arm occurs sixty-nine times. The words

derived from this root mean in certain cases "lack of

knowledge or ignorance, uncertainty or dubious know¬

ledge"; in other cases the same words mean "know-

ledge and/or certainty". This leads to the impres¬

sion that in a third category of oases the words de¬

rived irom this root axe simply equivocal. But as

there are unequivocal words standing for knowledge

(ilffi) and certainty (yaoln)3 one may concentrate,

with sufficient justification, on the first class of

meanings, namely where "dubious knowledge and ignorance"

^Cf. Tal&at, Sia, Pie Seejenlehre des Korans . Halle
(Saele), 1929.

2
cf« "ufradat. art, gnn.

3Cf. Ch. XVI, infra.
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translate the root ann«^ In some three-quarters
of the cases in which this root occurs the meaning
underlying it i© understood in a bad sense.

As to the translation of the root ann in Bell's

rendering} , "to think" is used Sn more then half
the cases, and "to opine" in more than a quarter of

2
the cases, and differently in the remaining few cases.

It seems that the Quranic word ra^y has been mostly

in Bell's mind when he cane to think of aann. The

following discussion will show to what extent this

latter argument is true, and whether sann means,

"evil opinion, or ignorance" or not, in this or that

particular passage.

Para, 133,

In the first period the root zrm occurs some

eight times,

84,14 And he thought sanna that he would not he
set back,

(i.o, that his property would continue ,,,
Bell),

Ar-Raghib mentions in his Kufr&dat that, »jH| in the
Qur an is often used in a bad sense",

2
Lane in hi© Lexicon, translates aann as "thought,
opinion"; he mentions further that sann is, " pre¬
ponderant belief, with the admission that the con¬
trary may be the case".
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75,28 And he thinks that the parting (death?)
has come*

These instances, although they do not convey,

perhaps, more than the primitive - and neutral -
sense of the root znn. show in the first passage

the linking of pride in wealth with the (false or

evil?) idee that this wealth would continue. In

the second instance, although the vera© given above

does not imply that senna (thinks) is used in a bad

sense, the preceding and succeeding verses speak about

the sinners on the Last Day, and such a context might

hint at some derogatory shede of meaning attached to

zanna.

Para. 154.
* 4

The second IJeriod

The root ann occurs now in some fifteen cases.

In about thirteen of them the root is applied to or

associated with wrong-doers.

53,231 ...they only follow opinion zann and their
2 own liking...29*" ...they simply follow opinion and verily
against the truth opinion availeth nothing,

1 ancl 2
On the Chronology, see N-S, 103.
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In the first verse the association with the root

hwy1 makes the opinion zann evil and bed. Besides,
from both verses one may understand how the stereo¬

typed form "following opinion", which will be men¬
tioned several times in the qur'an, is meant to show

that an "evil opinion" is identified with lack of

truth.

Para. 135. 38,23.

...David thought &anna that We had somehow tried
him, so he asked prrdon...

Here sauna. though applied to a believer, implies

nevertheless some supposed wrong for which pardon is

asked. Again, "the thought" or "the opinion" are

associated with something evil, however trivial.

Para. 136. 36^,26.

We did not create the heaven and the earth..•
to no purpose; that is the opinion of those
who have disbelieved...

Apart from the religious argument underlying this

passage, one can herdly avoid the conclusion that the

r~
Lhe word hawa in an early passage (53,3) means "one's
own inclination"; but as the passage speaks of the
truth of the Prophet's revelation, one identifies
hawa with an elusive inclination. This adds to the
bad sense in which sann is used.
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Qur'an attacks the Jahilites lor their thought that
"heaven anu earth" are purposeless* This is, of

course, another aspect of the Jahiiite dubious know¬

ledge and uncertainty according to the Qur'an.
Para. 137. 2^,87.

...when ho went at cross purposes and thought
that Bfe would not have power over him; then
he called...verily I have been one of the
wrong-doers.

Here Jonah is spoken of. Again, as in para.

133, a believer is the subject of the sentence, in

which the (evil or bad) thought zann is described,
<K.S

almost^in the previous paragraph, as purposeless.

The impression that one gets from the passage is

that Jonah, at least at a certain time, is benaving

as a Ji hilite; hence his being "at cross purposes"

and his description of himself as a wroig-doer; his

zann. then, cannot but be evil and uncertain.

Para. 138,

In a dialogue between Moses and Pharaoh, a pass¬

age reads;
'

i . . ... .

17,103 ...0 Moses, I think thee enchanted,
104 ...0 Pharaoh, I think thee outcast.

Here the primitive neutral sense of znn is

apparently meant, though the concomitant words
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"enchanted* and "outcast" partly turn the sense of

arm towards a context of controversy and uncertainty.

Para. 139.

The Third Period

The root ann occurs now about twenty-seven times.

Many of the® are, as is very usual in this period, re¬

petitive, The following few examples may suffice:

41,21 ...ye thought that God did not know much
of what ye were working.

22 That tnought of yours...has destroyed you...

Although aann might have been used in its

original sense, the turn of phrase in which it is

used makes the Jahilite thought opposite to the full

knowledge of God, in the first verse; and a cause for

destruction in the second.

Pars, 140. 11,29.

The nobility..,said: "We do not see the© to be
anything but a human being like ourselves, strange
in opinion ra^v and we do not see that any follow
thee but the basest of us; we do not see that ye
have any superiority over us; nay, we think
nasunnu ye are lying,

7,64 ...We think nara thou art in stupidity and we
think naznnnu thee one of the false.

The idea of opining on the part of the Jahiiites

in these verses is mocxed at by the qur 'an by relating
it to various Jahilite traits, mainly pride and
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stubbornness, The two other traits of stupidity

and belying are directed against the Jahilites and
related to their (false) opining and conjecturing.

Para, 141,

Lastly, in the following example the opining

aartna is related to a feeling of uncertainty:

10,23 ,,,the waves come at there from every side,
and they think they are engulfed,,.

In a passage of the second period z.anna is used

in a similar figure of speeeh as follows:

18,51 The sinners saw the Fire and thought they
were aoout to fall into it*,.

In both verses given above there is a possibility

that aanna is used in its primitive sense, but in

both cases notiling is expressed except a vague feel¬

ing, Sinners are meant in the first of the two

verses, and mentioned explicitly in the second.

Para. 142,

The tjedinan Period

Now zxm occurs some twenty times, though little

can be added to what has already been mentioned.

The *oilowing verse adds a new shade of meaning,

however.
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49,12 •••avoid much suspicion z&nn, suspicion
is sometimes a sin; do not pry into
each other's affairs, or go behind each
other's brcks.• •

Also, as new categories of men are encountered
in Medina, mainly Moslem doubters and nypocrites, it
is natural to apply to them the vice of opining with

all the Meccan shades of meaning attached to it; cf.

(2,73), (3,148), (33,10), (24,12), (48,6 and 12).
In the next two sections other vices of - in¬

tellect will show more clearly, perhaps, what the

Quran means by false opining, or having uncertain

Knowledge, or being ignorant,

(b) Doubt and Hypocrisy

The Qur'sm, like any new message, stirred various

degrees of doubt, ranging from mere hesitancy and hon¬

est doubt to hostile suspicion and hypocrisy. Most

of these attitudes are related by the Qur 'en, as has

been the case in the previous section, to ignorance

at best, or to evil dispositions at worst. as to

the honest doubt on the part of those newly brought

to the outlook of the new message, the Quran allows
a certain extent of freedom to doubt, with a reserva¬

tion that certainty has to be reached and the mind
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will have to overcome its scruples.

This section is based on a selection of

"x-yb'-shxii—mry—nfg"—passages, in addition tc such

expressions as, "those in whose hearts is disease "•

This latter expression and the relevant passages of

the root seem to be fc'eainan.

The three roots shtck. ryb and mry all mean, "to
.i ■ i t .1 *. ^ ! J ! ■ 6

doubt*, with some additional shades of meaning in the

case of each root.' Thus r.vb seems to be doubt plus
2

some emotional disturbance or agitation. Also, mry

adus the shade of "contention and disputation",**
Other shades of meaning will be mentioned throughout

the discussion. The root nfo bears mainly on the

notion of hypocrisy. It is possible that some of

the "hypocrites" are no more than those "doubters"

indicated by the other roots just mentioned,4 The

r~ _

on these roots, Wufrndat and Lisan. ad loc.

2Cf. Z., I, 199 and 620.

Especially, Form III mc.rh and Form 7111 imtara.
4
Cf. N—S*, 86 on the etymology of the root nfci and the
various possibilities of its interpretation in the
form of r,una£itj in the Qur'an.
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line between a Jahilite doubter (or a 2ewieh hypo¬

crite) and a Moslem who may have some acruplea is
not sharp, and can never be sharp if one thinks
of the possibility of claiming something and be¬

having in an opposite direction.

Para. 143.

The pixat Period

53,llf, The heart did not falisfy what it1 saw.
I5o ye debate tu^aruh with it .us to what
it sees? "*

p
Here the reference is to one of the Prophet's

visions, which is not accepted by his opponents.

Another verse reads:

33,56. So upon which of the benefits of thy Lord
dost thou cast doubt tata Tra?

The preceding verses speak about the olden trans¬

gressing peoples and how they met with just punish¬

ment, Both passages just given do not show that

the notion of doubt is really described or even hin¬

ted at. As no other example on root mry or the
• other roots shkk and rvb can be found in this first

^The pronouns may be rendered "he" and "him", i.e.
the Prophet; cf. other translations of the our''an,
Sg. Palmer's; cf. also, T., XXVII, 27ff.

^Cf. T., XXVII, 25ff.
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period, one may safely conclude that the first
Meccan period doe© not seem to be concerned with

< ' < 0 ( {

the notion of doubt at all. This lead© to the

confirmation of the general impression that the

first four years or so are characterised by their

peacefulness; though it is more correct to say

that they represent the quiet which precedes the

tempest.

Para, 144.

The 3'econd Period

Now all the three relevant roots expressing
a f-t-uJ

the idea of douot do occur, tut only^tigtfes each,

e.g.

44,8 Nay, they are in doubt shakk, playing
about,

The preceding and succeeding verses show that

the "doubt* mentioned here is related entirely to

a religious context, namely the refusal to believe

in the religious call of the ^ur an. In other

passages doubt (or contention) is more related

to ethical than religious notions, as follows;
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50,24 Hinderej of the good, lio^tile, contentious
raurib.

18,22 80 do not dispute turn'" ri in_regard to tnem
except on u plain issue iiiirh an ashir&n..«

52,502 Or do they say: **•§•%# Wfm vnom we say
await the uncertainty rsyb of Fate*?

In the first of these three verses doubt (con¬

tention) is clearly condemned by the ^ur 'an by rela¬

ting it to other Jahiiite ethical traits. In the

second verse, the Prophet seems to be addressed con¬

cerning the legend of the Seven S'leepera; thus if

any significance could be deduced from this ffiy~

passage, one would think that disputation is not
%

only denied to Johilitec, but also tc followers of

the Qiir'an as well. The third verse uses r&yb partly

in a metaphorical sense; though, on the other hand,

rayb in this passage is used in a bad sense.

Para. 145.

The Third Period

A© the keccane grow more intransigent in their

attitude to the new message, the Qur 'aide arguments

Snurib mey be rendered "doubter* as well; cf. the
introductory note to this section aoove; also,
»!—»*• Trails3a. tion of the Fee,
2
On its chronology, cf. N-8., 105.
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regarding the notion of doubt or® rooro explicitly
expressed then before, thus;

11,65 ...dost thou forbid us to serve what our
fatners used to serve? Truly, we are as
regards what thou c&llest us to in doubt
shakk disquieting rourib.

Also, 11,111*

Thus doubting the new message and its oasis is

releted here to the J&hilite notion of fatherhood.

The Qur'an by this association undermines the Jahi-

lite "doubt"; hence, "God sends astray any one who

is extravagant, suspicious raurtab" (40,36),

Para. 146,

In a passage speaxing aoout olden peoples (42,13),

one reads that, "their division into parties" was

"out of mutual jealousy". The passage concludes

with,"they are in doubt diequieting". This reflec¬

tion, which ie made concerning other peoples,

may describe the Jahilite Arabian scene with all its

divisions and hostilities. Relating this to a

state of "disquieting doubt" ades another bad sense

to the "doubt" of the itecoans, and sahec it a cause-

ond-efleet in the turmoil of the Jahilite traits.
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Crse amy conclude the Efeccan stage with the
observation that almost nothing is observable in

&ecca as regards the doubts or scruples among the

followers of the Qur'an themselves. The notion of
doubt is essentially treated as & Johilite treit,

and occurs among »k-hilite$.

Para. 147.

i'hfc- kecinon Period

Sow the notion of woubt is in most cases mixed

in the same passages with the notion of hypocrisy.

In this and the next paragraphs, examples on the

root r,fy. end such an expression as "the diseased

hearts* will be diecu&sed in a chronological order,

as usual in this work; but almost ell the interest¬

ing cases in which the other roots hearing on the

notion of doubt, mid treated in the heccan stage

above, will be met with in the same passages.

22,52^ ihat He may make what Satan »ms thrown
in a test of those in whose hearts is
disease and those «hose hearts are hard
- verily the wrong-doers are in schism
far-reaching,

~*"See on the chronology, H-S«, 213£f,
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This passage deals with the question of abro¬
gation. But apart from this, something about hypo-

i
crisy is said. According to w-8*# the expression,
"those in whose hearts is disease'' is equal in the

Qur^anic style to i.iunuii< un. Besides# both ex¬

pressions (tha fii st occurs twelve times# and the

second thirty-six times - other derivatives of the

Form III nc.facia are included), are Medinan* The

other concomitant phrase "those whose hearts are

hard" occurs seven times in the Qur"an; live of

them are Medinan, and the rest oolong to the third

period. This latter expression mey be u link be¬

tween the doubt in the lieccan stage and hypocrisy in
the Medinen stage. Also, being "in schism* added

now to the notion of hypocrisy, has boon mot in

Mecca (pera, 146) in the form of "division into

parties* as attributed to those who are "in doubt

disquieting".

All these associations show the link between

notions belonging to tu® same category of ideas#
namely doubt and hypocrisy.

21b.
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Para, 146,

The whole pas-age (2,7-49) is concerned with the
diseased in heart, who are, at least in tals case and

i

accoraing to the aosuentutors, the Jews, Those dis¬
eased in heart are treated as: deceivers (v,8);

p
liars or accusers of falsehood (v.9); corrupters

(v.lC) J stupid suiana'iv.iik ;seuer- of iv <:? (v*15);

proud transgressors (v,14}; and followers of error

(v.lo). Xt is very oovicus that most of these traits

are pure ftthilite ones, which have ftiready been studied,

or hinted at, in the previous chapters, "Besides, the

root una* (to deceive),used In this past age, occurs

only in Medina; it is applied to the Jews again in

(6,64),

Para, 149, 6,51*

•••the iypocrites and these in whose hearts is
disease were saying: "Their religion has de¬
luded iiife&e people*,,

See £. and f,, ad, loc.
2
Of, Palraer; also, the version of the text in the
Gfiicial Edition is a&cinibun («ho say a lie) and
**>t yukarihtihi bun as Boil' s rendering suggests*
j
Again, in (9,65f,) the hypocrites are described as
people who wock and pley; of, also (5,62).
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The conjunction of "hypocrites* and "those in
\shooo hearts it disease" ear. hardly indicate two

different categories; cf. paras. 147-8. The re¬

production of the hypocrite's saving, about "delusion*
is & proper qur'anie way of expression aiming at re¬

versing the saying back on the hypocrites; cf. the

application of khcl1 tc the hypocrites in p&ra. 143.

Para. 150. 47,22,

, ..thou seeat those in whose hearts is disease
looking at thee with the look of one already
faint ir. death, more fitting for there obedience
and reputable speech!

This is occasioned by the reluctance of the so-

called hypocrites to fight. The notion of the "dis¬

eased heart* seems now to bo applied to a part of the

new followers of the ne® message, or those who may

be called the Moslem-doubters. The branding of

these hypocrites or doubters with cowardice {i.e. the

faint locking) and disobedience is a challenge to the

opponent© of the new message and a show of force.

Again in {47,31f.) the diaeased-in—heart are further

described as men of' "ill-will" who have "evasive

speech*. in (3,lbl) they say, "with their mouths

what was not in their hearts"
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F&ra. 151.

In (ST,13)the hypocrites are addressed, as

follows;

Mye tempted your .elves and put off and doubted,
and dogmas deluded you.*•

Of. also 4,136; 24,49; 9,45.

Delusion is nos clearly claimed against the

hypocrites; cf. para. 149. Also doubt, studied

earlier in this section, and temptation, which will

oe studied in the next section, are attributed to

these hypocrites, who seem to gather around their

name more mid more of the Jehilite traits; that is

why one finds from now on the conjunction of hypo¬

crites and unbelievers, e.g. (4,136ff; 35,1; 66,9;

9,9G). Also, as a considerable part of surah XXXIII

is occasioned by the Day of the Trenail, the hypo¬

crites are the main object of attack, the argument

against them, however, does not add much to what is

already known about them.

Para. 152.

Surah LXIIX is interesting; it is called after

the hypocrites (al-munaf1gun) and its first eight

versos concern them directly, thus; the hypocrites

are liars, whose "hearts are sealed" (i.e. because
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of their unbelief); reprobates and ignorant.

Para. 153.

Various categories of men are related and united
to each other very closely in the following passageS

3,45 ...those who do not believe,..whoso hearts
have become doubtful.••

Coming no* to the end of the Medinen period, one

cannot miss noticing how the vices of intellect

are growing. In the following, and last, section

in this chapter, the notion of temptation - though

very complicated, in its various applications - will

show the seme hur'anic argument against the J&hi-

liteu, namely that of uncertainty and hesitancy and

evil or ignorant opinion, though this time it will

oe put in now phases,

(c) Temptation

The notion of tonptatlon, as will foe shown pre¬

sently, has complicated religious relationships.

Thus the Qur'&n refers to God as tempting the be¬

lievers and the unbelievers - for different reasons ~

and tempting Satan as well. Man in his turn tempts

God, too. Temptation is identified with punishment —
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if one is an unbeliever, and with grace and mercy -

if one is a believer. Also, the same words which

mean temptation are used in some contexts to oean

dissension and persecution or repression.

If the religious associations of temptation are

put aside, the ethics of Qur'anic temptation seem to
be as follows. Ac the previous two sections nave

shewn, temptation is linked witn the tmceri&infcy of

mind, and thus it nsry be taken es another view in tne

list of vices of intellect. That is why temptation

is e grace when it leads to a deeper faifcn in tne

virtues of the our 'nnic cell, or when it leads a

Jahilite to renounce his Jshtliam and enter with

certainty into the circle of the followers of the

£ur'ar>. Temptation, on the other hand, is a bad

symptom and a punishment when it leads a Moslem to

doubt or waver, or wnen it allows, a Jahilite to re¬

main in a state of dissension, or in extreme cases

when it means persecution of the believers in the
9—

our eric message.

Two roots seem to be the beet means in the

1
present investigation, namely blrv and fin.

•^Or, blvv.
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occuring thirty-eight and sixty times respectively.1
According to Kuiraaat, Lisan and Lane these two roots
niean originally, to tempt. to test. These original
meanings, which are clearly observable in the Qur an,

will be examined now as they develop.

Para. 154.

The first Period

86,9 On the day when the secrets will be tried
tubla.

2
Trial, according to Zamakhshari, may be taken in the

original sense of "realiBing and testing".

The additional Qur'anic shades of meaning appear,

however, as early as the following passage.

89,14ff. As for man, when his Lord tries ibtala
him, and gives him nonour... He says:
"My Lord hath honoured rae;"
But when He tries him, and stints lor
him his provision, He says: "My Lord
hath scorned me. "

The passage seems to convey that men's wealth

or poverty are occasioned by God's trial or tempta¬

tion. What lies behind this argument, on the

1 5
A thira root mhn occurs twice only, and very late in
Medina, (60,10) ana (49,3); it does not add, how¬
ever, to the discussion, since it is meant only in
the primitive pre—Qur'anic sense.

2
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religious side, is to relate God to the daily life
of man, a relationship meant to ask men to believe
in God. But, on the other side, by relating trial
to man's love of honouring and largeness of pro¬

vision - which are Jahilite traits1 - the qur'an is

implying, perhaps, an attack on the attitude of

trial. It is ouvious thet this attack is meant in

one case only, i.e. the case of resisting Jahilism;

but it is not meant, of course, to convey that God

is unwise in trying man, or that man is unwise in

accepting the challenge of the trial and fulfilling

its frr-reaching implications, by being kind to the

orphan and feeding the poor (69, 16-9), and, in a

word, achieving that which is deemed virtuous in

the eyes of the Qur'an. It may be aciued that, as

this is a very early passage, one cannot understand

fully what is meant here by trial until further help
can be gained from later developments.

Para. 155.

The other root ftn exists, in the first period,
in at least two interesting passages, as follows:

^Cf. Ch. II and Ch. V above.
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68,4-6 For thou art engaged in a mighty task.
So thou wilt see, and they will see,
Ihich of you is the afflicted al-maftun.

51,13f. On a day when on the lire they shall be
tried yuftan: "T&ste your trial fitnah...

In the two passages the notion of trial is

understood in a bed sense, that of affliction; the

afiliction is expressed metaphorically in the second

passage. By relating these passages to (89,14ff.)
mentioned in the previous paragraph, one may say more

clearly now that trial (or temptation) is to be ex¬

perienced by both the good and the oad, but the

afiliction harms the bad only, by testing the lire

as punishment.

Para. 156.

The second Period

The power of temptation is displayed now on a

larger scale. Although God uses temptation wisely,

man seems to be disapproved of, always,when He tempts.

It is characteristic of the Qur'anic style and way of

thought to make the same notions applied to man

applicable also to God, though only in a sublimated

and exalted way.

As to the new shades of meaning, one may mention

the following. In (20,87) temptation is conjoined
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with leading others astray. In this passage it is
God who is tempting, but it is man who is leading oohers

astray. Temptation as leading to rebellion is em¬

phasised in another passage as follows:

37,162 Not one to rebellion against Him will
ye tempt.

Although in both passages temptation and what it
leads to are understood in a purely religious ^ense,

namely that of unbelief, one observes that temptation

of men by men is understood as a sin. In other

words, it is only God who can tempt men and bring

about whatever changes He will; man is simply for-
So

bidden to doAunless he behaves as a prophet; of. the

following passage:

25,22 ...We made you a test fltnah one to the
other whether ye would endure...

The virtue of endurance is, perhaps, to resist

the temptation of living and believing as a J&hilite

does,

SmSSjUmUl*
The Third Period

In the previous two periods, the notion of temp¬

tation has been identified with that of punishment

in the other world. Now with the hardships
I
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of the Moslems and their sufferings in

the thlra period, temptation - or at least the
words bearing on temptation - is identified with
the "distress" (39,50) and "persecution* (10,83

and 85) Inflicted on Moslems by their Jahilite

opponents. It is wrong, perhaps, to s4 eak of

identification when the new shades of meaning are

so different. Nevertheless, the development of

temptation seems to transform it from one variety
/

to another, without losing the previous sense.

It is possible also thrt the temptation -

as distress or persecution - inflicted on the be¬

lievers is not a punishment - as in the case of

the wrong-doers - but only a means to increase

their rewards or test their truthfulness; cf.

(29,2) para. 158.

Para. 158.

The Meainan Period

29,If.1 ...Do the people an-nas think that
they will be left (in the position)
that they say: "We heve believed,"
without their being tried?
ffie tried those who were before them,
and God will surely know those who
heve spoken truthfully, and He will
surely know those who speak falsely,

^"On the chronology, cf, N-S., 154.
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Thus temptation is a sort of hardship meant to
teat the truth of faith. In such a case, similar

to that given in para, 157, temptation is not to be
understood in a bad sense, cf. e.g. (20,87) pr~ra. 156.

This application of temptation to believers is in dir¬
ect contrast to its application to the hypocrites, as

follows;

3,5 ...those in «hose hearts is an inclination
to fall away, they follow the ambiguous
part of it {sc. the Qur'iun}, out of desire
of dissension fitnah...

Again in (57,13) the munafigun are named, and

addressed as follows:

...ye tempted yourselves,..and doubted, and
dogmas deluded you...

Cf. also 33,14; 5,45; 5,54(?).

The expression "those in whose hearts is an in¬

clination to fall away" (3,5) seems to be equal to

similar expressions already mentioned, e.g. paxas.

147f., which all seem to indicate hypocrisy.

Para, 159.

In para, 157 fitnah (in the sense of persecu¬

tion) is suffered by a party of believers at the

hand of an unbeliever. Now, in (2,187), the same

word is used in almost the same sense, but the context
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is different. It reads:

Slay.•.and expel them from whence they have
expelled you; persecution al-fitnah is
worse then slaughter...such is the recom-
pense of the unuelievers.

Cf. also 2,189 and 214; 8,40; 4,93 and 102; 24,83.
It seems as if fitneh (temptation/persecution)

here retains an early sense (cf. 51,13f. para. 155),

namely that of punishment; but in this case punish¬
ment is inflicted by those who have been wronged.

Several Jahillte traits ere conjoined with fitnah

in it3 bad sense; e.g. fitnah and intolerance (2,214);
fitnah £*nd corruption (8,74); fitnah and enmity

(4,102).

Para. 180.

Lastly, one may refer to a new shade of tempta¬

tion, applied again to believers.

8,28 And know that your wealth and children are
a temptation and that with God is a great
reward.

Here the believers (cf. 8,27) are addressed.

The association of temptation with wealth and children,

on the other hand, reminds one of a Jehilite background.

It is possible to presume that the verse is, simply,a
comment on whet might have remained among some Moslems,
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for various reasons, of love of wealth and children
in a Jehilite way; hence, the temptation of wealth
and children is only a revival of J&hilism.

In (60,6) the believers pray to be saved from

temptation (by disbelievers). In (5,54) the Pro¬

phet is addressed as follows:

.. . judge between them...do not follow their
lusts, and beware of their tempting yaftinu
thee away from any part of what God hath
sent down to thee...

5,55 Do they then desire the (mode of) .Judgement
of the Tim© of Ignorance .lahiliyah?

In all these cases temptation is an inclination

to commit any minor or m? jor fault considered by the

Qur'an as a vice.

Conclusion

The selected number of notions, studied in this

chapter and considered as vices of intellect, follow

from the Qur'anlc argument that its opponents are

ignorant, hence they ere suspicious, doubtful, (and
in extreme cases, hypocrites), and subject to the

evils of temptation. These different vices are not

only applied to the Jahilites and the opponents in

general, but are applied, though mildly, to the
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(virtuous) believers as well. In this latter appli¬
cation the vices do not lose their blameworthy sense#

they are simply treated, as vices which might# or do#
affect even the believers. By this wide applic&ti on,

and keeping always the bad sense# the Qur'an shows a

certain high level of generalisation, as has been ob¬
served in the previous chapters, especially in Chap¬

ter VII on transgression.

The Qur anic silence in Mecca about the notion

of hypocrisy, and its milder tone in expressing the

notion of doubt in Mecca than in Medina, may oe ex¬

plained as follows:

In Mecca the Qur'an seems to have preferred a

peaceful course# even in argumentation. But as
in

this course appears to have failea>vabout a do-sen

years# the Medinan period shows its aggressive tone.

Another explanation, which may serve as a complemen¬

tary one rather than an alternative, is that the new

message was rather stronger in Medina than in Meoca.

This chapter has discussed the Qur 'anic purpose

in we&xening to the utmost the intellectual position

of the opponents, principally the Jahilites. This

purpose is also shown in the struggle against the
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seme intellectual rices among the faithful. The

rices of intellect ar© simply part of a whole sys¬

tem, named vaguely in the present work as Jahllism.
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pHAPTSR IX

BsM1
2

i&camples of the use of the root want will now
serve to explain the Qur'anic notion of piety# Two
main difficulties hinder the discussion. Hrstly,

"piety" (taCjWa) is not a real ethic 1 notion, it is
essentially a religious attitude, though it may have
its influence on, and relationships with, ethical

notions. Secondly, and this is in part a corollary

of the previous objection, taqwa in the primitive

sense of the word is not a direct opposite of jahalah

or jahillyah studied in Chapter I.

As to the first of these difficulties or objec¬

tions, one may portly answer that "wgj"-passages

have, perhaps, as many ethical implications and assoc¬

iations as most of the other passages already dis¬

cussed in this study. The English word "piety" is

^"Pietv', as a buaic characteristic of the Qur'an and
Muhammad^ teachings, is the theme of Tor Andrae*s
book, Hoheaped. Join Leben una Gein Gleube, Gottin-
gen, 1932.

2
"Or, way. (even tay is given by the lexicographers).
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merely an abstraction which can hardly be equivalent
to any Cur 'er.ic word without some reservation. In
answer to the second objection, or.s may mention other

roots such as: Jmn, jjg* •r.d others of a general
nature. Although the root w&» is by no means the

only one which can be discussed in this connection,
it is no less representative of what the Qur'an means

by a counterpart of JaMUsm.^
The root wqw has several primitive senses, none

of which indicates piety. This latter notion was

probably introduced into Arabic with the introduction

of the Qur^anic message, and, a© elsewhere in the

Qur'an, an appropriate root has seen adopted with¬

out cancelling the previous senses. According to

the lexicographers (e.g. er-Rugfaib, Lane and Diet-

erici ) the primary meanings oi the root wow are:

to fecr; to proserve: to bo cautious of: to auard

"Once again I refer to Goldziher who mentions in
this connection that the Prophet*s main interest
was, among other things, to introduce piety to the
Jehilites who r»ere interested only in fighting,
drinking, play and love; id., 2-4; also R. Dozy,
Spanish Islam. 12 and 14f.

2
Heodwdrterbvoh. art., a^a.
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e&alnat and to warn*" That la why &r—fiaghlb unuor-

stanaa the (Qur anic) tagwa as, 3a 1 an-nafs 11

miqayaiin m.~ , ukhaf (i.e. pre trying., or go; rding
oneself c-igclnst what one is afraid of), Thus tagwa

in the religious context may he taken as meaning

essentially •fear of Goaw^; in en ethical context

it is essentially whet "motivates all good works

In all primitive and Qur anic senses the root
4

wgw occurs in two hundred and fifty-nine cuoee.

Para. 161,

The root wqw occurs in the first period at least

a dosen times. Bell, in most cases, uses "piety*

or "pious" to translate it, but these translations

^These primitive meanings gave rise to trie Islamic
term tag!yah.

2
Contrast this with the Greek piety, "the essence*
of which, according to Jager, "lay in giving honour
to godhead*; Paldela. I, 8. Cf. also Greek-
...vuish lexicon of the New . nl, ort. fOrcrt £ *ta
which means, among other tnings, "piety, reverence,
loyalty, fear of God,,.godliness, religion",(tr.)
Arndt and Gingrich, Cambridge, 1957.

^Gibb, The 7-uslim :orld (*"£&§ Structure q£ Religious
l^-'yIn Islam7). Vdl. . .Ill, 117, . .ril, 1j48.
Also,Bachere, Le Coran. Ill, 1217, piete. (index);
G-Pomorab>nea, Mahomet. 508f.

Fliagel in his concor1anti.ao mentions two honored and
liity—six cbsgc, only; out cf, BagX*s ConcorcancG
0® RratiOart. wcw.
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are not necessarily the oest in all the passages.

Thus;;;

92,5f. 3o as for him who gives and shows
piety ittaca; And counts true the
best (rev.ard),

92,14ff. So I warn you of a fire...
Avoid, it shall the most pious al-atas,
JTho gives of his^wealth to purify him-
self yetaaakka .

In these early instances the Qur anie piety is

strongly related, on the one hand, to purely religious

ideas, and on the other hand, to the virtue of charity,

or simply the duty of helping the poor*

Pera. 162*

In another passage (91,7-10) a contrast of a

very general implication is made, in which taqca

(? piety) seems to be identified with the idea of

good, and its opposite with that of evil* The pass¬

age read©:

By a soul and what formed it wa nefsin wa ma
sawwaha. And implanted in it its wickedness
end its piety fa alhemaha fu.iureha wa taeweha .

Frospared has he who purifies it gad eflaha
aim zakkahaf Failed has he who corrupts it "
dassaha*

f. Ch, XIII, infra.
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The generality of the contract between t qwa

and fujnr may be reflected on that of self-purlfl-
oatlon sakkc.hii: hence this latter notion is no more

restricted to charity in the narrow sense of the word,

as has bo*n the case in the previous paragraph, but

a general implication of learning ho® to bo good may

be the underlying sense. Besides, tatwa in the pass¬

age above is either equal to the sue total of virtues,

or it is what "motivates all good works* according to

Gibb*s remark mentioned above.

Other instances of this early stage mention the

root wc,w in the primitive sense, or in a purely re¬

ligious sense, and neither can be of any relevance in

the present context, lor example:

73,17 Bow than will ye protect tatt.-flun pour-
selves, if ye disbelieve,from H

Or, 96,llf,1 Hast thou considered if he be follow¬
ing the guidsr.ee,
Or urging to piety?

Para. 163.

The Second Period

Now, in surah XkVI which contains some seven

stories of previous messengers sent to peoples who

T
On the chronology, of, N-S., S3f,
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arc essentially wrong-doers (cf» w, 9,51,111,128
etc,) or, more simply, Jahilites, These people
are called to piety (the phrase "ale tattacun t* is

usually used); of, vv. 10,106,124 etc. In this

whole surah several Jahilite traits are mentioned,

and the call t© piety seems to be tne cure given

for these traits.

Pare, 164, 15,4511",

...those who show piety,,.
We have removed any mrlice that may have
been in their hearts, As brothers,,,

"Malice* fihi 11 her© seems to stand for whet is
bed generally, sir.ce g.hi 11 literally means "chain".

This generality gains more by the addition of the

notion of brotherhood.

Para. 165, 19#14.

...he was pious and dutiful ifrr towards his
parents, and was not a tyrant, rebellious.

Thus piety is conjoined with the notion of

filial conds on the one hand, and on the other hand

it is contrasted with t;yrarty and rebellion. Both

associations, needless to say, show piety in very

concrete ethical contexts. Besides, the root brr

(from which aarr is derived) expresses piety in
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some of its Mediiten uses (cf. 2,41,172; 3,3£>; 5,3),
1

in which piety is understood as "virtuous conduct*.
2

or taa fulfilment of •♦good If those latter

developments of the root try sre net yet understood
in a middle Veceen passage, the eontrsst oi piety, in

the verse above, with tyranny and rebellion, may suf¬
fice to show the identification of piety with such

implications of the root brr as the verses just sen-
' '

(

tioned indicate. In (19,97) being pious is contras¬

ted with the state of being contentious ludd.

Para. 16fc, 3d,27.

Or shall We me^e those who have relieved end
wrought the works oi righteousness as-salihst
like those who cause corruption in the lend;
or shall we make those who show piety like the
vicious?

Several xoots, indeed, are conjoined with the root

wqw in explaining whet the Qur'en means by piety as

the basic virtue; and the root slh coicee, perhaps,

first arnon^ these roods. Thus, aa-eslihnt"* (vir¬

tueus conduct or good deede) may explrin the ethical

"^This is the preferred rendering of birr according to
Sell.

^Gibb, ibid.. 118,

"*The word aalihat occurs over sixty times and is found
in all the four periods; xri a few oases the same word
means "good or righteous women"; cf. khayrat and
toyyibat.
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cheracter of toowe. ns the summym bonus of fur enlc

virtues.

Pars, 167,

lastly in the second period, th® following pass¬

age is of special significance. The passage (25,
64-73) lists 3 number of religious and ethical vir¬
tues - among the latter come the following: humility;

chrrity; unjustified or unjust killing; chastity;

and working good (or righteous) deeds. The bearers

of these virtues are celled (v,74) al-nmttaqin.

Para, 168,

The Third Period

XH the second period the sain features of ^ur'anic

piety scoia to have been established. "?hat remains to

be seen, then, in this period and the next is simply

a confirmation - tfith further details in the Modinan

period - tii; tag a" is a b-sic virtue. Thus in

(16,126ff) the pious are: well-doers, tolerant in

argument, enduring, they do not grieve or feel dis¬

tress because of others* plots. in (20,90) the

pious person, is again, the one who endures and does

good.
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In (39,34) side (verity) is e corollary of
piety; cf. (7,33).
Para, 162.

la (7,200) the pious are those who "sea clearly".
Ihia quality of the pious sasy 6© contrasted with the
stupidity (of, e.g. para, 23) and the uncertainty
(cf. lhapter VIII) of the Janilitoa.

Para. 170. 28,S3.

...the future abode; ;.a appoint it for those
who do not desire exaltation c uluww in the
earth, nor yet corruption, and the final
issue is to those who show piety.

As in para, 167 the piou3 ere not proud or corrupt.

The concluding . hrase of the passage (al-'aoibrtu
li ^l-iauttaoln ) refers to the "future abode*, of

the pious, though It may indicate, partly, success

end happiness awaiting the virtues of the pious in

this world, also,

Pera. 171, 31,32.

...show piety..,and be in fear of a day on
which a father will not wake satisfaction
for his child, nor a child be reeking satis¬
faction for his father.at ail.

#ith this passage linking piety to individual res¬

ponsibility, which is contrasted with the Jahilite

notions of fatherhood and sonanlp (cf, Chapter III),
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one mey conclude the f4#coan siege •

Para. 172*

The kedin; n Period

Here the root wq* occurs in about a hundred and

twenty caress. Other roots, also imply the notion of

piety in a number of cases. It suffices It, re to men¬

tion these other roots of interest in the present con¬

nection, they are essentially the following: slh,

sag, hen, kh^r. and brr. Xrom this last root, the
iniinitivo birr needs a special mention (cf, para*

165). Gibb1 in his observation# or. the Qur'anic
piety remarks that "the test of true belief lay in

character and works. If the repeated insistence of

the Quran upon good works were not enough, it would

be conclusively proved by the comprehensive definition

of birr iu the noble verse*; then he mentions 12,172)
and remarks that "birr is thus the crown oi true ue-

Xief*. ti.e conjunction ox sirr and taowa as "motive-

ting all good works " is observed also by Gibb,

1IUd.
2Cf, Gibb, ibid., 117,
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In what follows only a small selection of pass¬

ages will bo mentioned, and the only root involved
will be *iw.

Para, 173.

In contrast to Jeniiite traits of ignorance

(cf» Chapter I) and uncertainties (el# Chrpier VIII)
the pious are said to -nave guidance (2,1), knowledge

(8,25.) and "assurance seiclnah" (48,26). Fence, the

quality of certainty is an aspect of piety (cf. Chap¬

ter XVI).

Para. 174.

Several ledln&n ethics! regulations and legal

deaancs are introduced in connection aith piety; for

Qjiajupie: the "retributive jit, tice1*^ in the case of

retaliation (2,175.130); the taking of testamentary

declarations (2,176); reconciliation (or, according

to the Qur'anic exptewalett, ''setting things right")

(2,224); acting 1surly towards u eife (2,231.233.238,

242; eurah LXV; 33,37); avoidance of usury (2,278;

3,125); generosity (2,233; 64,16); reeerding of
debts (2,282f.); showing thankfulness (3,113);

ICf7Irt. Kiaas. EI (1).
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oarintj icr ort:; U.iOJ; straight*orwtxuncus in

speech (55,70; 58,10; 9,120); brotherhood (49,
10,13); avoidance of suspicion and prying (49,12);
fulfilment of a pact (3,4.7.30.110); the contrast
of piety with hatred and provocation of hostility

(5,11); justice, as an aspect of piety (3,11); and

lastly tvoiding the suppression of evidence (3,107).

Conclusion

Piety, ce in the case of other notions in the

Qur'an, is e. religious concept, meaning essentially,

reverence, obedience and fear of Cod. Slit the dis¬

cussion in. this chapter has shown the ethical impli¬

cations of a certain number of passages, expressing

the central concept of a basic suaur.iac uunum. Phis

concept, in default of a hotter corresponding Knglish

word, is called "piety.

^Urya>uc piety scene to have two ethical forms:

one is general, in which piety motivates all the vir¬

tues (or good work©), and is, in a sense, the sum

total of all virtues. Tfcejather form is given when
any specific ethioal virtus is introduced and explained

es an aspect of piety. phia is, indeed, a Qur'anie
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chara^teristic which is otserreble In all other

oases in this work, i.e. the Qur'anic use of the

terir. in a. general or a particular sense* In the

present ease of piety, the second sense is spec¬

ially apparent in Medina.

The notion of piety in this chapter has proved

to be not only a useiul contrast to the notion of

JahilisiB and all the traits underlying it, hut also

it hue proved ». basic virtue to a number of positive

Cur'&nic notions which will be studied in the next

sever* chapters. There latter notions are, rlmost,

the uir cot counterpart to what has been studied in

Chapters II-VIII above.
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CHAFJSR x

Humility

In Chepter II pride has been considered as a

Jahilite trait, i.e. a negative ethical notion. It
must be remeaioereci that price is not absolutely a

negative notion, since it may be applied to God in
a good sense, and consequently it may also be applied
in a good sense to the virtuous. By contrast, the

notion oi humility is accepted by the Qur'an as a

virtue.**" But here again, although there is a good

sense which views hwimility as a virtue, there is also

a bad sense in which humility means weakness and

humiliation. Both senses seem to heve a derogatory

meaning in the J&hilite asxnd, while the Qur'an
2

seems to make the distinction just mentioned.

The Qur'an, in introducing the notion of humil¬

ity in its good sense, could only fall back on roots

1
This virtue is a well-known Christian characteristic
too; cf. St. Matthew, 5,5.11; also I Peter 5,5.6.
Cf. Q. (5,85) which bases the nearness of Christians
to Moslems on the fact that the Christians Ere numble
"la yasta«ibirim».

2
The Greeks, too, seem to have understood humility in
a bad sense only, until Christianity appeared and re¬
versed the outlook, cf, art. Taseinos in A Greek-

jiM-lish Lexicon, by Arndt and Glngrloh_
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which had already expressed only the bad sense of

humility. That is why we hare to keep in mind in
the following discussion two correlations, namely

pride-iiumility and humility-humiliation.

In this connection it seems hard not to relate

the Jahilite sense of humility to their tribal war-

tares and feuds, while the Qur 'anic virtue of humil¬

ity seems rather to be reicted to settled towns that

have a greater interest in qualities of humility and

obedience to a law which is applicable to a wider

circle than the members of any one tribe. But this

explanation, or any other, can only be valid after

the elucidation of the relevant Quranic text,

Aoout a dozen roots express the notion of humil¬

ity in the Qur'an. 3ome of them are used exclusively
in a bad sense, e.g. khsy and khd*. Others are used

in ooth a good and a sad sense, e.g. khshj, hbt, khfd,
or^, hwn (of, h^n and ahn) anil and sxn (in its VIII

and X Forms). Other roots seem of doubtful implica¬

tion, e.g. dh'n and 1nw (or ' ny) each of which occurs

only once.
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Pare. 175.

The Pirst Period

At tliis stage some four roots are used, hut none

of them seems to convey more than a neutral sense as

follows. In (90,12-lfc) the Ylrtuous man is supposed,

among other things, to help "a destitute (person)
misKln down-trodcen* (the kind of help is "feeding

on a day of famine"). The word miakin will recur

several times, mainly in Medina, always meaning a des¬

titute person to whom a part of the alms should go.

Thus the use of miskin appears to he neutral as there

seems to he no judgement of value and the reference is

entirely factual. In (68,45) a Judgement scene is

reproduced, and the sinners are descrioed as:

Down-casfc khashl'ah tneir looks, humiliation
uhillah covers them...

Cf. further 79,9; 88,2; 70,44.

The fourth root is used in the following passage:

89,17 He says: "My Lord hath scorned me ahancni*.
18 Kay, but ye do not honour the orphan.
19 Nor urge to feed the destitute-

Thus, as in most other cases in this stuoy, the ethi¬

cal notion is not yet recognisable.
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Para. 176.

The Second Period

In several passages the notion of humility is

now expressed in its bad sense; cf. e.g. (54,7);
(20,134); (27,34ff) • But the perception of humil¬
ity as art ethical virtue appears in this period, as

follows:

20,107 ...voices will be lowered khasha'at to
the lierciful. • •

110 Faces will be humbled *anat to the
Living,..

The word ' am t occurs only once in the Qur'an; but

despite this oddity its meaning is almost determined

by the word knasha'at in (v,107). Besides, the two

words mentioned in this passage, which are synonymous

to the four roots mentioned in the first period, have

been transformed at a stroke by applying them to God.

From now on, this transformation paves the way for a

revaluation of terms which previously meant humility

in a bad sense but which now indicate a virtue. Thus

an extension from the godhead to human relationships

now seems natural. The following passages, which

may imply a neutral sense, make some contribution to
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the new notion of humility by pointing to the sub-

missiveness of nature to men, a submissiveness re¬

sembling that of man to God,

In (37,72) the beasts are said to have been

made "submissive" to man; in (67,15) the earth has

been made "low" to man. In both cases a derivative

from dhll is used, a root which will be used later

to indicate the virtue of humility among men.

Para. 177.

A short list of virtues « both religious and

ethical - in the beginning of surah XXIII is mentioned,

in which (v,2) humility in prayer is recommended.

The same surah (vv.66-78) declf±res that an ancient

people has been punished for, among other things, act¬

ing proudly (v.69) and "did not humble themselves

istafcanu to their Lord, nor were they of lowly mind

yatadarra* un " (v.78). Although in all these cases

humility is thought of in conjunction with a religious

concept, the emergence of humility as a virtue per se

is clear. In the stor,y of John the Baptist (21,90)
humility to God is id-ntlfied with "vying in good

(deeds) *.
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Para. 178. 25,84.

The servants of the Merciful axe those who walk
hi nr.hi y hpgr,an upon the earth, and, when the ig—
norant aduress them, say; "Peace aalema".

The humble walking mentioned in the paeaege refers
to the physical gestures associated with Humility;

(ef. 17,109, flail down on their chins weeping, and

it increaseth them in humility".). Besides, humil¬

ity is associated with pe&cefulnesa and is contrasted

with the behaviour of the Jahllites.

Para. 179.

Lastly, humility in a special case is preached,

namely the humility which one has to show towards

one*s parents.

17,25 Bear thyself humbly towards them out of
compassion we "Vhfifl 1ahum 5. janah Ji-cuiull
alna *1-r&hmah. and way: "Mp Lord, have
mercy upon them as they brought me up when
young.•

Although this passage may show the notion of

humility as a virtue restricted to the parents, it

has the significance of explaining humility as applied

in a concrete way in human life. Besides, filial

bonds and duties, as will be seen in the next chap¬

ter, are among the essential virtues in the Qur'in,
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hence the association of humility and compassion to¬

wards the parents.

Thus, various aspects ef humility, as a virtue,

appear in the second period, fcr the first time. As

to the original pre-Qjur'anic sense of the roots in

question, it recurs throughout the ;,ur'an; cf. e.g.

(27,37): (Solomon and his counterpart the Qjueen of

Sheba)

...assuredly we shall come to them with hosts
with which they have no power to deal, and we
shall expel them from it abased adhillafr and
subdued sa^hirun. ""

Para. 180.

The Third Period

Now, some of the previous senses are repeated,

e.g. phrases like "the punishment of humiliation" and

the "punishment of degradation al-hun (41,15f.) are

reminiscent of the original sense; cf. further (16,61),

(42,44), (10,27f•), (7,151). Also, as in para. 176,
words usually expressing the meanings of humility or

humiliation are applied to the earth (cf. 41,39), and

to bees (cf. 16,71). In these latter cases some

animism may o© underlying the sense.
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But other passages give some new shades of humil¬

ity as a virtue as follows:

7,53 Call ut-on your Lord in humility tadarru'an
end secrecy; verily Be loveth not the ill-
disposed al-mu/ t&dln.

As the "ill-disposition* {or "the provocation of

hostility") is, &e has seen argued in Chapter VI, one

of tne basic Jahilite traits, then it is normal to

contrast it with the virtue of humility, fhs con¬

trast is not, however, direct but only general.

In (7,92) an explanation of how the virtue of

humility is forced upon men is given, thus:

■3® never sent a prophet to any town but there
overtook the people of it bad times and dearth,
that meyhap they might humble themselves
ynddarra *un.

To what extent the explanation of humility in

this passage is rationally tenable seams to be open

to discussion. The passage conveys, however, the

idea of the importance of humility as an ethical

merit. Cf. further (6,42f.).

Para. 182,

In (46,19) a Judgement scene ia reproduced, and
the sinners are addressed, as follows:
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. ,.Ye made away with your good things in your
worldly life end enjoyed them, so today ye will
be recompensed the punishment oi humiliation
for having set up to be great in the earth with¬
out justification, and for your reprobate con¬
duct.

Here, both correlations mentioned in the introductory
note to this chapter are involved. On the one hand,

pride is attacked, an indication that humility is de¬

sirable, On the other hand, "the punishment of

humiliation" with all its Jahilite rigour is directed

against those who are "proud without justification"

(sc. the non-humble).

Para. 183, 22,19.1
shorn God treateth with contempt yuhin, there
is none to honour mukria...

The underlined words in this passage seem to

have been used in their original sense, eicapt - and

here lies the transformation and the shift of meaning

- that it is god, and not the tradition or the tribe,

who honours or dishonours.

Coming now to the end of the tteccan stage, one

might comment that the weakness of Moslems in Mecca

is one raein reason for idealising the virtue of

An its chronology, of, N-S., 213,
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humility - cf. the phrase "'unci times and dearth*

given as a justification for humility in para, 161•
This explanation could only be true if humility as

a virtue had not appeared from the second period.

Besides, in Medina there will be continuous room

for the preaching of humility, even though the Mos¬

lems tre strong.

Para, 164,

The ?'edlngn hc-riod

A few examples may suffice,

57,15 Is it not high time for those vjho have c

believed to humbly their hearts to the /takhsha
reminder of God, and to the truth,,,?

Here, humility is partly identified with belief in the

religious cause. But as humility is preached not to

the Jahilitee but to those who ere already believers,

one might say that there is here an emphasis on hum¬

ility as a virtue, an emphasis which brings into re¬

lief the significance of being more and more humble,

the seme root fchsh* occurs in another passage in which

humility is associated with other virtues, all of

which are spoken of as related to Moslems, just as in

(57,15).
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35,55, The self-surrendering al-musliiain. * • the^
oelieving.. .the obedient...the truthful...
the enduringf. • the subint ssive ?I-khushi »t> -
the almsgiving...the fasting...the con¬
tinent. .. [men and women} - for tnem God
has prepared forgiveness and a mighty re-
sard.

This is another short list of religious end

ethical virtues. "The suomistive* {otherwise "the

humble"} seems to be very near in meaning to two

other squall ties in the list, namely "the self-surren¬

dering" and "the obedient", though these two latter

virtues may be nearer to the religious and political

sphere® than to the ethical on©. This list ie not
ad

supposed to be complete or necessarily to includeAthe

basic virtues; but a® it mentions some of the most

basic religious duties cr virtues, one may presume

that the ethical notions included in it rang© corres¬

pondingly among the very basic ethical values.

Peru. 185.

Lastly, one may refer to tne very late passage

(5,59) In xbich the followers of the £ur 'an are

"^Truthfulness seems to be a virtue according to pre-
^ur'anic Araos; ci. *att, free ,iil. 22.

2
Sndurance is, apparently, a pre-Qur 'anic virtue, too;
ci. art. Mhlfik. EI (2), (Walzer-Gibb).
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describeu as "humble adhillah towards the believers,

haughty a'l&aah towards the unbelievers". Humility
and haughtiness are not, here, absolute ethical values,

sines they change their oasic aenoe according to the

religious valuation of a person. besides, the root
cux! is mostly usod, in the Qur'en, Itt l%9 b«t sense

(i.e. humiliation); the root cua is used often in a

sad sense, where the Jahilite notion of pride is

attached* except of course when it is applied to God.

how oath roots are applied to the good oelievers; it

seems as ii the olu notions have been restored.

In this chapter the ethical implications of hum¬

ility as a virtue have been underlined. By the var¬

ieties of expressions bearing on humility the Qur 'an
seems to equal humility with the virtue of modesty.

But, whatever the far—reaching implications of the

qur'&nic expressions in this connection may be, hum¬

ility in its first appearance, is related to obedience

and reverence to God, As obedience taxes a political

turn in Medina (cf. 3,29 and 126; 4,62; 5,93 etc.),
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humility i3 more and morels, political implication, cl.
para. 185. Despite these associations the qur'anic
use of words, searing originally on the sense of

humiliation, but signifying now humility in a good

sense, is a striking blow to the pre-b,ur'anic Bedouin

priae even in false or non-existent merits." The

description cf some physical gestures expressing hum¬

ility is additional evidence showing the Qur'anic

argument in more concrete ways.

e.g., the following *re-^ur',fanic aneeuote attri
buted to a Bedouin poet (Ta'abbet Sharran):
The In. axer of banners he, the chosen lor council he,
a sayer of words strong and sound, a pusner to fur¬
thest bounds.

Lyali, The Mui am,allyat. 4. (The Areblc text is givenin ,.1-r L.fao:^ivat. ©cited by Xyall, 14.)
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CriAFIiSR XI

Parental and Filial Bonds

As the Qur1 an denounces the Jahilite pride in

fathers and sons (cf. Chapter III), it is natural

now to study the more comprehensive subject of paren¬

tal and filial bonds as they stand in the Qur'anic

positive list of ethical values.

The Qur'anic re-arrangement of the family"*" is an

attempt to make it a unit; a unit which stands be-
2

tween, and co-operates with, the individualism of

its members, on the one hand, and a sort of universal

brotherhood"5, on the other. All this brings us to

the sociological implications of the Qur 'anic ethics;

implications which, however far-reaching, can have no

^aee Ch. XII on Chastity, infra.
2
Although no special room is given in the present
study for the notion and ethics of individualism, in
the Qur'in, the latter gives sufficient significance
for individualism by which, once more, the tribalism
of the Jahilites is attacked; cf. (35,19), late
Meccan:

One burdened soul will not bear the burden of an¬
other. ..even though it were a near reietiv8...
whoever seeks purity, to his own advantage he seeks
purity; and to Cod is the trend.

3See Ch. XIV, infrfi.
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room in the present study. Also, the theme of the
chapter is related to what the Qur 'an explains in
regard to the bonds towards the near relatives, or

the more distant ones^", which will be mentioned later,

in association with obligations due to parents or

children.

Para, 186,

The First Period

In this early stage, the children are spoken of

as one of the signs, and as a grace, for which one

should, among other things, show thankfulness and be¬

have according to what is good; cf• 74,13ft. In

90,3 parents and offspring ere sworn by, as if to in¬

dicate their significance among the most important

items of creation. In other passages of this early

period, the mention of one's creation from male and

female may point, at least to a small extent, to the

"She relati ves are thought of mostly, in the Qur'an,
when division and dis tribution of wealth are concer¬

ned; cf. pas. ages where al-ourba occurs, e.g. 17,28;
16,92; 4,9,40, Nevertheless, "love amongst kins¬
folk" (of, 42,22, a late I'eccan passage, see Bell's
footnote to the verse). It is difficult, however,
to prove that love and charity towards the kinsfolk
in the Qur 'anic positive ethics are a revival of
Jahilite tribalism, despite some apparent resemblance.
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later respect paid to parents and children of both

sexes; cf. 86,5-7; 55,46; 75,37ff.
Pare. 187.

In 80,24ff • the individualistic view concerning
salvation and the .Judgement of acts is stated. The

statement is supported by the addition that a "brother,

mother, father, wife and children" ere of no avail in

saving a man1© destiny. The passage is another argu¬

ment for individualism. But at the same time that it

attacks the collectivism inherent in the Jahilite tri¬

bal life, the passage seems to imply that the members

of one*s family are the nearest to a person.

Para. 188.

Lastly, in 81,8f. the Jahilite institution of

burying a female child is attacked1; cf. also 6,152

of the third period.

Para. 189.

The Second Period

Stories of prophets and messengers show them,

from now on, as dutiful to their households. Thus

^Christianity, too, attacked the Greek and Roman cus¬toms of infanticide; cf. isestermorck. Christianity
■;nu .Varuls. 238ff„ 273, etc.
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Koeh preys, saying:

71,29 0, my Lord, pardon me end my parents, and
whoever enters my house believing.••

!'uhraazad is au-.,re;.u.eu, as follgMft

20,152 Contuond thy household r-hl to observe the
Prayer, and endure patiently in it...

Cf, 26,86, on Abraham asking God lor forgiveness for

his pagan father; and 19,56, on Ishmael teaching his
household ahl the duties of praying and almsgiving,

Jesus*s "dutifulness" towards his mother is associa¬

ted with his being not a "tyrant, wretched" (19,35).

Reverence for both parents, according to Iorrey\
"was a cardinal principle of Arabian family life long

before Mohammed's time". The Qur 'an does not sub¬

stantiate this in the case of the Jahilite attitude

towards Ms mother. TMs is shown indirectly by the

Qur'anie silence on what a Jahilite would feel or

think about his mother. But the Jahilite notion of

2
fatherhood has shown that, according to the Qur^an,
the excessive reverence of the Jahilit© to his father

hhe Jewish Foundation?, 139.
2
Of. Ch, XIX,section (a), supra.
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can only exist to the detriment of the duties towards
his mother* Besides, the Jahilite preference for his

sons1 is expressed at the cost of his duties towards
2

ills daughters, T..e generalization of the latter

feet leads to the conclusion that the Jahilites, in the

eyes of the Qur 'an, discriminated against females, and

favoured, in general, the males.

Lastly, it may be said that the passage above con¬

cerning Jesus* dutitulness towards his mother only

shows what is due to both parents, Just as in the case

of other messengers cited above, since the Qur'an be¬

lieves in the miraculous birth of Jesus from the Lady

Mary, Also, the tender mention of mothers in some

later Qur'anic passages, as will be shown later in

this chapter, does hint,perhaps, at the less honoured

rank of the mother in pre-Qur'anic Arabia,

Para, 190.

A fuller expression than any of the previous ones

on filial devotion - reminiscent of the Ten Commandments -

section (b), Ch.IIX, supra.
*"Cf. para. 188,
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is the following one:

17,24f. •..with parents (exercise) kindness,
whether one or both of them attain old
age with thee; say not to them: "Pooht"
and do not soold them but speak to them
respectfully;
Bear thyself humbly towards them out of
compassion, end say: "My Lord, have
mercy upon them as they brought me up
when young?

Here, as elsewhere in the Qur'an, both parents

h&ve essentially the same obligations on their child¬

ren. Besides, these obligations are explained on the
1

basis of reciprocity, and a child showing respect and

compassion towards his - or her - parents is, simply,

paying back a debt. But this mutuality is shown only

when the filial devotion is discussed and the Qur'in
refers the argument to a more comprehensive, and

vaguely natural,sentiment, as follows:

25,47 ...0 our Lord, give us comfort from our
wives and descendants, and make us to
those who show piety an example,

"4?f. Ch, XV on justice, below; see further the follow¬
ing Medinan verse:
4,12 ...whether your(parents} aba'or your Cphild-

h-'ft) i una' t re of most benefit to you ye know
not,».
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Thu©, patentpi and filial bonds are established
for the first time in the second period. These bonds

are thought of either as feelings and affections or as

duties and obligations. In contradistinction to

Jahilite notions of fatherhood and sonship, as has

been shown in Chapter III above, the equality of both

parents as well as of both male and female children is

included in the Qur'imic ethics within the family life.

Para, 191,

29,7. We have enjoined man to deal well with his
parents, but if they strive hard with thee
that thou mayest associate with He,,.obey
them not,..

Thus, according to this passage, filial devotion

is not absolute, since it has to be sacrificed when

devotion to God is at stake. It must be remembered

that this sacrifice does not go beyond disobedience

in the matter of returning to paganism; in other

respeets the children have to bear their pagan parents,

"kindly company" (91,14), This kindness to be shown

by believing children towards pagan parents may be

contrasted with the behaviour of a supposed idolater
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who addresses his believing, parents, saying:

46,14 ...Pie upon you! Do you promise me that
I shall be brought out (of the grave),..

Para. 192. 31,13,

We have charged man with regard to his parents -
his mother bore him in weakness...Show grati¬
tude to Me and to thy parents.

Here gratitude to God is equalized with that which

should be shown to the parents. Besides, the men¬

tion of the physical burden of child-bearing seems to
ov vay or con trued.,

hint atjjthe iahilite aggrandisement of his father.

Apart from these few instances there is hardly

anything new in regard to the present theme in the

third period.

Para. 193.

The Medinan Period

Although this period is known for its fertility

as regards many other notions, there is nothing much

to be adaed to the discussion apart from a few pass¬

ages.

2,233 ...no one is to be charged beyond his means,
the mother is not to oe oppressed by her
child nor he to whom the child is borne by
his child..,
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This verse concerns regulations on divorce and

separation* It seems to mean that a child should
not he taken as en excuse to harm the unwanted hus¬

band or wife* The same verse speaks in its first

part,about the duty of mothers to "suckle their

children1* and of, "the duty of him to whom the child

is borne to provide reputably for their food and

clothing** Thus the parental obligations are not

sacrificed because of a divorce, and the duties of

parents towards their young chiluren have to be

carried out "reputably bi'l-rra'ruf"even in the un¬

favourable circumstances in which the parents are

found*

Para. 193. 6,76,

But those who have believed...belong indeed to
your (community), but those who are related in
blood are nearer to each other.,.

The passage seems to speak of regulations concerning

inheritance; otherwise all believers ©re one,1 as the

following passage shows:

£f. Ch. XIV. inira."
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4,40 ...(show) to parents kindness; also to re¬
latives, orphans, and the^poor, to the per¬
son under your protection be he relative or
not...

This passage shows that the Quran does not intend, to
revive Jahilite trends concerning family bonds since

kindness is not confined to blood-relationship in the

Qur^an.

Para. 194. 4,134.

...be furnishers of justice...even though it be
against yourselves, or your parents and rela¬
tives...

Of. also 2,118 and 5,21.

All selfish interests or the interests of parents

and relatives have to be submitted, according to this

passage, to the requirements of justice; thus the

This translates "al-jer* which is rendered by Bell in
(8,50) as "neighbour*J (see, Lane under ul-jar).
Both versions ere true, though the first understands
the context against a Bedouin background, while the
second chooses a settled society as a background.
This is an example which points to a big problem when
it is extended to the whole of the qux'an. Cf. Bella
Vide, Arab Herita&e. (ed.) Paris, 55f., who pleads
for the second alternative. Also, the impression one
gets U ore Torrey* s ihe , Commerfti^-iheo^icai Terms ip
vhe .Koran. and Watt's te/Uec. and is that of the
second alternative - though with some compromise in the
case of Watt. For the present writer, both factors
are present, though with different emphasis according
to the case under consideration, of.also, havens, be

do I'luiuu, . ,eoc., and, Kdlaeke, , .iv. ■

(AncientTT in EH£.
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qur 'an seems to imply tho generality oi justice,
or* the one hand, end the narrowness of the family
bonds — or those of one's own self — on the other.

This, added to (4,40) para. 193, *howc us that the

concept of community in the Quran is the real unit

on which both the individual arid tne family are de¬

pendant.

Conclusion

Although there is not much material on the theme

of the present chapter in the qur 'an, the main lines

are fairly clear.

first, there is what might be called the equality*2"
of affection towards ooth parents, and towards male

and female children.

Secondly, although the Qur 'an attacks certain as¬

pects of the Cahilite family life and tribal relation¬

ships, as has been shown in Chapter III, it revives

and preaches kindness and affection towards the near

^It may be added that male parents and chilaren have
a greater share in the inheritance than their female
counterparts; cf. e.g., 4,12. But this does not
coeia to encroach on the equality oetween them in the
ethical sense.
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end distant members of the family in a way that makes

the family a strong unit within the community.
Thirdly, the blood-relationship (which Includes

the family unit) is dependent, contrary to Jahilite

concepts, on the universal bond of brotherhood within

the members of the community. Hence, the parental

and filial bonds, as well as the bonds which govern

all who have blood-relationship to each other,con¬

stitute a manor virtue compared with the virtue of

brotherhood and love or that of justice, both of

wliich will be studied later in this work. That is

why a parental or filial devotion is dependent mainly

on whether the parents and children are Moslems. But,

it must be added that paganism coes not eompis tely for¬

feit the ethical importance of parental anc filial

boms; end nith refers to the parents, the Qur^an
mentions clearly that they must be treated kindly

-even if they are pagans.
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CHAPTER XII

Chastity1

"Chastity", in the teachings of the Cur'an, "is

resoa icnded to followers of Islam as one of the great
2

est virtues of a Moslem". Besides, the Jahilite
in matters of sex

laxity,jas has been shown in Chspter IV aoove, and
loose marriages are one of the most striking impressions

one gets from reading the pre-qur 'thiic poetry. But

this is not the whole story. On the opposite side

one finds the acceptance in principle of the poly¬

gamous system in the Our'an; concubinage accepted

also in the qur^an, Whereas the pre-Islamic

poetry recommends chastity and loyalty in marriage.

The subject of chastity in the qur'an has b3en dis¬
cussed in modern times mainly in its relations to
family and matrimonial life. One may cite the follow¬
ing works as examples: A. Ali, bplrit. of Islam: G.
-tern, ?,■arrive in ,r-rly Islam; R. Levy, Jooiolo.-y
SJLMU&i Ih^£u« -'res' L»_Honneur. cues les AraOes
ftyant s'l-lam is valuable as regards the origins of
many Qur'anic expressions bearing on chastity.

2
"Of. art. Qh*-stity (Moslem) in ERE (Juynboll).
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Pith all that modem psychology has revealed on

the subject of chastity and Its normal and abnormal

aspects, and all other problems of the family and
matrimonial life, one has difficulty in deciding what

one should accept as the most normal in this connec¬

tion, In what follow©, however, some aspects of

Quranic chastity in its relation to purity, on the

one hand, and its relation to marriage, on the other,

will bo discussed.

Although about a dozen roots are related to the

notion of chastity, the aversge occurrence of most of

theia is two or three tines - except the root tlvr which

occur3 thirty-one times, and aaeias to have meant origin¬

ally "cleanliness, in a physical sense n.*t' In the

Qur'nn it. means cleanliness in both an original sense

and In r. figurative aanse, in which moral cleanliness

and chastity ere implied. It will be understood in

what follows th^t neither the physical nor the ritual

cleanliness is what is relevant to the present theme,

^Cf. Lane and hisjn, art,' tahara.
2
Cf, Sabbagh, la. I-'ctaohore. 142f«
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it is only the ethical cleanliness or chastity which
will be in the forefront of the present disaussion,

with special attention to the relationship of chas¬

tity to marriage,

Parn, 195,

The lirst Period

Very few verses which here any bearing on chas¬

tity seem to occur now. It is mainly because of

later developments or "rakirig over of dry bones"1
that one might suspect, for example, that the follow¬

ing passage has any relevance,

74,4 Thy garments purify tohhir.
2

As this passage is very early and is related to

general notions bearing on ethical values (of, 74,12-15),
then the purification of the garments is closely rela¬

ted to a demand for purity, though chastity is not

necessarily meant. It is however characteristic of

this stage to speak of most notions in a general way only,

1forrey, The Ooiomerciel-Theolo, ,ical Terms . 6,
2
According to N—S it is the second surah in order of
chronology; in the Official Egyptian Edition it comes
fourth: Bell too considers the first part of the surah
as early.
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Para, 196.

Lute in the first period one finds that one

specific aspect of chastity is expressed, in wiiieh
"guarding the private parts'" ii-iur.-.iini3i naixpun

(70,29) is recoamended, In such an early stage it
is not possible to guess what extent of boundaries

of legality of sexual contacts exists behind the

virtue of "guarding the private parts*, though the

hint at sail-control in regard to sexual desires is

not absent.

Para, 197#

The aecona Period

No* the recommendation of "guarding the private

parts" is given in two different expressions, one

similar to that given oexore in the previous para*

graph (23,3f,), and the other in the for® of ahsanat

iurbaha (21,91) applied to Lady tSary, In this latter

case the virginity of the Lady is referred to as a

fact, it is not recommended as an absolute virtue

either here or anywhere in the qur'an.^ as to the
1 11

The Qur'anic conception of virginity never,seems to
understand the case as more then the prepajory stage
of marriage, Iven the Virgin had a son, and the vir¬
gins of the other world will be soon married to the
virtuous folk; cf, e.g., 56,34-37,
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problem of celibacy, which will come later in a Wedinan
passage, it la mentioned as a harmless device practised
by Christian monks for pious reasons (cf. 57,27J.1
In the case of the present passages of the second period,

chastity is thought of as avoidance of contacts of an

illegal nature. None of the relevant passages gives

any indication that virginity - or its sister-notion

celibacy - is absolutely recommended. The value of

the passages can only be understood when they are

viewed against a background of legalised forms of

sexual contacts.

Para. 198.

The root thr occurs now, again, but in a more

specific sense than in para. 195; it means now purity

from sodomy. Thus the opponents of Lot speak of him

ironically, saying:

27,57 ...Expel the family of Lot from your town,
they are a folk who make a show of purity
^atatahharun.

~

Celibacy in the form of monasticism seems to occur
only in (57,27) which reads:
...Jesus...we set in the hearts of his followers,
kindness and mercy and monesticism they invented
it...out of desire for the satisfaction of God...
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There is perhaps more irony when Lot, in another

passage,1 declares:

11,80 #,.there are my daughters, they are purer
for you,.#

As marriage is the usual reason for any sexual

contact, there does not seem to be any alarm because

of Lot's declaration, there does not seem to be in it

more than a condemnation of sodomy.

Para. 199.

The Third Period

The narrative surah XII gives in some parts of it

a detailed account of chastity, though both the moral

and naturalistic descriptions go hand in hand. Thus

despite some response on the part of Joseph to his

lover, the wife of his benefactor (v.24), the response,

which is very short and does not seem to be more then

mere intention, to an unlawful love-affair is described

as "evil and indecency1*. At a very difficult moment

Joseph prays, saying (v.33):

...My Lord, I prefer the prison to that to which
they invite me; if Thou doit not avert their
guile from me, I shall play the youth with them,
and become one of the ignorant.

• Of the third period.
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Thus, as Joseph reaches his manhood after he has

passed his adolescence (v,22), his heart begins to be
smitten by love, with one reservation, namely that he

must not approach an unlawful woman. In other terms

he has the right to seek, only a love which is identi¬

fied with marriage; the passages looted in the next

paragraph show this identification of love and marr¬

iage in a better wey.

Para, 2C0.

The word istihya, (shyness, honest shame occurs

once in the Qur'an.*" The Pre-Qur 'anic poets always

refer to the characteristic of shyness as a main

trait in their beloved. Thus shynesB in their

minds has more of an aesthetic Implication than moral.

In the following verses the old expression is used in

a somewhat similar situation - where a Jahilite would

like to have a love-aftair, no more no less - but the

7 —
Cf, Lane, art, hyy.

*

2
Other derivatives of the same root'* are employed in
the same sense, e.g. the following Medinen passage;
33,53 ,,,do not enter the houses of the prophet,

without observing when he is ready,.•that
has been insulting the prophet, and he is
ashamed of you, but God is not ashamed of
the truth,,.
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purpose of shyness is transformed so that a happy
marriage is the issue. These verses speak of Moses
who met two sisters who introduced him to their father.

28.25 Then one of them came to him Ceo. Moses}
walking with oashful steps tamshi 6sla
iatihyal..

26.26 Said one of the two: "0 father, hire him,
surely the best that thou canst hire is
the strong and faithful one,w

Thus the future wife seems to be the one who be¬

haved bashfully, chile the future husband is "the

strong and faithful one".

Coming to the end of the Meccan stage, one finds

that enough - though little - has been said to show

the Qur'anic insistence on chastity, mainly in two

aspects: one the avoiding of unlawful sexual con¬

tacts, and the other a basic characteristic of matri¬

monial life. This latter seems to indicate the in¬

trinsic nature of chastity.

Para. 201,

The Modinan Period

In a few passages the words mutshhar or tahh&ra

are applied to men and women in the stage which pre¬

cedes the st$ta of marriage, a stage in which chastity
and virginity are identified in the case of women, and
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chaetity and abstention from unlawful sexual acts are

identified in the case of men. Thus in the next

world the "pure spouses* are one of the rewards of

good men and women; cf, 2,23; 3,13; 4,60. Also,

the Lady Mary is the virgin, for whose purity (or

chastity) the birth of a son is one of the rewards

(in this world); cf. 3,37ff. Cf. also para. 197,

Para, -202.

The root hfz recurs again bearing on chastity of

married couples, Thus the upright wives are

li'l ighaSb. i.e. who keep their chastity when the hus¬

bands are absent; cf. 4.38. The passage (33,33)

speaks of several virtues of men and women in general

and not specifically husbands and wives, but the

following virtues bearing on chastity directly and

indirectly are mentioned, namely obedience, truthful¬

ness and continence. In (33,30-34) the purity (the
root ***** *n Form II is used) of the wives of the

Prophet is related to several virtues, namely •'obed¬

ience and uprightness*, *reputabl® speech* (lert

the one in whose heart Is disease grow lustful ) and

non-swaggering about in the manner of the former

* ■ ani -am .jahi i!./ :h. "
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Para# 203#

The story of Zainab (33,37)# as in the case of

Joseph para# 199# shows that natural love growing
between a ir.erried woman and another man is regarded

in the Qur'an aa a possibility; a possibility which

should not# however# transgress the matrimonial bonus.

In the case of Z&inab# her husband is advised to "keep

her and to show piety". In the case of Joseph there

was no breach of marriage, and the love was checked

by repentance; but now in the case of Z&inab, there

is a divorce and remarriage to the third person.

Thus in both cases there is no allowance for a spon¬

taneous or natural love outsidt the boundaries of

marriage#

Para. 204.

The verse (24,26) speaks of at-tey.vioun and at-

tayyibat (good men and good women) and seems to apply

them to chaste men and women. It runs as follows:

Bad women to bad men, and bad men to bad women,
good women to good men...

As a preceding passage (v.23) speaks of "those who

cast (imputations) upon thoughtless but believing
women under werd..,", it seems that the implication
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of "good women to good men" hints at marriage end
hence not only chastity is reoomnended, hut also a

chaste companion is recommended for marriage as well.

Besides, "goodness* here indicates the general sense

of purity as much aa the specific sense of chastity.

Para. 205.

The right to lawful intercourse has some reser¬

vations. Thus, during the fasting as covered in

(2,183) and pilgrimage (2,193), no intercourse is

allowed. Also, the question of chastity does not

seem to arise before the age of manhood and womanhood

is reached. Hence, eiiildhood as the age of sexual

innocence ends with "(the age of) marriage« (4,5);
cf, further (24,31.38) where it is stated that males

before the age of adolescence (? manhood) are inno¬

cent of sexual desire or lust. Besides, a husband

has no access to his wife during her menstruation

(2,222).

Para. 20b.

After all that has been said about relating

chastity to marriage, it is time now to encourage

people to marriage, as follows:
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24,32 Settle the unmarried among you in
marriage.•.if they are poor, God
will enrich them..,

Cf. (4,3) which relates the fear of being unjust
to female orphans to the obligation of marrying

them. The same passage — and it is the only one

in the Qur'an - speaks of polygamy. Thus a

settling of the unmarried seems to be the real
1

purpose of polygamy.

Also, although poverty, according to (24,32)

just quoted, dees not seem to be a hindrance to

marriage, in the next verse (24,33) some allowance

for the economic factor is made, and the only com¬

pensation for marriage seems to oe chastity, as

follows J

And let those who co not find (means) to merry
restrain themselves aesta t fif until God en¬

rich them,.,

Somen "who are past child-ocaring and heve no expec¬

tation of marriage" are requested to "restrain

*The eame verse (4,3) declares also: *if yc fear
that ye may not be fair, then one (only)". In a
later verse of the seme surah (y,128) polygamy is
tolerated at the risk of being unjust, it read3l

Ye will not be capable of dealing evenly tn*dilu
among the women (i.e. your wives) even though ye
be eager (to do so),,,
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themso Ives* (24.59). Thus it looks as if chastity
is a function of marriage and child-bearing.

Para. 207.

The later Islamic institution of veiling is re¬

lated in an embryonic form to chastity (33,53). The

passage concerns the women-folk of the Prophet only.

In another passage, however, a similar context is re¬

vealed, ana applied to al„ believing wmen, as follows:

24,31 Say to the oelieving women that they cast
down their eyes and guard their private
ports and show not their ornaments, except
as so far as they (normally) appear, and
let them throw their scarves over their
bosoms...

The previous verse to this recommends the males to

"cast down their eyes and guard their private parts,

that is more innocent for them*; thus, it is not only

a matter of external appearance which is required for

decent behaviour, but also the intention, as the

phrase *that is more innocent for them* indicates;

cf. (33,59). In another passage, again, it is argued

that the external expression of chastity is not meant

but for -eke of the purity of the heart, or, in other

words, the intention which lies behind chastity is the

important thing end not the mere expression, as follows
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jj,53 ..•When ye ask them for any article,
ask them from behind a curtain hijab;
that is purer for your hearts and theirs...

Conclusion

two main points, aeccr ding to which the Qur 'anic
notion of chastity is viewed, can be mined, as follows;

(a) in a positive sense, certain intrinsic values
of chastity are discussed;

(b) in a negative sense, chastity is avoiding what
is forbidden.

In the positive sense, chastity is related in a

general way to purity (or, according to what the Qur'an
would call spiritual cleanliness - hence the relation¬

ship of this latter in a mysterious-religious way to

ritual or physical cleanliness), goodness, uprightness

or piety. With reference to the second sense of

avoiding wnat is forbidden, chastity is expressed in

concrete terms and specific contexts. In both senses,

however, chastity is closely related to marriage and

family life. In regard to this relationship, some of

the Qur'anic recommendations discussed 0r referred to in this

chapter will be given below.

The eexuel impulse Is accepted to be at work at

the age of puberty and adolescence; before this age
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the person is called a child and innocent of sex;
hence he is indifferent to chastity. But with the

beginning of manhood snc womanhood the struggle ior
satisfying the sexual impulse (in a lew place# in
the Qur;an leva and courting are descri&ed) gives
rise to the problem of chastity. This problem is
viewed; as another aspect of the struggle between the

forces of evil and good. In most cases marriage is

recoffnenck-d. Some Qur'anlc conditions for marriage

are: "right management"; emergence from puberty,

chastity, mutual consent. Adequate means are named

as m condition for marriage, on the pert of the man;

though the poor are recommended to be chaste and wait

until they find the means to suppert a family. The

wife has to be obedient t nd devout; the husband has

to be tolerant, faithful, and just. Both have to be

chaste, just aa before the stage of marriage. Divorce

is not encouraged; reconciliation is recommended un¬

less life io intolerable. Lastly, the procreation

of children is related to marriage and thought of as

one of the boat fruits of matrimonial life, or leading

to it — as in the case of sieve—girls. Celibacy and

virginity tire never thought of as absolute values.
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CHAPTER XIXI

Charity In the Qur an, as elsewhere,1 ha® ©oral
and material aspects. This chapter deals with the

latter. With regard to the moral aspect of charity,

it may be better seen in tne light of such notions of

love and brotherhood, which will be discussed in the

next chapter.

The material aspect of charity has been singled

out by some scholars as the characteristic Our anic

virtue. That charity has a very important place in

the Qur'an is undeniable, but that it is the sumr.um

bonrmi of the Qur'anic ethics, or of all Qux 'a do

teachings, one cannot easily say. Tor the purpose

of the present jtudy, one may take charity, in both

of its aspects, as another concept closely related to

the Qur 'anic piety,*

icf. ERB, Charity (various sections); also Kittel,
iyffrterbuch zui:. r.T.. art, ku ris.

2
^.0. Crinaae, l/oht. vc < d. I, 14,2b,40 etc. Contrast,
Hurgronje, Versprelde Geschriften. I, 353f.

3Cf. De Boer, art. Charity (Muslim), in ERE; also
Torrey, The Jewish Foundations. 140f,

4Cf, Ch, IX, supra.



To link qur'anic charity with the nell known

generosity of the (Bedouin} Arabs is not far-f:tched.*
But this linking hoes xxot exclude a certain amount of*

i ,

borrowing of ideas or terras, which bring the Qur1 an
2

nearer to other relcted xaeasogoa* Also, while the

qur'an riuvar considers poverty a merit or an id -al

(e.g. id,77.113) , the attack against love of wealth

and soaxclng profit-making, as shown in Chapter V, is

obvious,4 Thus, the Aristotelian doctrine of the
5

mesa can bo better sought here then anywhere in the

%ur'anio othics.

^Torrey, ibid,
2
Cf, Jeffrey, Vosafc.« articles, zaka and gadaca: also
ihrens, ffhari^tlieches im V oran, sldflfc rnd ^t, lsixf.
MoroTitz, ■'ormicchet gidnfo.49: Torrey, ibid; also
Torrey in his well known thesis observes that the so-
eslled Our*ardo comraereial-thcological terras, "are al¬
most without exception native words,,.notably free from
foreign elements", Ccm&erci-I-Thoclo»;lcnl Terms. 3f.
One say add to this tn&t the i-p'tiveness oi the Qur'anio
notion of cherity is shown, at least pertly, by using
several indigenous expressions, despite the fact that
aekat and sad;!-. are loen-sordB.

"*
Contrast, Mt. 6,25; Luke, 14,33; IS, 20ff,

4 It seems that according to the Qur'an what might bo
termed the taxed wealth is highly enjoyable and licit,

5Cf, Goldziher, Badith and the N.T. 42f,; also Mos-
cati, Anciont^Semi tic Civilization. 216f.

+ Untersuchun, ;en
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Tilt) aspect of chority studied in this chapter

provices in principle the "jest example in which an
ethic and ft legislation can he read together. But
the Qur'an never goes so fer in its legislation as

to define the exact amount which has to be paid.

One may say that the ethic paves the way for a legis¬

lation.1 It was the work of later generations to

formulate elaborate lews tossed on some Qur'c-nic em-

2
bryonic ideas. Ir» the present connection the

ethic of hur'anic charity will be ;tveied.

Para. 207.

In the first period, which may be called the non¬

technical stag®, various words and expressions are

used bearing on the need for beneficence end charity.

But none of the l.:ter .iceh^nical terns then existed,

except when bearing on other senses, as is seen for

example in the ease of saddaoa in (9?,6). This early

surah (9?) parses what might be read as ? rapid Judge-

-;n the good r.d the bad, inr; \f _;ui. l..-.aatta

^Cf, Maccionald, I'eyeloundent. 66f; also Anderson in an
article in the . LS0AS , vol XX, 1957,
*✓* 4k

2Cf. Anderson, ibid.. 18,
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(v.4), after which a abort list of duties is given
to indicate the right »ayi

5, do as for bin vho gives &* ta and shows piety,
6, And counts true aadaeaa the (best) reward,

7, We shell assist him to ease. Etc,

Verse 5 shows that charity comes at the very top

of what seems to be both ethical and religious duties.

This charity is urged upon the richer classes only if

the word ma! (92,11) is to be understood in Snglish as

meaning "extra money" or "excessive riches",^ To¬

wards the end of this same surah (v.18) "the most

pious al-atca" is described, first of all, as he,

fho gives yuVti0of his wealth mal to purify him¬
self yataaafckft.

One observes that neither saHaaus nor ;v atastchka have,

in these esrly passages, a relationship to their sub-

sts.ntives sadauaft cmU aakht, respc-oiivv'iy» which are

used later in the sense of alms. They are, ho»ievar,

used in close conjunction with other wcr ds conveying
the sense of charitable ante.

o7i mal, Liean, Vvfi e-aet. end Lane, je^y,

2Cf, en yataaafckit. V/Ve$. 165ff,
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Para. 208,

In other ohort surahs of this early stage, the

religious sense gives- but little outlet to the notion

02 clior ity. Thus, Oraysl in surah (10$) have to

worship their Lord because they are provided against

fusiiae, Cn© mey gather frca the previous pedograph

that part of worship is te act charitably. In surah

(Sib; the beg&cr should not be rebuked, i.e. to put it

conversely, one has to give charity to a beggar*1
Ever, the manumission or a slave la en act of charity

($&,15). -he were mcuurufo (that wkc is in need) seems

to be e general word indenting the poor ©less (51,13)

which needs to be helped by the virtuous* Lastly,

another function of charity is given in several pass¬

ages, e.g. (107,2) and (S3,3), aessely that of pro¬

tecting orphans fron need.

Coming to the end oi the £ii*s4 period, one ob¬

serve« that: the passuages in the matter of
«

charity are concerned, with the tattled society of

Mecca and they hcrdiy hint at ^sdouin life, which is

the need of feeding the poor mlshin, of. further
*v f § | yw 114 IX f
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equally hard for ell «en# The re-Durce b*t2£*ya
and the disregard of orphans here asore to do «ith life
in the city of Veoca, On the other / -«»nd, one reals
in the passages given above e partial solution of th©

problems; of the emergent Kosle:., community; hence the

urge for freeing t.ns slaves, lastly, respite the
fact that not many details can be found on charity

and its function in t'ls early period, the ethic of

charity in this period - ae well an in the next ones -

is given greater expression than most other ethical

notions#

Para. 209#

At this stage two roots of letor significance

appear bearing on the notion of charity; tfcoy are

gjgjjl (or aa:/) and nfc. Other expressions are not

lacking, e.g. the following denominations to rhioh

Charity should be extended seem to os nee additions

to the categories already mentioned in the first

period, fnus a-fa (priwonar) an (7e,u) one una '1

.duo'# (the kinsman) end «.sn ,.s-wcxll (tdo aoixower

of the nay) which arc both mentioned in (17,28),
all of these classes need to be supported by those
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«ho can afford to do sc. One say argue that those

fciiree clashes are either identifiable with, or are

Ifijjplied in, the three eiaascs mentioned in the first
period, ncaiely elevea, orphans, and ids rahyiy or the
ttifskim The nee i.ct.eu, hctcever, shew the growing

need of the evolving Mosxee society for mutual help

ajaong its weabera.

Fura, 210.

The <&tr'attic charity is free frota J&hilite s»-

tiveu of doci.ro for rooouponso and gratitude, as tho

foliopuoaage shows*

76,9 "afe feed you simply lor the fatour of God,
de siring from you neither recompense nor
gratitude.w

See also (22,£2).

Also the Prophet noun not aoi the pagan Neocene

for any "revenue* or. account of ma teachings (23,74).

further, "the works of righteousness" aro ..rsferrod to

"the ado/.-naiettt of the nearer ills' (13,44).

Faro. 211.

The right to bo rich is accepted in principle,

This appears to L»e o cohcosuion to the pagan financiers

of L'iOcce.. ior example;
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43,31 have 1'tiiacd some above others
in ranks da.ra.iRt". • •

17,22 # • • We have given them preference one over
the other..#

Para. 212,

The noralls&tion of the act of charity reaches

a certain level of abstraction when relating it to

"the good* or "goodness* ir> the expression khayr (pi#

£hayrat5» for example:

23,62 Those who give..#
63 These are hastening to th* good things###

21,73 # «#wo nave suggested to them the aoing of
good things, the setting up of Prayer and
the paying of the Zekat. # #

Pan*a# 213#

Lastly, one may refer co h few passages wnere the

two roots fchgr and nio hint ior the first time at their

later technical use# The suostantive aa&at. though

used in its primitive serine, i.e. "purity", e.g.

(l^,It], conveys in the majority of cases the sense

oi almsgiving, e.g. (19,32; 23,4; 21,73). The use

henceforth of cakcit. hnd in tne next period of saaaush.

as meaning charity and almsgiving, asey be meant for

1
Of# ^./^'Ou,,
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literary embellishment, though more probably for the
moralising allusion lying sehind the new words.

As to the root nfc it refers, in its first avail¬

able appearance, to the act of feeding the poor (36,47).
In another significant verse, the same root refers to

charity, which is qualified as that "right" contribu¬

tion which is "neither extravagant nor stingy" (25,67).

See also (17,28) "Give...but do not squander at all".

These illustrations of the principle of the mean,1 are

not explicitly contradicted even in later stages, in

which the need for charity grows rapidly.

Para. 214.

The Third Period

In this and the next periods it suffices for the

purpose of our discussion to refer to the two roots

dealt with in para. 213, together with the root jgdg.
«

All the three roots are of great technical interest

in the Meainan period; but the same interest cangot

be attached to them in their uses now. One may

raise the question, to what extent had the Prophet
a legislative power in the middle or late l^eccan

stages? Indeed, even if the religious authority in

if. Goldsiher, ibid.
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Mecca could have the seme legislative efxect, it

seems that at no time in Mecca was there any chance

to think of, or to impose, a fixed percentage on the
wealth of the rich.1 The "fixing® is not formula¬

ted even in the late Medinan stage, though in prac¬

tice a certain minimum seems to have been accepted,

as will be shown later in this chapter*

In the third period charity in the form of

sakat is repeatedly coupled with other virtues;

e.g. (31,3). Conversely, the opponent Janilites

are those who do not exercise the jakat; e.g. (41,6).
taaakkl in (33,19) seems to convey more than the

original sense of purity or purification.

Para. 215.

The root sdo in what seems to be its first ©ear¬

ing on charity occurs in (12,88). Both tasaddao and

mutasadaioin occur in the passage and are derived from

Form V, which is the at me as that of tasakkj mentioned

in the previous paragraph. The two words seem to be

synonymous, despite some differentiation between aafcat

s&aagah ernong Moslems.2

H3*. I", Ated.. 253ff.

2Ibid.
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The root scto does not seem to occur again bear¬

ing on charity until the next period*
* < > 4 ,

Para. 216.

The root nfc occurs in several cases, some of

which will be given below.

42,361 ...their affair oeing matter of counsel
amongst them, and from what We have pro¬
vided them, contribute yunfiotn.

The political implication of counselling each other

appears to be the basis for the obligation of charity.

In (35,26) and (13,22) the contribution is qualified

as "secretly and publicly* and "freely, secretly and

openly" respectively. Among the Jahilites, the open

or public form of generosity was the rule rather than

the exception. In direct contrast to this stands

the New Testament (e.g. 1st., 6,1-4). The Qur;an

seems to make a compromise between these two atti¬

tudes, but later in Medina (2,273) a step nearer the

New Testament will be taken.

x ' - i ■ ■ ii
Although the preceding and succeeding verses are
Medinan, this verse seems to N-S (p.158) as Meccan;
the seme verse, according to Bell*s re-arrangement,
is either late Meccan or early Medinrn.
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Para. 217.

Yhe Modinan Period

Zaket. In the standard Collections of Traditions,

such as that of Bukhlrl or Muslim, one gets the im¬

pression that Sakat means the legal alms, which are

fixed at 2-- and 10 per cent per annum, while a

aausu.ah (or iniac and various other expressions)

is a voluntary contribution. There is some justi¬

fication for all this in the qur'an, as prayer and

Zakat are often conjoined as primary duties,

A few examples will be cited below,representing

the whole t.edinan period, in which Zakat seems hardly

to differ from other forms of the so-called volun¬

tary contributions:

In surah 2 the duty of Zakat only occurs in five

places, in all of which it is conjoined with the duty

of Prayer (w, 40.77,104.172,277), The reference is

the first two cases is to the Jews, in the last three

cases to the Moslems, The same conjunction of Prayer

and Zakat occurs as early as the second period (e.g,

19,32.56); always as a leading prescription upon a

Moslem, or a follower of other messages similar to

that of the qur'an.
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Aa late as surah 9 Zakat occurs in lour places

(w. 5.11.18.72), always in conjunction with the
cuty of Prayer. These passages are as follows:

(1) ...slay the polytheists wherever ye find
them...if they repent and establish the
Prayer and pay the Zakat, then set them
free; God is forgiving, compassionate.

(2) So if they repent and establish the Prayer
and pay the Zokat, they are your brothers
in religion.••

« ' »■

(5) They...have estaolished the Prayer and
paid the Zakat...possibly such will be
among those who are rightly guided.

(4) The believers, male and female, are friends
one of the other, they urge to what is re¬
putable magruf. and restrain from what is
disreputable, and observe Prayer, and pay
the Za&at, and obey God and His messenger.••

It is significant to observe that in two of

these examples, namely (2) and (4), the material as¬

pect of charity (the Zaket) is related to what might

be called the moral aspect of charity, namely orother

hood and friendship of the believers. Obeying God

end His messenger in (4) is a corollary to this

community of interest among the followers of the

Qur' an.

One may ask whether such conjunction of Prayer
and Zakat Implies that the latter is as universal
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in its character as the former is, or, is Zakat

imposed on every Woslem? The answer may not be
far from the truth if on© says that there axe indi¬

cations in the Qur'an which suggest that Zakat is

needed from the rich in order to be distributed

among the poor. The State seems to step in in¬

directly to supervise such a distribution, as e.g.

9,60 snows.

Para. 218,

Coming now to othor forms of contribution, one

may suggest that sadaqah or nafacah are simply

varieties of a Zax&t; they have, however, a nunor

position beside the latter. Thus while a Zsk&t, as

indicated in the previous paragraph, is an article

of faith, like Prayer, sadaqeh is equal to a second-

rate position; thus xia^ing to fulfil some minor

ritue2e as those covereu, 3.or example, by 2.192

one is asked to compensate *by way of fasting or alms¬

giving sadacah or pious observance.*

Para. 219.

Towards the end of surah 2, vv.263-277, sadaoah
occurs three times, while various derivatives of the

root nfq - form IV - occur fourteen times. This block

of verses exhorts to charity by way of what might be
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eaned free contribution. Thus an act of charity

should not be followed by resentment arid insult, it

should not oe constituted by unwanted ana corrupt

things and so on, ihether an act of charity in the
form of such free contributions is a part of Zakat or

not one is not able to say, A'ven if there were a

difference between the meaning of a Zakat - as a

legal obligatory almsgivlng - and other forms of

charity less obligatory, the following passage shows

the fusion, in practice, of both sorts of charity.

9,60 The sadaq&t are for the poor and the des¬
titute, for the agents employed therein,
for those whose hearts are to be won over,
for (the ransom of) slaves, for (the re¬
lief of) debtors, for expenditure in the
way of God, and for the follower of the
way*,.

This passage gives a strong hint that the Medinan

Islamic State was in growing need of money for the

running of its affairs; hence, not only an insti¬

tuted almsgiving is welcomed but also any other form

of contribution. This latter is known collectively
in the standard works of Hadlth as Sadau?i.t at tatawwu'
- the Quranic basis for which may be found in the

following early lieainan passage.
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2.180 ...if one does good voluntarily it is
better ior him man tatawwa'a khnyran
fa-huws khayrun la-hu.. .1

Para. 220.

Lastly, one may note that the materiel aspect
of charity can he studied with great detail in the
Ledinan period by referring to such subjects as;

the laws of inheritance; the distribution of the

spoils of war; and the prohibition of usury. These

related subjects, however appropriate to the theme of

this chapter, do not add much to the basic ethical

lines; they are essentially a way of putting the

qur'anic ideal of charity into practice.

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that material charity has

various aspects In the '/ur'an. The appeal for char¬

ity at the beginning is an attempt to bring relief to

^The verse in which this passage occurs is related
mainly to the institution of fasting, but as "feeding
the poor" as a possible expiation tidypfe for failing
to fast, is mentioned in the verse, thepassage quoted
above may be taken as an explanatory obiter dictum.
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the poorer classes in Meoca, But little by little
charity becomes a safe means for the preservation
and the solidarity of the incipient Moslem community;
Hence manumission of sieves, ransoming of prisoners,

and better distribution of inheritance. in Medina*!

passages the urge for charity serves social purposes

as in Mecca, but the State now has more to do with

the distribution of charity for its political, admin¬

istrative and military purpose#; hence the problem of

the legalisation of charity arises mainly in Medina,

Nothing is said in the ;ur 'an about those who are

liable to pay, or the amount to be paid, With this

problem on© may mention what may be termed its coroll¬

ary, namely that of £akat (meant to be obligatory alms)
and sa&aqah - and its sister expressions - (i.e. vol¬

untary contributions), It seems that in practice a

minimum amount was taken fron all those who could

afford to pay, both dwellers in towns or Bedouins.

This is the Mat, so often described with Prayer as

main items of frith. As to the voluntary contribu¬

tions, they seem to be eduressed to the town-dwellers,
who are weli-versed in the teachings of the new message
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and hence readier than the Beaouins to be more help¬

ful, Besides, one muse not forget an economic

reason, namely that the town-dwellers were in general

richer than the Bedouins who were often near to star¬

vation.

The Qur'an emphasises the motives and spiritual

purposes of almsgiving. Here on© must remember that

aakat and other words of the same root mean originally

"purity*, "self-purification" and the like. Also

sadaqah comes from a root which means "to tell the

truth", "to be truthful", "to befriend* and other re¬

lated meanings.
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CHAPl'sK XIV

Brotherhood and lore

The notions of this chapter are the counterparts

of those studied in Chapter VI on Hostility and Hatred,

and a continuation of the notion of charity studied in

the previous chapter.

Regarding the our'anic words connected with brother¬
hood and love, the following two questions seen: of

special interest: How far are the notions of brother¬
hood and love universal and how far particular? And,

what is the significance of these two notions? The

two questions correspond to the denotation and connota¬

tion of the terms respectively, and they will be studied

in the next two sections.

xne nearest term xn one N.T. to the Qur'anic words of
brotherhood and love is Philadelphia, which may be ren¬
dered also as "brotherly love *; of. A Theological Word
look, art. family. Both the Qur'an arid the K.T. seem,
by introducing brotherhood and love, based on ideo¬
logical factora, to transcend a trioal solidarity based
on kinship; cf. Ch. Ill and Ch. VI above. In the
Qur^an, as will be seen presently, the notion of friend¬
ship stands often for both love and brotherhood. The
three notions, hosever, &«* so coupled in the same texts
or in parallel passages that they form together a com¬
posite concept.

Some differentiation between brotherhood and love in
the Quran similar to that between hostility end hatred
might be helpful, namely that brotherhood is of a social
character; while love concerns the individual end his
attitude; cf. the introductory note to Ch. VI aoove.
(eontd. on next cm?© \
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(a) The question of universality

Blachere1 divides scholars into two camps when

discussing a similar question to the one treated now.

According to him, Holaeke, Arnold and GoIdziher be¬

lieve in the universal message ox the Qur'an; while

Grimme, Snouck-Hurgronje, Lammens and Buhl believe

that the Qur3an is meant for the Arabs only.
r\

Blaehere's problem is strictly religious," and as such

(contd, from previous page) The differentiation cannot
oe, however, easily defended; since the ideas in the
Qur'an are not often accesible to classification.

^Le Probleme de M., 85f.
2
Among Western scholars who believe that Islam is a
national religion one may cite the following authors:
Wellhausen, Reste, 65; Torrey, The Jewish Foundations.2;
Von Gruneoeum, Medieval Islam.78; the same author in a
later work (Islam.66) seems to deviate slightly from
his fozmer position, 3eli sides with this view too, as
the wording of his Translation of the Qur'an shows;See
lastly, E/Med.. 143. The opposite view is usually
held by Moslem scholars, though it does not lack some
Western supporters; ef. A. Ali, Spirit.138: M. Iqbal,
The Reconstruction.126.140 etc.; Pyzee, Outlines, 12f.
As to Western writers, otner than those mentL oned by
Blach£re above, one may mention the followign examples,
Hirschfeld, i\ew Reserches. 21; Gbermann (Islamic
Origins), Arab Heritage, ed. Paris,87; Toynbee,
Civilization. 67720T; Somervell, A Study.' 138,300;
Soengler, The Becline,ii,190. Both views are, strangely
enough, supported in the Qur'an.
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it does not apply to the present study. But even so,

one may raise the following ethical question! is
brotherhood in the Qur'an recognised among all men?

If the ansv.er is in the affirmative, then love is

universal as well. One might soy that the Qur'an

preaches universal brotherhood and love in a con¬

ditioned sense, that is, the universality does not

embrace the whole of mankind unless all men believe

in the message of the Qur'an. This view is partly

confused by two other views. The first is that the

Qur*an is meant exclusively for the Arabs. The

second is the Quranic explicit doctrine that

Mohammad is simply one of many praphets, and his

message is essentially identifiable with other mess¬

ages sent to other nations outside Arabia. To re¬

concile all these views or to combine them is not

an easy task. It is not easy, either, to separate

the religious from the ethical. But despite all

this, the Qur'anic passages quoted below will help

to confirm a certain attitude within these conflict¬

ing trends.
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Para. 221.

Tfte first Two Periods
The Qur * an according to 74,34 is "nothing but a

reminder to mankind basher"« In another verse God

on the last Pey addressee men, saying:

77,38 ...fe have brought together you and those of
olaen time al-awwalSn.

Or 09,81. hoes one see any of them remaining?
Pharaoh and those before him...

Thus from the beginning, Cod addresses all men together.

'Vords like ' ialawir (worlds), khr.Ip (ore-tyres) i.e. men/

end several other expressions denote almost all men.

It is too early to speak of e universal brotherhood

now, though it is a great step towards such a brother¬

hood when one speaks of the liability, or the duty, of

nil mankind to believe in God.*1"
Para. 222.

The word insfn (men) always appears in the qpr 'an
with the definite article el, except in or© odd case

(17,14) in which the word kull (every) preceding it

j
Contrast Ch, III above, where the C^ur1 an argues how
the Jskilltee built their community on mere Kinship;
hence, even the notion of nationhood seems to have
been vegue in their aunds.
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functions almost In the came say as the definite article.

The force of is often ferrotten in English in the

translations of the Our'on; the ret i ring of the plural

fore: qn-nuij is even harder. as in the word "Allah*

seems tc have raised the original meaning (i.e. god, any

god) tc that of a universal and unique Cod, so also does

it seem to fulfil the sane function in the word o.i-insan

and its plural forms, e.g.

82,6f. 0 man, what has put the© ..rrong with thy Lord,
the Generous, Who hath created thee...

Para, 223.

The word al-insan has two plural forms in the ijur'an,

they are al-ins and an-nas. The first is rightly under¬

stood by Bell as meaning "nankind®, e.g. 55,33. But

the second, i.e. an-nas. is often rendered by Bell as

"people*, just as cie.vwa and ahl. In the very short

surah 114 the wore an-nas is rendered in two different

ways, namely "people" and "men".

Para. 224.

Although mankind - in various expressions - is

called upon by God, as the examples in paras, 221ff.

Of. EI 12) s.v.; also H—S I, 71; Noldeke, art, Arabs
in ERE; 'Jellhsusen, Reste. 184ff; Paret, lf.ohmc:^d. 16f.
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seem to indicate, only pert of mankind, i.e. the be¬
lievers (the Arabs?), enjoys the favours of brotherhood

in the ©yes of Gocl, e.g.

77,14 •..some of us are Moslems, and some of us
follow devious courses; as for those who
have become Moslems, they have endeavoured
after a right direction.

27,34 Wo delivered those who baud believed and had
been showing piety.

Thus it appears that not all mankind can reach

the right of brotherhood. This latter notion is only

conjectured, since it has never been mentioned in the

texts given so far.

Para. 225.

As to whether Qur'anic brotherhood refers to Arabs

only, one finds an indication in this connection in a

passage found as early as the late second Meccan period,

as follows;

26,194ff ...that thou mayest be of those who warn.
In citi&r Arabic speech.,.
If $e had sent it down to one of the foreign¬

ers.
And he had recited it to them, they would
not have bean in it believing.

fhafc the reference to *.*rubia* hare is simply linguis¬

tic, there seems to be no doubt; nevertheless, the
mention of "foreigners" in the passage aooa hint at an
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ircportert fret, nsmaly that Arab* en bice have been
thought of from the very early stages of the Qur'on.
Hints like this latter one are responsible for es¬

tablishing sous sort of spiriuusl bona between the
fcllouer& of tho orr'an; heater, ouch a bone! is

far from being identifiable in the Qur 'an with what

is celled nowadays nationalism.

Pern. 226,

The Third Period

These ere a few rerace from &r. early surah in

this period which eaem to confirm what has been said

above,

30,8 Have they not travelled about in the land
ai-ary and seen of what nature was the
latter end of those before them.• •their
messengers came to them etc. (1)

13 ...He hath created you of oust, saw lo,
ye ere human kind bashnr spreading your¬
selves abroad. (2)

21 .Amongst RjU signs tie,«.the difference of
your tongues and colours;,, surely therein
era signs for the world®. (3)

Cf. Faret, Grer.zen. 21, n.12, where the author men¬
tions thai *ihe Cerm 'a!wan refers essentially to the
colour of the skin, but the aesning aiaht further im¬
ply human races, too*.
2
The Official Kgyptian Edition of the r ur' an mentions
*_&3imin {those who know) an& not 'alsmin (worlds);
Paret agrc.es with the first reading. Ibid. 21. Bell,
however, agrees with Fliigel who accepts the latter
reading.



Verse (1) ehowo the similarity of the qur 'an to
other fQjei£,r. (biblical) maseagea; verse (2) re¬

fers to the origit of aanlcind in the eyes of th©

qur'en; verse (2) refers to the differences of

colour end tongue* The apparent identity ox th©

nessttges sent to cenkinc., as implied in (1) corres¬

ponds to the identity of the origin (2)* As to

the difference set v. sen nations and races (J5)» it

is essentially a factual reference* It has nothing

to ac with any separation between those *ho are of

different colours ox tongues; or. the contrary, the

verse implies the unity of all men, if the belief

in Gou car. really be identified with such a unity,

laxa, 227*

Before ending the fceecsn stege, certain passages

rcay be quoted regarding what might oe called the

nationalistic fcrsnd in the Qur'an.

41,2 ...an Arable Qpr'on, lor a people ua.im who
have Knowledge, (1)

42,.) ihuu_ 2e m.vu suggested to thee an Araoic
Qur on in order that thou wayest worn the
;aob.icr of the towns and those around it.**

(2)
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4b, 11 MiiCi before it ie the heok of Moses as a
sicdol and a mercy; and this is a Book
confirming (it) in Arabic speech, that
it may warn those who ha^e done wrong,
ana gooa tidings for vnose #mo uo welx. (3)

Ail tiaree passagee insist thai the message is an

Arabic una, since the Arabs before ene Prophet did
not have a warnsr (20,46). The equivocation arisea,

however, even in iimtimote oi a strong so-called

nationalistic trenu as the present ones, »fhon on©

looks exosely as the following observations;

The term csuaa in \1) reiers to Arabs, the re¬

ference is confirmed in other passages, e.g. 20,4b;

but it is so equivocally used (for a people who have

knowledge) that those "who nave knowledge* can hardly

be identified with ^ai.»llites*, which conveys almost

the opposite sense. This does not mean that the ro¬

se ronco noes not induce the Arabs; ita phrasing

does not, however, ejccxuue a tacit reference to a

wider circle. The same equivocation follows from

the wording of "warn the mother oi che towns and those

around it* in passage (2). The sources of equivc-ca¬

tion in (l) una (2) can bo dispelled wnen one reads

in passage (3) that the Qwt^an is simply following
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previouo models: it ic only a ^oniircation to them.
Although the voice oi cOEprcm.n® is not always

the nearest to truth, in the case of the Qur in it
i& a ofie-siacu explan&Ucn if one resorts to on®

alternative and Judges it as final ""her. other com¬

plementary eliersr.&tiyes carry Just as much weight.

To end the heccari avago or»e si«y conclude that the

^nr^iio ^©asa^e, coatr* a itise to the ;aniii to tri¬

bal solidarity, is a clear cal* to nil Arabs, In

adaitiOh to this, the message is dec.< ©red to bs

modelled according to previous weasagec cent to

other nations, therefor®, the pur'an is not a rigid

and exclusive national religion; it has a wider im¬

plication than that.

Para, 228,

Ah.O .^euihuh reric^

Ihe great ouoceae gtuned in this period puts

the iX>underlets of the Islamic uiescugC' into more con¬

crete ions. There is no great change from the posi¬

tion reached at the third tleoc&n period, however,

daoftl general egressions like often uee-a in

• 990® en replaced now oy expressions line
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or its equi /alent&l This means tiiet tne new message

is more assured in Medina tnan in Mecca, hence it

peyu more attention to cue rapidly growing community

oi Moslems. tne following passages exemplify she

Modinan period.

2,114 neither the Jews nor the Christians will
be satisfied vrith thee until thou follow—
est their creed... (1)

2,130 ";ay yo: n?,a hava Relieved in Ood and what
has been sent down to us...and what has
been given to the prophet* from their Lord,
making no distinction between any of them;
and to tin .-ire we nubmie* ive vur.Iluvn* (2)

8,73 Those who have believed and emigrated..•
arid those who have afforded shelter and
help, are friends rwlivaf or.e to the other...

(3)
49,13 0 y© poopl© ap-ngs. fit have ort eted you of

male and female and made you races and
tribes obr.t y© mgy shou mutual recognition
li-tp/srafu: verily the most noble of you
in God*w eyas id ti«e loeut yicus... (4)

9,23 0 ye who have believed, do not chooss© your
father* and your brothers as iriends, if
they prefer unbelief... (5)

5»62 ...take not as your friends those who take
your rt-ligion as t butt oi ridicule and fun,
from amongst these who have been given the
Book before end the unbelievers... (6)

I*Cf. 64.
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In these paswages the term awliya.' (sing, J£i£)
recurs often, Ths primitive sense of the tens,

according to Arabics lexicons,"^" is ^friend*^ wpro—
teeter" or 'protected.The latter two senses ere

original, y raatxeb. to tribal cvstowe, The Qur en,

however, ovts tirc-ugh this tribalism by applying the
term to GocL ana Hie creator®a, or to the Prophet as

a »all to iceaxeais (4,??) jxfi t© governor* in relation

to their subjects (^v:; in thin verse ulu seems to
be only a variant for c%,iyp.1}. In the p&sssgts

quoted above, i.e, (J;, (5} and (6), the texxa awijya'
distinguishes very clearly the Islamic cocasimlty

from pagans (the Jnhilites) or? the one hnnd, and

iron oilier similar religions on the other, The

sii-ilari ty v.iih Judaism ©r:d Christianity, according

to (3J end (2), it ccnrlderod insignificant unless

they co?.e to tor is c will the Qir^inic version. The

tele ranee to»f-rd£. Christians art. other not.~lioi.iea be¬

lievers in Cod, which, Is ccniimovtly held in the

Sfoccsn stage, it rot Itching in liedine despite some

, m „ ■„■ iwi„,n i—«. .miMr

1
Of, liean, Ps^rhib and Ian« or
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evidences to the contrary, ad passage (4) implies, but
X

this is mure explicitly shown in 3,5? •

M 1M Significance oi hrotxrernooa flB& k&Xl
lies, e nuraosr oi Qur'anic passages bearing directly

on notions of brotherhood and love will he discussed.

Although tno previous section has referred to subjects

wiucu are nob wnoxiy related to the specific theme of

tiiis canptor, it aas laid the oacic lines within which

the following discussion will be fitted.

Pare. 225,

The word ash (brother), in its singular, dual and

pxural forms, occurs eighty times. as none of the in¬

finitival forms from the word occurs in tho <4ur> 5tn,
on© any t*ell gather iiiet tucsc ueee of r^|f ay© only

neutral. In iifcuca, espeoiaiiy, one rarely finds an

"mm-pBjsfce^e which is relevant to the present discussion,

A lew examples ol interest can oe found, however*

80,34 snd 70,12 are both early koccan passages

and denounce the Jall lite pride in physical brotherhood,

X— ——Cf * art* To ley-; tier; in ERE, ospoolally the section on
Eioueffltaedan toleration.
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The reference hero, as has been shown in more detail

in Chapter III, in +o the institution of tribal solid¬

arity o&asd on Iiinchip. In such a denouncement there
is soiao preparation foi a brotherhood based on an

ideal.

In the seoend period, and in a passage describing

the folk of Paradise, one fir.do more than an allusion

to the brotherhood of the believers, ae follows:

15,47 !?« ha/a removed any malice that may here
been in their hearts.
As brothers,,.

In this spirit of brotherhood of the community of the

believer*, era may understand the usual description

of any prophet a? the brother of hie people («.£#

2t,iC&; 46,20), ari of his rcopIs as his brothers

{t *d. 50,13), But one mlrht say that those latter

references ere. a v?y of expression (s irrr rauch)

which can hardly bear on any ethical isrjliceticn,

Pfre, 230,

lee y r- tyyrfod

These are the rne.-i? jkh—pas5e;"@6Z
59,10 ,, ,evr lord# rrant forgiveness to us snd to

our brethren who h^ve preceded us in faith,and set not malic® in our hearts towards
those who have believed,,, (1)
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33,5 them be) your brethren in religion..*
49,10 The believers ere brethren, set things

right therefore between your two brethren*
erw? show piety towards Cod; mayhap ye
will have serey shown you.

y&eosge tl) is a parallel passage to 19,47* para, 229.
in both cases th© brotlierhocd ox believers xt coupled

with removing of malice ^hili irom the hearts. The
case of para. 229 refers to the state ox affairs in

Paradise; but passage lij speaks ox men on earth,

s'he ether two passages (2) ana (5) speak el the

brotherhood of uexievere us an ©staoiisntfd regulation,

lo "set things right" oetween uuoh brothers* accord¬

ing to {3), in a normni concomitant to brotherhood#

ihe snort-lxved institution ox brothering Lecccns

end Msuinans early in Medina, it not explicitly men¬

tioned xn the vjjur' an. Ihe similarity of clixs insti¬

tution to pre-Qix'wiic triusu. cu toms is undeniable.

Its abolition seems, however* to be recorded in the

following passage*

£»7b ...those eho are related in blood Ere
merer to eech ether...

3co also 35,6.
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In all this the Qjur 'an aeexne to differentiate

between oretherheod us & principle reoonnended in a

general sense to the couauuui ty of believert end a

brother*ng ^ro "taction m-anl for eoiarniafcrstive pur*»

pocco, She physical brotherhood does not need to

be a confusing oleoo.it in the pro rent somecx ion.

It ha* ween s*««ia in CLo&ptsi XI, that the ^ur,7-n ro-

comae-ads aiieetiaa and uutifulneas towards all oiem¬

bers of the family, hut such family bonds are always

considered iniorior when they come into conflict with

tiie essentials of the ^ux'an,1

Peru# 231*

Love might he au wide as life itself. In the

qur'an one finds various toi-yc of expressing tne notion

oi love, loheraliy speaking, CJur'anic terms each as

frirr aiiu laUnoh ooem to iiipiy, in certain ^asaage* at

least, aoiiib sort of loirs; o.g,
on

2,224 fo not/account of your oaths make Clod an
obstacle to your r.ctirv?: vi.rtuovr.Xy tnb^rryand piously ouid solving thi.igs ri,jfot tot seen
pecple.., (A *i€dlnon passage),

^Oi'T S?,23, para, 228,
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In some earlier passages the word berr is applied to
that affection which relates a son to his parents

(e.g. 19,14) or to his mother - in the case of Jesus -

(19,33). The same word berr is applied to God

(52,26) and to the angels (80,15). The other tens
rahmah — or other words derived from the same root —

convey the notion of love in certain cases; e.g.

48, 29 (a ISe&inan passage) describes the believers

in their attitude towards the idolators and that

which is among themselves; in the one case they Eire

"violent ashidda ' against.,.", in the other case

they are ruhama ' (compassionate, or gentle and

lenient).

If, however, the terms birr and rahroah - with

various other words derived from the same root -

are related to love in a remote sense only, there

are other terms of a more direct interest.

Para. 232.

The two roots wdd and hob are linguistically
the nearest counterparts to the fingiish word "love";
but despite this nearness, the two roots in several

of their uses in the Qur 'an do not convey the notion
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of love. Thus wadda* means *he liked, wished, or

he would like or wish*. In many oi its uses in the

Qur*sn the root wdd iunctions, then, almost as an

auxiliary verb. In other cases the original sense
is quite apparent; e.g. (in Mecca):

85,14 Ano He is the Forgiving, the Loving wuoud.

Or 50,20 ...He hath created lor you of your own
species spouses that ye may dwell with
them, and hath set love taawaduah and mercy
ranmah between you...

Or 11,92 ...my Lord is compassionate rahlm. loving
wadud.

2
In Medina mawaddah (love) towards the kinsfolk is

recommended (42,22), In another Medincn passage

(60,7) it is said that God "may appoint thet there

shall be love between you and those of tuem with whom

ye have been at enmity*. The following verse (b0,8)

couples love with other Q,ur 'anic virtues, it reads:

i" ' "" ■ ■'
Of. Lane, s.v.

2
The text of this verse is variously interpreted;
cf. Bell in his comment on the verse; also see
T*b.f XXV, 13ff.

3
On the chronology of the verse 3ee N-S, 157f.
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God doth not forbid you to act virtuously
towards those who have not fought against
you in the matter of religion, and have
not expelled you from your dwelling*, or
to deal fairly with them — God loveth
yuhibb those who deal fairly.

Para. 255.

The root hbb is usually applied to God as in
*

bO,8, para. 252. It is used also in the early pass-

ages in contexts in which the Jahilite "love" for
wealth and other worldly desires is denounced;

e.g. 100,8; 69,21; 75,20. In the following

->late p'eccan end Medinsn - passages it is said that

God does not love the self-conceited (16,25); the

exultants (28,76); the il^-disposed (7,53); the

extravagant (6,142); and the treacherous (8,60).

Thus the term "love" in the negative use in which it

is used in all these passages does convey almost no¬

thing about love itself. But in a few other verses
*1 »»

something positive is implied in hbb-past»ages, as
♦

follows.

As early as the second period the infinitive

inehabbah is used in the story of Moses (20,39) to

mean the natural affection shown by an adult towards

an infant - any infant. In the third period the
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other infinitive hubb is used in a passage (12,30)
to mean the proper natural love shown by a female
towards a male. The same infinitival form is used

twice in another passage (2,160); in the one ease

it means the love of an idolater towards his goes,

in the other case it means the love of a "believer*1

to God. In a fairly early I'edinan passage (3,12)

hubb, again, means the natural love shown by men

en-nps to women - as well as to sons (or children)

ognin and other worldly possessions. Then we find

in (3,113f.) two verbal forms of the root hbb applied

in the one case to Moslems1 love of the Jews (in Med¬

ina), and in the other case to the lack of love of

the Jews to Moslems; thus;

...Ye love them but they love not you...
If ye have a touch of good, it annoys them,
but if an evil befall you, they rejoice at
ft. . .

The command given here to reciprocate love and hatred

with members of other communities is different from

the command to show love only towards the community
of the believers (59,9).
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Lastiy, the following late Medinait passage seems

to recapitulate some shrdes of the root hbb. as

follows:

5,21 The Jews and the Christians say: "We are
tne sons and beloved of God*; say: "Why
then does He punish you for your sins?
Kay, ye are human beings (part) of those
whom He hath created; He forgiveth whom
He pleaseth.• .and to Ilim is the trend."

Conclusion

It seems fair to say that the discussion in this

chapter leads to the belief that the Qur'an neither

believes in the universality of brotherhood end love,

nor to the equation of these two notions with a tri¬

bal solidarity or a blood relationship. If these

two extremes could be somewhat easily dismissed from

the scene, the choice between two other alternatives

is not very easy. These other alternatives ere:

Arabism end the Quranic so-called ummeh - i.e. the

community of believers. That some Quranic arguments

side with Arabism in one way or another there seems

to be no aoubt. But these arguments are over¬

whelmed by arguments which base the notions of brother¬

hood and love on an um .ah of men whose essential
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relationship with each other is a common belief in an

ideology; hence Mohammad is addressed as follows:

21,107 fa have not sent thee but as a mercy to
the worlds.

The logic of the Qur'an seems to reconcile the trend

of Arab!sib with that of the ummah rather than to con¬

sider them as conflicting with one another, A critic

might observe in this reconciliation some sort of one-

siaedness for two reasons.

firstly, a non-Arab in accenting the message of

the qur 'an can only receive it in the best way by

learning Arabic and swallowing Arabism. In other

words, as the qur'an is in Arabic and it is the last

and most authoritative word of Cod, then the weight

of Arabism in the ummafr is surely not mean.

Secondly, other prophets sent by Cod to other

ummafts. together with their followers, are in a general

sense Moslems - i.e. submissive to God. Hence, proper

Moslems are instructed to love and to treat kindly and

fairly other communities of similar ideologies to that

of the qur'an. But here again it is the qur'an which
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decides - it is the Qur'an which shows the common
roots and the differences.1

In the first section of this chapter it hne been
tried to fuse the very religious idea, namely that
of the Qur'anic message, with the ethical notions
of brotherhood and love. This attempt, has been used because
of the implications thrt the religious idea is thought
to have and not because of any identification between
the qur'anic message, or religion, and the very speci¬
fic notions of brotherhood and love in their ethical
contexts.
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GHAFTER XV

juatige

The notion of" justice is essential in the fields

of ethics end law as well as in religion. The Qur 'an

uses the same woxxis to express Justice in relation to

any one of these; sometimes, also, the implication
is too wide to be restricted to one field only. The

difficulty grows when in the case of "hqu"-passages

both senses of justice and truth are fused together

in a great many cases.

The following discussion depends essentially on

passages which contain words derived from the roots
4 dl and est: some interesting cases containing the

root hqq and the root hkm will also be included.

All these passages are not likely to answer such

radical questions as; what is the nature of justice

in the Qur'an? what is the nature of equality among

all men in the Qur 'an? is equality an absolute value

or not, and if not, is there in the qur'an a gener¬

ally recognised code to be applied to particular

cases? noes cruel justice in juridical matters ex¬

clude any mercy in the application of justice? All
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these questions will not be fully answered below,

though the discussion will attempt to find an answer
to some of them. The conclusions reached in the

previous chapters, especially Chapters XIII and XIV,

are of great value in the present case. That is,
the real Justice is that which implies equality among

the community of believers. In some cases, however,

a more general view of Justice then this cer be dis¬

covered, i.e. Justice which comprehends more than one

community and rules all with the same measure.

It cannot be denied that eome Qur'anic virtues

are to be found among Arabs in an embryonic form.

Thus Arabic hospitality and generosity lie behind

Qur'iuiie charity. In the present case, tne giving

of counsel (in the qur'an, uhkum and shewir and other

words of the same roots) arid the forms of tribal Judi¬

cial decisions among Arabs lie behind the notion of

Justice in the Qur'an."1'
1
One might recall here that neither Homer nor Hesiod
knew the word dikaiosine (Justice )♦• and themis (goodcounsel); cf. Del Vecchio, Justice. 6. Besides, theroots hoc one hjcjg in the Qur1 an mean 1 truth* and •Jus¬
tice*, and 'wisdom' and 'giving Judgement* respecti/ely.
Among the early Creeks Dike the goduess of Judgementsis the sister of Truth; cf. Del Vecchio, ibid, 6f.(contd. on next page).

+ instead they designated justice by dike (judicial decision)
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Para* 254.

The First Two Periods

In this early stage the two roots c 41 and ast
S

only faintly express the notion of justice. Thus
• i ^

' aaala in 62,7 means obviously to propertiorirte; also

ra'fciiun in 27,61 means to ocj.eteX (i.e. to take

other gods as equals to God)*
Para. 255* 55,6.

The heaven He hath lifted, and He hath set up the
Balance,

7 That ye may not transgress in regard to the Balance
8 Establish the weighing in justice bi*1 cist and

make not short the balance.

This passage needs to be read with a Medinan passage:

57,25 We formerly sent Our messengers with the Evi¬
dences... and Balance, that the people might
cis ense justice...

The words "balance" and "weighing* in these passages

translate two derivatives from the Arabic root wan.

The first occurrence of "balance" has an eschatological

implication, but the concomitant "weighing'1 in the

(contd. from previous page)
Again, the root m in the O.T. denotes the idea of
giving judgements in controversies as well as the idea
of wiscorn; cf. A Hecrew and English lexicon of the Q.x,,»rfv
h-k-m, ~ ' "**

XCf. Z., II, 1586.
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following verse (55,8) shows th© literal sense of
the word "balance". In the lest verse "balance»

is metaphorically used to mean almost certainly

jus tice. If all the four verses could b® read to¬

gether, one might elaborate the foliowing tentative

view: God commands justice; a commandment which
is cf preponderant significance in His creations.

His messengers are ordered to preach, among other

things, this virtue of justice; hence, ordinary men

have to follow suit. If this view is somewhat far¬

fetched, the following paragraphs will justify it

to a certain extent.

Para. 236. 103,3.

...who have believed and wrought the works of
righteousness anc counselled tawasaw each other
to truth haoc,. and counselled each other to en¬
durance .

Here the word hacq implies justice rather than truth.

The concomitant "counselled" is evidence that the pass¬

age points to a scene of justice. This implication

in the word hftoq is strengthened in the following

passage.

70,24f. Those in whose wealth there is a re—

fofrinedbe!jpr destitute.

*
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Or 38,25 ...judge uhWum between men in truth
bi '1 haua*. and do not follow their
desire so that it lead you astray,••

Here, again, a scene of judgement (justice) which
seems to contrast justice, viewed as an impartial

force, with a partial arbitration based on indi¬

vidual desires. The Prophet in this passage, how¬

ever, is given the authority of a head of state.

Para. 237, 17,17,

When We intend, to destroy a town, WW command
its affluent people and they aot viciously
therein, so that the sentence against them is
justified fa hacca: then m destroy it utterly.

The worldly aspect of the passage is that acting

viciously leads to the just punishment of destruc¬

tion, As often happens in other passages of the

Qur'an the nature of the "vice" is not given.

Thus one is unable to find whether this passage shows

the so-called cruel side of justice, considered un¬

just in the eyes of some modern authors, or not,

Even if one could reed into this passage some

cruelty, other passages in the Qur 'an imply for¬

giveness and mildness.**

i0f. Tel Vecchio, Justice. 86f.
Cf,, e.g. q,, 3,128; also Westermarck. Ethical
Relativity. 71, and Morals. 41.
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Para. 238,

Tli© word hcuc, is oitcn used, in a more general
sense than any quoted so far; e.g.

17,83 And say; "The truth ac.ca he-s come and the
false bdtil luUK vanished; verily the telse
is apt to vanish."

Para. 239,

Hoots oat. £km and

Id,78 ...a comparison, two men, one of them is dumb,
having no power over anything...is he on the
sane footing with one who urges justice 'ad
being set up upon a straight path?

The parable here contrasts the limitations of the idols

with Cod*a justice and straight path.1 The scene

seams to reproduce the r51e of the wise Arabian aruitra-
2 3

tor. In other Mecom and Medinan passages the wis¬

dom of the Prophet is shown in the same light.

Para. 240. 16,92,

Verily God com .anceth justice 6adl and Kindness,
and giving to jcinurea, and lie foroidaeth indecency
ano disreputable co nduct and greed,.,

XCf. 2., I, 745; also Q,, 10,36;
...whether then ie He who guideth to the truth haqq
moro entitled to be followed, or he who does not
guide unless he be guided? What is wrong with you?
How ye judge!

2E.g. 42,14; 10,46 and 55,

E«g, 5,4o,
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Thus, while justice in para, 237 approaches the form
of the so-called cruel justice, in its present con¬

text it is raised to the level of kir.cmeas. This

attitude is more clearly given in the following pass¬

age 42,36s

The recompense of an evil deed is an evil like
it, so it anyone pareunia and makes peace, it
rests with God to reward him,,.

Para. 241, 11,86.
* t ■ t . - 1, .

...give full measure and weigh with justice, and
do not defraud the people of their things, and do
not work mischief in the lend causing corruption.

This goes with para. 235 regarding the weighing and

measuring, except that now the passage is of a wider

application. The concomitant, "do not defraud the

people of their things*, is applicable to commercial

affairs as far as commerce in those days was understood.

The other concomitant, "do not work mischief in the land

causing corruption" might be too general, yet it cannot

be void of meaning; it can be, at least, explained

according to the implication of the former phrases.
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Pare. 242. 6,153.

ley not. upon anyone burdens beyond his
capacity; when ye apeak, act fairly, evon
though it be e relative.,.

One rs?y render the part of this passage given by Bell

as, *when ye speak, act fairly* as follows: "when ye

speak, be fair wa iuha cnutiro fa-'dilu., * The pass¬

age might imply the institution of Arabian (Jahilite)

arbitration, and no nore. Yet, it commands quite

clearly that one has to be fair in one*a speech,1 as

much as para. 241 recommends fairness in one's acts.

Para. 243.

The yfocLinan Period

This is the period of legislation par excellence.

11most every piece of legislation Is described, as just.

In some cases the justice which is attributed to the

^Tiie term sido or the phrase qawl al-haco and other ex¬
pressions'in the Qur'an show that the notion of speak¬
ing the truth is another main virtue in the Qur'an.
But the same expressions fuse the religious truth and
the ethical truth to such an extent that they cannot
often be of any use to the letter.
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legislation looks rather like an embellishment, To
judge the kind of justice implied in all the Liedinan

passages is oeyond the scope of this chapter.^" One

might examine a few instances, as follows:

In one of the longest verses in the Qur' an the record¬

ing of debts is treated in detail, parts of which will

be given below.

2,282 ♦,,whon yo contract a de»t,,.let someone who
is able to write, wx*itc it down justly be¬
tween you.,,
if he who owes the debt be stupid, or in weak
health, or oe not able to dictate himself, then
let his patron wall dictate with fairness,,.
Disdain not to write it aown, be it small or
great, (stating) the term up to which (it holds)
That is more equitaole.,.take witnesses when ye
bargain with each other; only let neither
writer nor witness "do an injury to either party

Thus in one single verse justice is referred to several

times. This type of t'edinan justice is not only, as

in Mecean passages, a matter of general equity. Its

administrative significance is very clear. Other

Medinan passages may be oriefly referred to below.

y/£»eo«. 2ol, where the Esedinan legislations areconsidered as "social reforms1* and "an adequate res¬
ponse to the needs of the times",

2
Cf» Bali's footnote to this verse.
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Justice as correlated to the kind treatment of

orphans and wives (4,3,126,126), or to the repaying
of entrusted things to their owners (4,61), or ascrib¬

ing r cnila to hie natural father (33,5).
Para. 244.

The giving of judgement between parties is men¬

tioned throughout all the stages of the Qur Jan.
Hera one may remember the sort of arbitration Known

before tne Qur'an. But as the Cur'an maxes either

God or Hie Prophet end his administrators Judges or

agents of Justice between men, the scene of Arabian

arbitration in its tribal form seams to be far from

being explanatory*

Examples;

4,61 Verily God commands you,,.when ye Juuge be¬
tween the people to Judge witn Justice..,

49,9 If two parties of the believers fight...sot
things right aslifeu between them Justly, and
act fairly; verily God loveth those who act
fairly.

5,46 •••if thou act as Judge, then Judge between
them with fairness,•.

These passages arid those cited in the previous para-

grapli show a complete fusion between Jahilite customs

regarding arbitration and the law and morality as
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cojan?ended by the Qur'anic meat age.1 The validity
or lawfulness of justice in these passages does not

concern the community of believers (the Moslems)

only, but also extends beyond them, ae the last
passage2 seems to refer to the .Tews, Hence, the

concept of bil&terality of law** e:ciita at least

faintly in the Qur'art.* One is equally justified

in believing in the one-s!badness of Cjur^anic Jus¬

tice, since the qur'an is supposed to be the final

divine word!

Para, 245,

Lastly, m few qur'anic passage® on the univer¬

sality of Justice arid its absolute significance seem

to be of special Interest nt the end of the discussion.

In this connection one might recall an interesting
theory in which law, customs, ana morality are in
their contents, "to a considerable extent the same",
though their *' forms* are distinguished from each
other**; elso, "the law is professedly an instrument
of justice, which is a moral principle"; Lament,
The Frir-cipleg. 27ff., cf. with this e.rt. 4 aoala in
Bufrada^. r„

Cf• Q,, 5,45,

The bilateral! ty of law and justice was known to the
Romans (cf. Pel Vecehio, Justice, 56) whose influence
on the pre-Qur'anic Ara.os^E^Bs to be nil; cf, Schacht
(The Law) in Unity end Tmriety. ed. Von Grunebsuiu, es¬
pecially pp, 70ff ." "

4
Cf. para. 245, infra.
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2,?28 ...in reputable conduct ms/ruf they have the
same right as is exercised over them...

This is an obiter dictum whose content does not ex¬

tend beyond matrimonial relationships. The univer¬

sality of the passage can be better understood in the

light of what was said in a previous chapter on the

Qur'anic notion of brotnerhood. Another passage ex¬

tends this universality and biiaterality of Justice far

beyond the limits of matrimonial life, as follows:

4,134 0 ye who have believed, be furnishers of
justice, witnesses for God, even though it
be against yourselves, or your parents and
relatives, whether (the person) be rich or
poor...so do not fellow desire sc as to
waver...

In another passage justice is recommended even when

non-believers ere apparently included. The passage

reads:

5,11 0 ye who have believed, be furnishers of
justice... and let not the hatred of a people
incite you not to act fairly; act fairly
that is nearer to piety.,,

By "people* the Jews are most likely rcec-nt, The pass¬

age can serve, however, as denoting opponents in

general.
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Oonclusion

It seeins that th© implications of justice

fairly wicle, ranging from its consid©ration as a

basic factor in the order of t/ie universe. - accord¬

ing to the C$ur'an, justice is a Milt item in Coci's

creations, on the sane level as the Heavens and

Earth and Man - to its application to various tri¬

vial matters of everyday life.

In the development of justice tic re seems to be

no great difference between the decern and ledinan

stages. In both stages the judge, acting plmost as

the traditional arbitrator, has to be feir end im¬

partial. According to the Qur'&n, one can go so by

avoiding desires and passions ahaa>> This social

form of justice seems to conform very much to the

Arabian scone servera aaSuf (the viu ly-known) is at

the same time the good and the essence of justice.1

{*1, Tovyj hooioloi^4 I t. TOff. 2 also. ^cnaoht. ibid..
% ..the prophet has to resign himself t.o applying re¬
ligious and ethical principO.es to the legal norms and
relationships as he found them." (p.bB). Of. also 0..
31,16; 7,192 etc.
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The bilrtsrality of justice in the Qur'in is shown
in its most primitive aspects when the strict (cruel)
justice is recor rended, * hut mercy is often demanded,

especially when members of the same community um^ah ere

involved, the general impression seems to be that the

Qur'an recommends the strict justice universally, but
when it concerns the members of the ugmah.forgiveness

steps in. This leads to the logical conclusion that

the um^ah simply replaces the tribe in the enactment of

justice.

On the individual level justice is recommended in

deeds and utterances, even when justice has o&d reper¬

cussions on the just. This individual form of justice

is related to the welfare of a person in this world and

to his salvation in the react world,

lastly, despite the fact that there is no room here

to discuss later d velcpmonts in Islamic thought, the so-

called WotUm rationalists (the im'tazllitee) -re highly

justified in considering justice as one of the t*o main

principles underlying ths ;i;r 'Snio tsackings.

*In this connection one must mention the Qur 'anic command
of Kcly War Jihad against the Polytheiats, with whom
neither peace nor mercy axe recommended (cf, e.g. 9,5),
Also, the physical punishment inflicted on the sinners
in the next world is well-known and repeatedly men¬
tioned in the Q,ur'an.
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ghaptsr xyi

Certainty.'*'
2

In its intalxeotufel attack, on ins wahliites the

qur'an denies them ary certainty; they tUKfft instead
uoutts 8iiu suspicion® end other similar traits which

develop in the fcedinan period into hypocrisy, dissen¬
sion and the like. In contrast to all this the

qur'iin claims authentic knosledge ana Vxuih, as well *s

prescribes or exhorts its followers to oe confident

and certain.

It is known that, 'most great historical religions

have advanced the sane claims'* as to the possession of

"a uivir.s revelation".^ Such claims at worst build up

"H'he Qwr * an speaks in most cases of certitude - in a
subjective sense - rather than of certainty. In Eng¬
lish both words may be used in both a subjective and
an objective sense, though there is a tendency to use
the word "certitude" in a subjective sense, and "cer¬
tainty" in an objective sense; of. IRE, and 'cnglish
..taction?ry {©a. Murray), ext. porcc-iinty: Island®,
VoCftonlnir^. ^rt. Pert-in: The 5ai;r%I<» ":^cvolo-
pneqia, ext. Certitude.

2Cf. Cfc. VIII, sugra.

j
Moral Principle®. ed. Anshen, 180.
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a rigid dogma and a blind certainty, The i^ur en in
this connection is no exception as far as the ^ur'anic

materials in the present chapter are concerned. One

amy reisr, however, to the Quranic intellectual attack
1

on the jahilites"1" to understand in a clearer and more

humanistic context, some of the haste of the Qur'anic

certainty. In attempting to elaborate the notion of

certainty the Qur'ar* puts the weight mainly on the

shoulders of Gou, In a few passages only there is an

appeal to the human mind arid to human contexts.

ilfftj, though certainty is coupled, in the q,urJan,
with knowledge arid truth, it is mors natural, in the

P
context oi the lur(an, tc couple it with laith.

This chapter will study two roots in uwo sections.

They are: y^n (yacima) and wki (sakalu). Other roots

footnote 2 on previous pago.

2
~Tnowl«dge and truth imply evidence and strict reason¬
ing, while Faith does not need evidence. Thus the
Qur'an is Justified, only formally, in contrasting its
certainty to opinion, ignorance, ana doubt; but in
reality this certainty is not based on the elaborate
procedures of knowledge and truth, on the contrary,
it is rather identified with Faith; see references
given in footnote 1 on previous page; cf, also,son t$t
The dictionary of rhilo >cfay. art. Jertainty.
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such as jjan (lit. to be safe) and glu (lit. to be
sound and in peace) which mean: to believe and to
bo a hosiers, respectively, are of great interest, but

1

they do not odd much to tne discussion."'

(&) The root .van.

This root occurs t*eniy—eight times distributed

fiumost equally in the four periods. In most of its
«.< >> «

forma tne root jvn aieens: to Know, or to be or be¬
come certain of.'* The root yqn in its Qur'anic usage

stands usually in contrast to roots which translate

the verbs: to uoubt, to opine, and the like.

Para. 24b.

In an early passage (102, 5 and 7) the expressions,

cila ul-^a.ln and 1 t in al- yatin'' (the true or certain

knowledge, and the true certainty) are used in a context

1
It is of great interest in this connection, too, to
study the Prophet's confidence in his mission and his
self-assurance and certitude in his visions and reve¬
lations and their contents; also, being "the first
Moslem* (q,, o,162) entitles him to be the best con¬
tract to w Jnhilite doubter or a iiedinan hypocrite.
But ell this, though very significant even to a cri¬
tic, needs to be studied separately,

2
"~Cf. Lane, Raghib and Lisan, ert, ypru
3
The expression hsqq al vaain (the truth which is cer¬
tain) is to be lound also e.g. 69,SI and S6,95.
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in which ih« i&hilites are denied the knowledge of

the punichaient in the last Oay. The conton t of such
expressions is religious but it is worthwhile to note
the coupling of knowledge (ano elsewhere truth ) with
certrinty ymito*

from other passages oi the iiret period the

following are especially interesting;

Para. 247. 51,20.

In the earth ere signs for those who are con¬
vinced al muqinin.

52,50 Or did they create tee heavens and the earth?
Nay, they have no convictions 15 ynqinOn.

«uoh passages have more to do with the ethics of

certainty than the previous ones. Thus the passage

(51,20) seems to imply that the Jahilites have to di¬

vert their attention from their traditional iaeeils, and

look, perhaps, lor something better in the centres of

civilisation abroad. The purpose of looking into the

si^ns of the earth is to be cert sir-, the ij.plication Is

that certainty is an ideal to be as* rched for by the

followers of the ^jr'ar.ie meseage. The Jgfeilites in

(52,56) ore naturally denied such a privilege,

xSee footnote 3 on previous page.
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Para. 248.

The following are some of the instances in which
the root ,yc,n is mentioned in the second period:

26,23 ...Lord of the heavens and the earth...if ye
be convinced

15,99 And serve thy Lord until there comes to thee
the Certainty

27,14 They gainsaid them (sc. the signs^ though they
themselves were convinced of them, out of wrong¬
doing...

All the three instances are religious in their bear¬

ing, though the third has also something to do with

human character.

The first passage given above seems to demand the

conviction (or the certainty) of those addressed, be¬

fore it advances its argument that God is the Creator,

But a critic might ask: what is the content of such a

previous conviction? The answer perhaps lies in the

fact that one needs simply to be receptive.

The second passage seems to convey that finally

religion has to build up a sort of "certainty" in the

self; if this certainty is not already there, as the

previous passage (26,25) argues that it is, then by way

oi worship one is supposed to reach the ideal of cer¬

tainty (in a subjective or an objective sense).
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The third p&asege takes back the argument to that
of the first passage, since it says that the (supposed
unbelievers have (as if it were instinctive) all the

certainty needed for believing in religious arguments,
but for - and this is a significant and human factor -

their .vrong-doings. Then, conversely, an upright law-

abiding person has, among other things, the virtue of

certainty or •elf-assurance.

It remains for the next two periods, as has often

happened in this study, to snow the notion of certainty

in a clearer human context than in any passage so far.

Para. 249.
I

... *

Now in the third period, the following passages

throw a better light on the notion of certainty.

32,24 And We appointed from amongst them leaders to
guide by Our commend, when they endured and of
Our signs were convinced.

45,19 These are demonstrations for the people, a
guidance and a mercy for a people who are con¬
vinced.

45,31 Cfhe Jahilites are made to express*}... we have
only opinions, end do not seex. to be convinced.

Lastly the prophet is addressed:

30,60 So endure (thou) patiently; verily the pro¬
mise of God is true; let not make light ofthee those who have no conviction.

The first and fourth of these passages concern the
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Prophet. In both, encurance i© a concomitant virtue
to that of certainty - though yuginun in the first pass¬

age is directly predicated to the leaders (sc. the pro¬

phets), while the &erne word in the fourth passage is

applied in a negative sense to the Jahilites. The

political implication of the two passages is undeniable.

Also, the leadership is endowed not only with certainty
and patience, but also claims knowledge, though indirec¬

tly, by attaching ignorance to the Jahilites, as follows,

30,59 Thus doth God set a seal upon the hearts of
those who have not knowledge.

Thus ignorance is related to the sealing of the

heart - an expression which might be equal to saying

that the wind does not function (Of, e.g. 25,46 in

which it is stated that the Jahilites neither hear nor

act intelligently). The argument is at least partly

controversial. It implies that the certainty of those

who are convinced is not a blind acceptance and a pass¬

ive resignation. On the contrary, it is © plea that

the mind must function; this is © factor — though not
the most significant - which seem© to be of some im¬

portance.

The use of "demonstrations" in the passage (45,19)
above confirm© the suggestion just given. The passage
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indicates explicitly that tnose who are certain (or
convinced, according to Bell's rendering) are pre¬
sented with demonstrations. These demonstrations

are identified later in the passage with guioance

and mercy.

Lastly, the third passage (45,31) carried the

argument a step further by declaring that the J&hi-

lites have (erroneous) opinions, a trait which is re¬

lated to their "not seeking to be convinced".

Para. 250.

The Medinan Period

In a famous argument showing the position of the

Qur'anic doctrine among other sister-doctrines, one

reads the following:

2,5 <"ho believe in whet has been sent down to thee,
and in what has been sent down before thy time,
and of the Hereafter are convinced yuuinun.

To comment only on the ethical side of this verse,

one observes that to identify the essentials of the

Qur'anic doctrine with similar ones is, among other

things, an aspect of certainty and self-confidence.

Cf. also 2,112 and 74.31ff (these latter verses are
Itedinan incorporated in a I'eccan surah, see N-3., 88).
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There are many points, both major1 ®*Ni an.nor, in the

qut'an in which it is clearly shown that the sugges¬
ted identification is conditional, i.e. on Qur'anic

terms. In a similar argument, the qur'en advocates

the physical and spiritual fatherhood of Abraham to

Arabs,'''
Para. 251,

In contrast to the argument of identification

just discussed, and in a passage significant, perhaps,

for its turn of phrase, the tur'an stftes the follow¬

ing (about Jesus):

4,156 those who have fione different ways in re¬
gard to him are in doubt asout him; they
have no (revealed) knowledge of him and only
follow opinion...they did not certainly yaclnan
kill him...

Here "certainly" is neutrally used, but other

points in the passage show some significance, lirfctly,

the supposed identification with Christianity, as a

sister-doctrine, is shattered here in a way very harm¬

ful to the Christian cause. Also by applying the same

l" '
Cf., e.g. q., 22,77:
Strive for God.,,Re heth chosen you and hath not laid
upon you any straitness in religion - the creed of
your father Abraham; He hath celled you Moslems,
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terms as those used already in the case of the Jahi-
lites - i.e. doubt, following opinion and depriva¬
tion of knowledge - both Christians and Jahilites
are classed in the same oategory. In such a situa¬

tion one may ask whether the belief and confidence

in the whole Divine message is to suffer or to gain.

The answer is by no means simple. The disagreement

seems, first of all, directed not against the whole

of Christianity, secondly, the passage laoks like

a matter of feet statement rather than en abusive one.

That is, the passage seems to indicate that Christians

should not go "different ways", in which case the

Quran seems to be exhorting the Christians, If this

line of argument is not completely untrue, then the

confidence in the Divine message as a whole is still

safe, and the doctrine of identification is still

sound, though from the qur'anic standpoint only.

Lastly, as regards the general notion of certainty,
the verse under discussion is warning the followers of

a sister-doctrine against doubt, ignorance and the

following of opinion,1 since these three items are

XCf. Ch. I and Cfe, VIII,
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merely vices in the Qur'anic ideology.
All this interpretation Eight be true. A

critic, however, is rightly tempted to say that irom

the turn of phrase in this verse there is a hidden

argument which might be stated as follows.

The doctrine of identification is only partly

disclaimed here in order that the followers of the

Qur 'inic message do not feel too closely identified

with - or ideologically dependant on - others who

follow similar doctrines. Hence the whole matter

may be reduced to an injunction aiming at some inde¬

pendence so that more faith and confidence can be

felt towards the Quranic

Para. 252.

Lastly one may refer to this late Instance on

the root yen:

5,55 Do they desire the (mode of) juagment of the
Time of Ignorance? But who is better than
God in judgment, to a people who are convin¬
ced?

Here wisdom and other qualities which are to be

iound in human acts of justice are applied to Godvs

judgment. It follows from tills verse that the con¬

viction (or certainty?) of a Qur'anic follower is not
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to be identified with desire or ignorance (jahillyah).

it pertains, apparently, to a much higher level than
th&t #

(b) The root wkl.

Para. 253.

In its Porm II the root wkl means, Ho entrust*;

in Forms V and VIII it means, "to rely upon or to con¬

fide in*. Porm VIII is usually employed when the root

is used as a verb - except in two cases (32,11 and 6,89)

where porm II is used. The implication in most cases

is that man has to derive his confidence and certainty

from God. This authoritarian basis conferred on God

as a supreme being has been referred to above, espec¬

ially in Chapter IX where fear of God has been consider¬

ed as an essential factor in man's piety.

The root occurs about seventy times, nine

tenths of which are shrred between the third and the

Itedinan periods. In the &!eccan stage as a whole the

human free-will seems to be overlaid by too much con¬

fidence and dependence on God. A few instances may

suffice to show the general trend.

Para. 254. 11,15.

...God of every thing is trustee wakll.
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The prophets trust God first of all, and such trust¬
fulness is conjoined with their hope of success.

Thus one of them declares:

11,90 ...I only wish to set things right as far as
I am able; my hope of success is in God alone;
upon Him I have set ray trust and to Him do I
turn Penitently.

Cf. also 13,29.

Other human beings have to follow suit - cf. e.g.

29,59. In another passage a group of men are made to

express proudly their confidence as follows:

14,15 And why should we not set our trust upon God,
seeing He heth guided us our ways? surely,
we shall endure patiently under the injuries...

Acccrding to 10,84 "to set a trust upon God* is con¬

joined with "surrendering oneself to Him* (or to be¬

come *Moslem).

Also it is repeatedly mentioned that the Prophet

is not a trustee or a guardian wakll; cf., e.g. 39,42;

6,60,107 etc. The insistence on this is, perhaps, an

expression of the weakness in the Prophet*s position;

in the Medinen period, though the same expressions are

used, they are neutralised by other passages demanding

ooedience (confidence?) to the Prophet.
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Para. 255.

The Hedinan period

At tnis stage confidence in God is no less force¬

fully stated than in Mecca, but such confidence is rela¬

ted in Medina to more and more concrete situations of

daily life; e.g.

6,63 If they incline to peace, incline thou to it,
and set thy trust upon God...

3,118 (Recall) when two sections of you were on the
point of flinching, though God was their patron;
in God let the believers place their trust.

In the first of these instances the trust in God

seems a corollary to the main theme of the passage which

is dealing with a political issue. In the second ins¬

tance, the obviously different themes ' of the passage

are more interrelated, since the placiiig of trust in God

- an expression which says simply that one must be cer¬

tain and confident - is equal to "not to flinch".

Para, 256.

In the following passage the confidence in God is

not only a corollary to, but also almost explained away

by the human free-will.

3,153 ...when thou hast made up thy mind place thy
trust upon God...
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One cannot think, of course, of an absolute

free-will in a context where it is categorically

understood that the speaker is always God. Of.

further 4,83; 33,47; 9,130.

Conclusion

Being by its very existence, or definition, a

divine command, the Qur*an could not but relate its

notion of certainty to God by way of relying upon

Him and taking Him as a trustee. But if the basis

of certainty is thus religiously supported, the very

treatment of certainty and the importance given to it

show more than a mere religious significance.

Certainty, in its subjective sense especially,

is of great importance to social movements which aim

at a radical change. In this connection, self-

confidence is more than mere enthusiasm, otherwise

the new ideology cannot live long. Thus though the

Qur' an puts much confidence in God, its direct pur¬

pose is to create confidence in its followers. A

critic might say, however, that more is said about
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man's obligation to be certain than about certainty
itself.1 But this is characteristic of the Qur*an,

«*

which is well-known for its comments on concrete

situations related to man*s behaviour and intentions

more than for its reasonings on basic principles.

These latter, if treated at all, are usually touched

on in general terms; that is why certainty, in the

Qur 'an, pertains to knowledge and truth as contrasted

with opinion, doubt, and ignorance. The difficulty

arises, however, when the Qur'an identifies, at the

s&rae time, certainty with faith, resignation ( islam),

and complete obedience to authority. In this case,

if any rational treatment could be made possible, one

has to put more insistence on those passages where

purely human situations are at stake; this factor is

better shown in Medina where the authority of the Pro¬

phet grows progressively, and certainty is more rela¬

ted to statesmanlike decisions on the one hand, and

^"In this connection it is not unwise to state that,
"properly speaking, there is no certainty, there are,
only, men who are certain", cf, Lalande, ibid.

2
This situation on the iace of it is similar to what
is known in Greek philosophy, except that knowledge
and opinion in the Qur'an refer not only to the human
context but also to divine origins. Cf. ERE, ibid.
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to the growing self-confidence of Moslems and their

attitude towards their ideology on the other.
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CHAPTER XVII

Conclusion

(In three sections)
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a- the vord and the meaning

As tue fcheiae of this study is an inquiry into

the moral philosophy of the Qur'an, the reader may

1© tempted now to question whether there is any

such philosophy. A strict logician may never be

aula to solve the problem of expression in a poetic

or a semi-poetic work. Indeed, without a fixed

meaning a technical term cannot be coined; and

without technical terms no concepts in any branch

of science or philosophy are clear, resides, the

question of, "who takes what from whoa", may have

its benefits in certain cases; in the present study,

however, this question of origins has been left asiae,

except to a very limited extent, in oruer to find out

first the bare data of the bur'an.

io the core of tue problem is, in tue most

general terms, an inquiry into woras and tneir

meanings. In this inquiry we do not need to explain

away what we cannot explain, or to dismiss as mere

verbalism such a religious work as the <ur'&n, on the

one hand. On the other hand, we must not go in the

highly interpretative way of Hediasval commentators"1',
1. Cf.Joldziher.bie -Men tun. ,en der iclaoiscnan korsn-
auele org.
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In the following three points some peculiarities

of the tur'fcic ex yree t Ion = tu no v. they nave oeen

dealt with, in this study, sre oriefly etatea:

(1) ihe synonyms• i'he dur'an abounds in

synonyms una what aic.h«, < e tenaeu aeati-synonyosotte
I

express ions, In this study, in three chapters out

of sixteen, passag es revolving around the same word

or torae of tue s;u&e root, have served in the

elaboration of a certain ^ur'anic notion. In tne

remaining cases, any notion could only oe unuerstooa

after a search into all the possiole expressions in

w. ich it could $;e under* tood. i'he rir,*s iav very

r««.t, since a concomitant «djecti'»e, or associated

voras, mi^r.t not necessarily imply ideas which could

be ranged in the same category of thought.

It hae oeen shown in this study also that words
2

in tne trar'&n are sometimes paraphrased , and tne

process of pare.para. inc, either precedes the coinage

of a new terca or succeeds it.

* *
.fee oh. I, Ch.VII and Ch.IX.

2
E.g. tne term "hypocrites" and the expression "those
in whose hearts is diaese"; cf.pnra.l47» pare. 149 ••

para.lpQ.
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Lastly, one B««dl,MMtiOB that these synonymous

voras sua phrases might v-e only partly synonyaious. iaui

vnlle ntand tasaaduoa might ..© completely

equivalent expressions, they seem to oe only partly
i

equivalent to tazakkfi..

(2) Words vith a multiplicity of meanings, inis

is another factor vhich complicates an. easy unuerstanu-

int, of the Qur'&n. Among the scholars vno wave -n

English rendering of the Etur'&n, R.nell is, perhaps,

tne keenest to reproduce a true ana literal translation,

as a ainst a free interpretation . nut even, . ell

could not evade vhat seemed to him a natural

development of meaning. To fix all tne different

meanings of a certain ur*attic vord has oewn at temptea

in ti'iis study, though with various degrees, of

certainty, according to the evidence avaiiaoi© in

each ease. The role of the metaphor in this connection

is very ^reat, whether the metaphor is expressed ay

a single word or a phrase, i'he definition of lines

*Cf. Ch.XIII. according to Evans* work (lie Idee dor
ounde irn noran) there are some treaty roots, each

of which has often acre than one vord derived from it,
which convey tne concept of sin in the wur'an.
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between the real and metaphorical cense has been

coin*, on for centuries. In modern times the wortt

fx
of Sabbath vba ..-nore c„..c ie -Joran)Is

in this connection, though it is the first of its

Kind and cannot Nl considered a final jua .octant.

.his proulem of meaning is intermingled with

tne development of technical terms. Ae almost the

entire first iieccar pW;;e is rarely devoted to any

ideas out/side the religious sphere, it seems vise

not to iootc for ethical notions or ethical technical

terms in this early Eta e, It has aeen shown la this

study, nowevey, t, t in a few cases only an ethical

notion mi&frt ee found in an embryonic form in the

first period, hence the expression is ever cm n._ in.

and the recourse for metaphor;, is frequent, eut even

when a word is used in a technical sense, there is no

guarantee against usin& the sah-e wore in one or

anot- er of its previous meanings. for example: in

1. .>ere the thorny problem of chronology steps in,
however.
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Chapter II, the roots aor (lit,to be or to become

- roat), *Iw (lit,to be or to uecome hi. n) and t<my

(lit,to past the limit, or to flood), keep throughout

tae -lur'&u their primitive meanings, Iney see®,

novever, to nave been used in a secondary sense,
sense

Wily 'price', i'ne diversion to a secondary/cannot
be always as easy to graap as in the case of these

roots, Ihe question is more complicated wnen a

certain term is a loan-vord. In this study 0reut

attention nan been paid to specify any new shade of
and

m'.a. in,.,/through t e cumulative effect 01 the .e

a. aden of meaning vusy word can oe more understood.

ut as the war'an is its own iej.icon, we are greatly

hindered when a certain word does . ot occur often

enou.h to be well understood, ihe fact that the

(ur'an uses synonyms compensates, however, for the

rare occurence of certain worth- •

(3) the integrity of a verse. A verse is

integral in, at least, two senses, namely the

chronological sense and what might be termed tue

oranic sense. "Organic" in the sense that the

verse deals with one subject or theme, and not witn

a multiplicity of subjects. ^11 verses, accoruing

to the Official Egyptian Edition of the ^ur'&n, are
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chronologically integral. In tue cane of WSlueke'c

chronological order, a relatively small number of

verses are chronologically composite; tmile

K.iell finus a quite iar^e number of vereee which

are chronologically composite.

In the organic rente, nobody is able, apparently,

to deny trie existence of composite verses, especially

in the case of those lour Kedinert verses. Besides,

especially in the first period, a certain number of

verses are not . rasmatically complete sentences, and

they can only oe understood uy relating tnem to a

preceding and/'or a succeeding verse.

All tuese difficulties regarding the nature of

the ..ur'anic verse led in this study to one of tnese

tv.o courses: v.aenever a verse is composite one part

of it often satisfies the discussion, „ut if tae verse

is grammatically incomplete, or the underlying sense

is not satisfactory unless completed by one of tae

immediate vereee preceding or following it, then

one needs to use more than one verse, provided tuat

there is a chronological integrity regarding this

block of vereee.
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b— Che System

Ihe difficulties which have he.a aroused in trie

previous section, and toe allowances oaae to answer them,

reduce fene possibility of an ethical system in the Qur'an

to a great extent. But if ethics could be taken away

fro® the realm of metaphysics and absolute values and

related to the realm of law1, in that case dur'anic

ethics may be viewed as a code of conauct, or a ..ody of
2

rules, according to Kantorovica *, "rule© may be said to

constitute a body when tuey all possess some common

characteristic which renders them coherent and interde¬

pendent, e.g. that they have trie same content. • .belong to

the same code or to the same State, originate from the

same nation, or coincide in time or space...

i'nus, if Qur'&nic ethics are denied the theoretical

systemutination, they may still have a certain degree of

coherence in practical application, ihe main

characteristics of this coherence may ue briefly stated

in the following points:

. Lament, me -rincioleg.27f.
2
'.ne aefinition of Lav.21.



(1) In arguing that certain ethics are not acceptable,

the sur*kn does not miss the opportunity of putting others

in their place. Thus, to judge from the present study, in

refusing the ethics of pride the *ur*an preaches tne ethics
of humility, and likewise kith the rest of ethical notions

dealt with in this atudy.^-

(2) fhe virtues arc usually coupled with each otaer,

so also the vices, thus ve often find in the.seme verse

or in two or more consecutive verses that virtues A, i> and

C are applied to the person ifee is not supposeu to OOlXit

vices X,I and 2. hence, terms of approval are Pes towed

upon the virtuous and his virtues, e.g. "good", "oeautiful"

and tiie lixe; while opposite terms snowing disapproval are
l

heaped upon the vicious and the vices.

(3) ihe divine authority from which all wur'anic

ethics are supposed to follow, gives tnem a certain aspect

of coherence as to their origin.

(4) Xhe nur'anic ethics tame the Aran nation as their

starting point. As far as tnia study is concerned, Janilieai

is the sum total of ethical notion*of pre-Xur'&nie <rabe.

Inis danillem it at the same time the background against

which the Qur'&nic positive ethics are to oe understood.

1. According to ^erdyaev, "the dualism of good an4 evil is
tae presupposition of morality", .t'he ^eetiny of hun. 109.
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(5) i'he period of some twenty years from c.610 to

652 A»jj, t and the area of North West Arabia, represent

the minimum limits of Qur'iinic e.uics, as regards time

and f pace*

(6) Individualism is very ; trort in .ur'anic

ethical outlook, arid the individual it responsible for

himself, fhe individual 'motives -the ..ur'unic ij.-uulu-

constitute a quite important factor in human conduct.

(75 fhe family is given a special importance in

ur'anic ethics, so far as the present study is

concerned.

(8) doth individual and family are units incorporated

in a community -useat;- which is based on an ideology.

(9) in© last three points leads to the impression

that the dur'Sn favours essentially tne ethics of a settleu

society, as contrasted to that of Jahilisas, which is basea

mainly not on an ideology out on blood-relationship, iais

uoes not deny the fact that the ^ur'an may have agreed to

some of the Jahilite-nedouin virtues, e.g.generosity, but

even in this case the virtues adapted have been moulded, eo

that they can suit the town-dwellers, deuce tne wur'anic

prefer^ ce for the principle of the mean.
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c - The Heecan ana the /.eainan fitagee

he division into heecun and f.edinan, and arty furtner

subdivision into smaller units are meant, in principle, to

show the natural development of ideas, i'hese divisions

have to depend on a. reliable chronology, in order to fulfil

their function. In spite of any imperfections hdldeke'e

chronological order may have, the ethical notions are dealt

with in this study in almost all cases according to

noldeke'r order. Ihe main characteristics of the dif:oront

''ur'-'nic stacee seem to be an foliowc:

The first . eccar; period does not gee® to be very

interested in ethic:.1 notions, and this occurs in two ways:

either the whole notion is iaa.in^, a© happens in the

majority of cases, or it is faintly depicted as is the case

of charity*, the early passages are too religious to ~e of

any effect in other realms such as tnat of ethics. Cue

might find, however, some ethical implication in ouch

general terms like ; r (goodness, or the good). or example
9*' 7

Whoever has done a particle's weight of good,
shall see it.

Suoh examples are net only too general, they are also rare,

u1.paras♦20(.203.
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Ihe second hece&n period is trie shortest of aii the
1

perioae . It is tne first s-age, however, in which most

of etuicai notions dealt with in this study first appear.

eesidee, the significance of ethical paasages in the second

period, ic even greater t sen t at of the third period,
2

which comprises about tne last six years in hecea

and contains about one third of the gar'an.

She third heccan period is rcmarkacle for its long

passages of & repetitive nature in which stories of former

messengers occupy a large part, nance its additions,
'5

regarding the theme of this study, are very little . In a

4
few cases, however, the third period shows its originality •

nevertheless, the third period helps by way of its

explanatory descriptions, which correspond to parallel

passages of earlier periods.

£o appreciate the whole of the hecean stage, one may

a^piy to it the same term, wuich described the first
h

period, namely, the generality". The message in the meccan

l*Cf.»-S,70. 2#Cf.h-S,72ff.
^*Cf.e.g.the third period in Ch.V,Ch.Viand Ch.1a,supra.

4#Cf.para.181 and para.ISS*
5
"Generality" here is applied in the sense of,"being
opposed to what is specific", as well as in the sense of,
"beih: vague arid equivocal".
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sta^e aad neither a political power nor many followers,

ine Hostility of the opponents in Mecca does not reach a

state of war, contrariwise to v-n&t will be experienced in

Medina. ine procleas of tne Islamic cos&c.unity are not t>reat,
I .

and they can often be solved according to the tradition,

ine two partial emigrations to Ethiopia and the final

complete emigration -o Medina ate external evidences which

show the idealistic -a critic might say evasive- attitude

of hecc&n etnics in the Qur'an.

As regards the two groups of positive-.-and negative

ethics, tney both seem to <e depicted in general worms in

Mecca.

The healnan stage shows in many ojf its passages a

concreteneas which can hardly be seen in the passages

of the previous stage. Thus, i:. those ethics concerned

with parental, filial and matrimonial bonds, 'Has well as
\ " -'vVL' t

etnics of justice, the aedinan stage is often clear-cut
' 1 %

in its expressions . The repetitive nature of tno uur'an,
■' ] ' v,
\\ V

however, is responsible for a certain aaouint of unity of,
'

-L '\1 I. ^

and contiftdlt-y between, the neccan and the :\nedinan efeagest

"On the other hand, one must not forget the fact
- > - ' \ '' ' . K \

that an ethical notion may be, by its very nature, a general

one; hence its expression is more likely to o^\ communicated
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in general terms.

Lastly, one may say that the real political and

military powers which started in Medina for tne first

time, together witu the power to mould the individual,

the family and the community, bota spiritually and

socially, all these factors show that the Kedinan

stage gives nor® objective and concrete materials than

oh© eccan sfcaw:e. these case factors are responsible

also for the v.ell known practicality of Qur'knic ethics.
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